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Ooredoo is a well-known, Qatar-based, international telecommunication company anda major contributor to 

different corporate social responsibility and sponsorship activities in the field of sports and community engagement in 

Qatar. Ooredoo actively supports the Qatari culture and traditions and promotes sports, healthy living and education in 

Qatar. The company believes in the power of the market and customer research in order to achieve the brand highest 

potential. The main challenge faced by the company is how to move Ooredoo from a pure donation/contribution role to 

an active role through which it can build greater brand equity and add value to the community as a whole by the brand 

ownership of sporting events rather than merely to sponsor such events.  

In response to this challenge, this marketing plan addresses Ooredoo‟s short-term and long-term strategies, and 

further analyzes these strategies by using various marketing tools and techniques from. Also, primary and secondary 

research had been conducted to better understand the market needs and direct Ooredoo‟s team efforts accordingly.  

The main findings were lack of public awareness of the current Ooredoo Marathon event and the associated 

charity cause, and customers‟ requests for improvements needed in the event process and its offerings. The most 

significant reason identified for the lack of female participation in the event was cultural barriers, particularly the need 

for privacy. Long-term recommendations are proposed to satisfy this need. Generally, most respondents offered 

positive comments about the brand and its services.  

Secondary data, scholarly articles, found that customer experience was a significant factor in shaping their 

perceptions toward the brand and its events. As this is the most important factor to manipulate in order to reach the 

desired outcome, it was taken into consideration at the recommendations plan. Adopting the suggested marketing plan 

would significantly enhance the event value and Ooredoo brand itself while promoting a responsible, meaningful 

corporate social responsibility contribution to the society welfare in Qatar and by the awake of FIFA 2022. 

In conclusion, the project aim is to enhance the brand reputation, increase positive perceptions toward the brand 

and build greater brand equity through sporting events. 

 

Chapter 2: Short-term Actions 

The Ooredoo Marathon 

Ooredoo Significant Events 

Ooredoo conducts several different events. Not only does the company sponsor important events in Qatar, it also 

owns several annual events. Examples include Qatar National Day, National Sports Day and Ooredoo‟s Marathon 

event. 

This project focuses primarily on Ooredoo‟s Marathon event. This event was launched in 2013 as part of 

Ooredoo‟s CSR goal and vision to promote a healthier lifestyle for all Qatari citizens, encourage Qatari residents to be 

more active, prepare them for FIFA World Cup 2022 and other vital Qatar sporting events, positively represent the 

country to others, and give back to the community. H.E. Sheikh Abdulla Bin Mohammed Al Thani, Ooredoo‟s 

Chairman, said, “The health of the people of Qatar is one of the highest priorities, and Ooredoo is delighted to be 

playing our part” (Qatar is Booming, 2016). The Ooredoo Marathon aligns with the National Vision of 2030 and has 

become a sports tourism event that people from all over the world visit Qatar to experience. 

The Ooredoo Marathon is always held in January. This is the coolest month in Qatar, and the pleasant weather 

allows people to enjoy outdoor activities like the marathon. It takes place at the Museum of Islamic Art Park (MIA 

Park), where runners can enjoy great views of Qatar and its famous cornice and brilliant iconic towers. This year, in 

2017, the marathon included more than 1,500 participants of different nationalities and ages, different sectors (e.g. 

universities, schools, private companies, government companies, sports clubs and athletic groups) and different regions 

of the world. 
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The marathon is accessible to athletes of all different abilities. It includes a full marathon, a half marathon, a 10 

kilometers‟ race and a 5 kilometers‟ race. The event is open to people of all ages. Even children can attend and enjoy 

the 3 kilometers or 1 kilometersFun Run. The event not only promotes health and sports but also contributes to charity. 

A portion of each marathon event is donated to charity. In 2017, the charity partner was ROTA. Full marathons and 

half marathons cost 20 QR each, 10 kilometers and 5 kilometers runs cost15 QR each, and the children‟s 3kilometers 

and 1 kilometer Fun Runscost 100 QR each. 

Fatima Sultan al-Kuwari, Ooredoo‟s Community and Public Relations Director, said,“The Ooredoo Marathon is 

becoming a key sporting event in Qatar, with a host of family-friendly activities, it will be an ideal day out for all the 

family, and we are providing incredible support for people who want to participate” (Gulf Times, 2014). She also 

noted: 

I‟m extremely happy to see the amount of families and friends taking part in the race, as the Ooredoo 

Marathon is not only an amazing lifestyle festival but raises money for a great cause. We hope the event 

has encouraged the people of Qatar to live a healthier lifestyle and come together as a community (QNA, 

2017). 

All runners receive participation certificates, and winners receive cash prizes and medals. Food, bags of goodies 

and 250Nojoom points are also given to participantsafterthe completion of each kilometer completed. At the Ooredoo 

Marathon 2017, 1,661peopleof 85 nationalities registered,with ages that range from 4 to 74 years old. 

Ooredoo Marathon PESTEL Analysis 

This analysis supports a better understanding of the marathon‟s surroundings and atmosphere and addresses the 

impact of the macro-environmenton the event. Ooredoo can take advantage of these insights to minimize or overcome 

the risks others face when hosting similar events. 

Environment.Preparationsfor the 2022 FIFA World Cup Soccer event have increased the numberof sports 

stadiums and facilities in Qatar. The number of sports facilities of all types has increased. Between 2007 and 2009, the 

country was home to 78 football stadiums and facilities; however, by 2011, this number had increased to 90. Similarly, 

the number of sports stadiums in Qatar increased from 10 to 12 between 2007 and 2011. The number of tournaments in 

Qatar has also increased, recently totaling 459 (55.90%) local tournaments, 137 (16.7%) international tournaments, and 

87 (10.6%) regional tournaments (MDPS, 2011). As mentioned in the market analysis, data published by the Ministry 

of Development Planning and Statistics show that the demand for sports and sports events is increasing and will 

continue to increase in the near future.  

Qatar, as a conservative country,must address the unique needs of its population. To accomplish this, it has 

begun expanding its sporting event offerings to provide females with more private and convenient locations and 

activities, such as the Losail Circuit Females-only cycling event. 

Economic.Qatar‟s budget deficiency (Reuters, 2016) has led Ooredoo to cut itsmarathon preparation and 

advertisement budgets, as well as the monetary prizes for the winners. In 2016, the total purse of prizes was 

1,000,000QR, while in 2017, the prizes totaled 400,000 QR. 

Socio-cultural. Qatar is encouraging everyone to be active and participate in sporting events. However, Qatar is 

a conservative country, and not everyone accepts the idea of women participating in public sporting events with men 

and huge media coverage. For example, the Qatar Women Sports Committee (QWSC) struggled for more than 15 years 

to educate people about and promote the benefits of sporting events in helping females live healthy lifestyles and 

become active members of Qatar and society as a whole(QOC, 2007).These cultural traditions typically affect the 

number of female participants in the marathon. Nike‟s latest campaign focuses on empowering Muslim and Arab 

womento start running and being involved in sports, while acknowledging the cultural barriers women face in Arab 

regions. The advertisement begins with an Arabic women‟s voice saying, "What will they say about you? Maybe they'll 

say you exceeded all expectations" (Fortune, 2017). This advertisement illustrates the cultural perceptions toward 

women practicing sports in public. This issue was also reflected in the focus group findings, which showed that women 

in Qatar seek privacy and freedom while doing sports, regardless of whether they are wearing a Hijab or not. 

Technological.Ooredoo is well-known for its technological efforts, not only in telecom services but also in 

Ooredoo TV. Technology is considered an opportunity for the company to promote its marathon event. Ooredoo 

already provides its participants and customers the convenience of purchasing tickets online through the official 

Ooredoo website and Ooredoo mobile app. However, there are still more opportunities that Ooredoo should consider in 

terms of technology. 
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Legal.Ooredoo obeys all national and local rules. During the event, Ooredoo closes roads with the government‟s 

support to ensure the safety of its participants.  

The Six P’s of the Ooredoo marathon 2017 

The six P‟s helpto visualize the surroundings, human factors, offers, communication, organization, and 

expenditures of any event, this six P‟s analysis also helps companies display and design their events in a professional 

way supporting continuous improvement. 

Place 

The place at which an event is held is like the package of a product; it indicates the quality of the event and 

affects people‟s perceptions ofit. For its marathon, Ooredoo uses MIA Park, with its huge and wide green zones to 

enjoy, a play area for children, and gorgeous walking paths where people can walk, run, workout, or simply relax and 

enjoy the view. The park also includes an iconic building and infrastructure, and visitors can enjoy the atmosphere and 

surroundings of the Doha cornice and the skyline. It also offers easy parking. These factors make MIA Park an ideal 

location for the Ooredoo Marathon. Sometimes, a good place is either too expensive or already booked. However, the 

partnership between Ooredoo and MIA Park gave the marathon event an extraordinary advantage over other sports 

events held in Qatar.Refer to Appendix B5. 

Product and Price 

The marathon event offers full marathon, half marathon, ten kilometers, and five kilometer events. It also offers 

three kilometers and a onekilometer track for children‟s funruns. Because it offers so many different choices, 

Ooredoo‟s Marathon suits people of all different abilities, ages, and genders. People can also participate in the event for 

a variety of different reasons: to donate, to socialize, to become healthier and workout, to win, and even just to have 

fun. The important intangible parts of this event include the experience itself and the feelings of physiological comfort 

that people gain by donating to charity. However, the primary research conducted had rise the fact that more 

engagement and fun activities are needed at the next marathon edition. 

Prices are affordable, as mentioned in details above, and the funds go towards charity. This design allows 

Ooredoo to accomplish two causes simultaneously: motivate people to run and live more healthily and donate to poor 

communities. 

People 

Both the Ooredoo staff and the volunteers of the marathon event can greatly influence, either positively or 

negatively, the impressions and experiences of the attendees and customers. Thiscan lead to either bad or good word of 

mouth, which can affect the event‟s reputation and people‟s intentions to attend future events. This is why Ooredoo 

should be careful in choosing its partners, sponsors and volunteers. This year‟s charity partner was ROTA. According 

to the primary data collected, the volunteers were insufficient in terms of both number and training; therefore, Ooredoo 

should take this into consideration in future events. The “People” category also includes participants themselves. This 

year, the participants totaled 1,661, which can be considered a decent turnout; however, Ooredoo should increase its 

efforts to encourage more people to participate next year. 

Process 

Marathon tickets can be booked through Ooredoo‟s official website, the Ooredoo app, or Ooredoo‟sstores. 

During the event itself, participants must wait in the queue for the registration desks, collect their bib numbers, leave 

their things, and begin their runs depending on the run type chosen. After the run is over, participants can enjoy their 

food boxes, charge their phones for free, enjoy free Wi-Fi or even go to the toilets if needed, all while waiting for their 

results.After the winners are announced, they receive cash prizes. The other participants will receive participation 

certificates and golden medals. There is a play area for children and families to join for free to encourage the 

participants. Furthermore, all spectators can join to watch and have fun as well. MIA Park also offers easy 

parking.Ooredoo did well building its event process and selecting its facilities; however, according to the primary data 

collected, they also need to improve the queuing process and the process of waiting for the results. 

Promotion.Ooredoo has implemented several different marketing efforts: traditional marketing, digital, and 

social media. The number of participants in 2017were 1,661 in total and the primary data collected, suggests that 

Ooredoo needs to choose the right marketing channels to reach their target customers for future events.This analysis 

suggests that Ooredoo is doing well in terms of its chosen place, product, and price. On the other hand, the company 

needs to improve its choices with respect to people, process, and promotion. These will be discussed in depth during 

the recommendation and implementation stages.  
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Ooredoo Marathon SWOT Analysis 

This SWOT analysis will facilitate an understanding of the OoredooMarathon‟s strengths, weaknesses, threats, and 

opportunities. It measures the event‟s internal capabilities and USPs, identifies weaknesses to be minimized, reveals 

opportunities and threats, and predicts future risks. Using this analysis, Ooredoo can move forward to overcome these 

challenges. Refer to appendix A2. 

Strength.The Ooredoo Marathon offers a variety of run lengths suitable for children, amateur, and professional 

athletes. The event attracts participants, spectators, and families of almost all ages; people can choose whether to 

participate themselves or encourage the runners, orjust enjoy the event from the sidelines in the beautiful MIA Park. 

The marathon is a primary Qatar sports event, and it attracts people from all over the world.  

Ooredoo‟s partnership with MIA Park is a significant strength. Often, good event venues are either too 

expensive or already booked. Thus, the partnership between Ooredoo and MIA Park gives the marathon event an 

extraordinary advantage over other events held in Qatar. In addition, the marathon is supported by the government, 

which closes the roads on the day of the event. Ooredoo is a well-known brand and the first telecom service provider in 

Qatar.Manypeople are emotionally attached to it and like its offeringsand the quality of its work. 

Weakness.The most important weakness of the Marathon is the lack of public awareness surrounding its 

charitable causes.If people knew more about the company‟s philanthropy, this would enhance its reputation and brand 

image. Another weakness is Ooredoo‟s lack of customer communication. Its advertisements do notreach all customers . 

Ooredoo must increase its advertising and choose the best advertisement type and medium so it reaches their customers 

directly without relying largely on word of mouth or people‟s recommendations. 

Some associate the brand with bad experiences and will not go to any of Ooredoo‟s events. Ooredoo also suffers from 

budgetary constraints. The companycould minimize these issues by soliciting sponsorship and partnership agreements 

to cut expenses and provide customers with an enjoyable experience and more prizes and activities. Other weaknesses 

concern the Peopleand Process factors, which should be improved in future events. 

Opportunities.Ooredoo can partner with the Qatar Tourism Ministry and the Ministry of Sports and Youth, 

since Ooredoo‟s Marathon is aligned with their vision of promoting healthy living for people in Qatar. Such 

partnerships can provide more credibility to the company‟s marathon event, increase the number of global participants 

and make Ooredoo‟s Marathon the number one marathon in Qatar.  

Technology is another opportunity for Ooredoo to provide runners with convenience and e-services and to 

support continuing communications. These steps can support customer retention. For example, Ooredoo could create a 

specific app for the marathon where participants can register with memberships, create groups to socialize, and 

encourage one another to participate each year, and train together before the run. This would also allow Ooredoo to 

send notifications to runners to remind them of the marathon and encourage them to participate and train. 

Other opportunities may include researching and implementing events similar to competing events, such as the 

Doha Dash Marathon, the Doha Triathlon and other sporting events.This analysis raises many points that will be 

discussed in depth during the recommendations and implementations stage, particularly to add a clear USP to the event 

to help the Ooredoo Marathon break through the clutter of other marathons held in Qatar. My aim is not only to 

improve the event, but also to add something unique to it to differentiate it from other similar events. 

Threats.Threats to Ooredoo include other sports events, such as the Doha Triathlon. This event includes several 

activities, not just runs, which may encourage people to choose this event over the marathon. However, while the 

marathon does not offer different sports activities, it does provide more options in terms of gender and age. 

Vodafone Qatar sponsors a similar event called the Doha Dash Marathon, which is a direct threat and competitor 

in terms the brand and nature of the event. Ooredoo can overcome this threat by expanding its current marathon event 

by providing more features and enjoyment options than the Doha Dash. Ooredoo could also organize new sporting 

events, not only marathons, with different activities. 

Another important threat is budget deficiencies, which affect the overall event budget and force the company to 

offer fewer activities and prizes. Ooredoo could overcome this issue by pursuing sponsorships and partnership 

agreements. In addition, Ooredoo attracts few female participants, especially Qatari women. To attract more women, 

Ooredoo should offer these participants more privacy.  
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Industry/market analysis 

Qatar and Sports 

Qatar is well-known for its interest in sports. The country hosts and supports different international and national 

sporting events and encourages its population to engage and be active. In so doing Qatar seeks to encourage healthy 

citizens and enhance the country‟s economy. Qatar is interested in several different kinds of sports, including 

traditional Qatari sports (like camel racing, horse riding, and falconry), which are rooted in the country‟s cultures and 

traditions, and other sports (for example, football, basketball, and golf).According to Fox News USA, Qatar is spending 

around $680million each week to prepare for the FIFA World Cup 2022. Most of these funds go to infrastructure and 

venue development (NZ Herald, 2017). Event hosting, including sports media, stadium-building, and international 

sports hosting, is the most significant sector in the sporting industry. Some key upcoming events besides the FIFA 

World Cup 2022 include: the Asian Football cup, the Pan Arab Games, the Paralympics Athletics World 

Championship, the Union Cyclists World Championships, and the World Gymnastics Championships (OBG, 2016). 

Qatar‟s upcoming sporting events have given rise to a new industrial sector, sports tourism. Qatar‟s investment in the 

sports industry is expected to be worth QR37M by 2020 (Istathmir, 2016) 

 

The Demand for Sports Activities and the Sports Industry in Qatar 

Preparations for 2022 FIFA World Cup Soccer have impacted the numberof sports stadiums and facilities in the 

country. The number of football stadiums and facilities in Qatar increased from 78 between 2007 and 2009 to 90 by 

2011. The number of sports stadiums in Qatar increased from 10 to 12 between 2007 and 2011. The number of 

tournaments in Qatar also increased, such that the country now hosts up to 459 (55.90%)local tournaments, 137 

(16.7%) international tournaments, and 87 (10.6%) regional tournaments (MDPS, 2011). 

This means that Ooredoo‟s CSR sporting events will face increasing demand in the future, since the country‟s 

vision is to promote healthy living within its community and people. In addition, the country has a well-established 

sports infrastructure for both now and the future. As a result, based on the demand found from both primary and 

secondary data collected,I would recommend that Ooredoo expand its future CSR eventsto include events especially for 

women.  

Female sports in Qatar.In 2001, H.H. Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani, the Emir and President of the Qatar 

National Olympic Committee, established the Qatar Women‟s Sports Committee (QWSC) to foster gender equality in 

sports in Qatar. This action aligned with Decision No.3 of the year 2000,which was made by H.H Sheikh Moza bint 

Nasser al-Missnad, the President ofthe Family Affairs Council. The main aim of the QWSC is to provide womenin 

Qatar with opportunities to practice different sporting events. The main aim of the QWSC‟s establishment is to increase 

women‟s participation in various sporting events in Qatar and enhance women‟s performance in sports. These sports 

activities include shooting, swimming, gymnastics, table tennis, handball, football, and judo (Olympics, 2015). 

Since the QWSC was launched, it has taken responsibility for promoting and increasing women‟sparticipation in 

sports in Qatar. Furthermore, for more than 15 years, the Committee has struggled to educate conservative people about 

the benefits of females being active in the society and living healthy lifestyles (QOC, 2007). The potential for female 

sports in Qatar is huge, but this sector needs development and greater involvement. If these challenges are overcome 

and women are given more privacy, then female sports can grow to represent an important national sporting sector. 

In 2003, Qatar hosted the Second Asian Conference of Women and Sports, which aims to achieve gender 

equality in national sports participation and to support and encourage women to take part in sports.In 2012, the Qatari 

government launched National Sports Day as a way to promote sports, encourage healthy lifestyles, and decrease the 

risks associated with laziness. National Sports Day is held annually on thesecond Tuesday of February. H.E. Salah bin 

Ghanem Al Ali, the Minister of Culture and Sports, said: “National Sport Day, since its launch in 2012, has had a 

positive impact on the general culture of the community. The event over the past years has helped increase women‟s 

participation in sports activities and nurtures a sporting culture in the younger generations in the country” (Peninsula, 

2017).This year, especially, National Sports Day was fully prepared to allow women to participate and workout by 

providing them full privacy.  

H. E. Salah bin Ghanem Al Ali also added, “We are also seeing an increased participation of women in sports 

activities, as a result of the sport day initiative. Women account for half of the community here and they have a key role 

in creating sport values among the children, which builds cooperation and social coherence” (Peninsula, 2017).This is 

clear evidence of the importance of women‟s roles in sports in the community. Qatar as a country is increasing the 

awareness and importance of sports activities for women and making it easier for them to participate in sports. One 

http://www.mozabintnasser.qa/en/Pages/Initiatives/SocialDevelopment.aspx
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example of this is the Losail International Circuit, which provides females with a fully private event for cycling twice a 

month. This venue is considered the largest place in Doha for womento have fun participating in outdoor sports 

activities with full privacy. 

Direct Competitor Analysis 

Vodafone Qatar CSR.Vodafone Qatar isOoredoo Qatar‟s direct brand competitor. Furthermore, Vodafone‟s 

Doha Dash Marathon is the direct event competitor to Ooredoo‟s Marathon. Therefore, analyzing these two is very 

useful for the research recommendation and implementation stage.Vodafone‟s CSR vision is “Taking strides towards 

sustainable future,” and its CSR strategies include: AmanTECH, Vodafone for All, and Sustainability. The company‟s 

social investments this year focused on three main areas: Youth Empowerment, Education, and Community 

Development. These will be discussed in depth below. 

AmanTECH.The AmanTECH strategy, or the “Digital Parenting” strategy, aims to protect children of all ages 

from the digital world. This technology helps parents “checklist” whatever they deem suitable in order choose what 

they want and do not want their children to see or use on the internet. Vodafone Qatar offers parents advice for each 

age group: under 5 years, between 6 and 9 years, between 10 and 12 years and older. Because Vodafone Qatar cares 

about children, the company offers phone servicesto advise parents in managing their children‟s digital usage 

(Vodafone, 2017). 

Vodafone for All.Vodafone helps people with disabilities choose suitable smart phones for their needs and 

helps them learn the proper way to use these phones by supporting the Global Accessibility Reporting Initiative 

(GARI). Vodafone also provides customers with special needs with the Vodafone Smartphone Accessibility Guide, 

which teaches customers how to leverage their smart phone features and take advantage of the technology provided. 

Vodafone promotes three main features: a communication aid, which helps people with hearing problems by 

providing face-to-face communication; a hand-held Magnifier, which helps people with vision problems by improving 

their ability to read labels and text; and navigation features, which help people with poor vision or learning difficulties 

find their way by providing voice features and explaining shortcuts for either walking or driving a car(Vodafone, 2017). 

Sustainability.Vodafone aims to enable sustainable living for all people living in Qatar through the company‟s 

contribution to community development andits efforts to take care of Qatar‟s environment, customers, and staff. The 

company believes that the telecommunications industry plays a vital role in developing sustainable living. The 

company‟s operations focus on its sustainability strategy and approach. Vodafone also measures its strategic 

performance based on annual sustainability reports, which are also available for public viewing. 

Vodafone‟s annual report shows that customer satisfaction with the company increased from 41% last year to 

45% this year and that customers have positive perceptions toward the brand(Vodafone Annual Report, 2016). 

Vodafonebelieves that a business‟s value and success depends on how much it is giving and adding value to the 

economy, the environment, and the public. Vodafone integrates its work and core competencies to better serve its 

community, aiming to enhance people‟s quality of life and strengthen personal and social links to create a promising 

future.As part of the company‟s CSR work and contribution to the community, it investsin three areas: Youth 

Empowerment, Education, and various Community Development partnerships. 

Youth Empowerment.Vodafone Qatar sees the country‟s youth as representativesof its future. Therefore, the 

company guides and empowers youth in order to encourage them to contribute positivelyto their country and to create a 

better future for themselves and Qatar. The company partners with The Youth Company (TYC) to empower youth and 

build their social values. More than 120 thousand Qatari youthtake part in its activities through volunteering, 

conferences, and internships; through this partnership, Vodafone Qatar has empowered Qatari youthand achieved CSR 

success. 

Some of the CSR works accomplished through this partnership include: 

 Youth Change Everything Conference. This conference seeks to create leadership skills through several 

interactive activities, such as social discussions, networking, inspirational workshops and motivational talks. 

The conference targets young students at schools and universities in Qatar.  

 Wild Khaleeji. Wild Khaleeji is an annual regional Parkour Tournament that promotes running to live a 

healthier live. This activity is aligned with Vodafone‟s goal of supporting and enhancing the lives of youths 

in Qatar. 

 Run the World Festival. This festival targets different age groups and cultures. It features different activities 

from around the world, such as Zomba, street dance, cat walk, cycling, fun runs, food stalls, children‟s 
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zones, etc. The event attracts more than 150 thousand visitors from around the world and promotes a fun and 

healthy lifestyle for all. 

Other social works done by Vodafone Qatar: 

 Vodafone’s Falla Club Partnership with Red Bull: Through this partnership, Vodafone provides an SMS 

campaign to create awareness of this event and distributes free data recharge cards and free WIFI at the 

venue for all participants and attendees. The event attracted more than 6000 visitors and reached more than 

3.5 million on social media platforms. 

 Amateur Drifting: This event allowed youth to practice and learn car drifting safely and in a controlled 

environment. The event attracted more than 6,000 attendees and focused on promoting safe sports. 

 Vodafone Tuesday Promotions:Every Tuesday, Vodafone customers can receive a free movie ticket with 

every ticket purchase through Vodafone‟s partnership with CINECO. This event promotes low-cost fun and 

entertainment for youth in Qatar. Falla Club customers also receive a free popcorn and drink. 

 Employ Me: This initiative focuses on employing Qatari youth to support the National Initiative of Training 

and Qualifying Qatari Youth, which is organized by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs. This program 

aims to enrich Qatari youth‟s job skills and prepare them for employment in order to reduce the country‟s 

unemployment rate.  

 Partnership with the Bedaya Center: The Bedaya center guides youthwithdifferent services, such as 

employment skills, career guidance, entrepreneurship skills, self-monitoring, supervision, volunteering, 

training, and networking. 

 Ajyal Youth Film Festival:Vodafone is an official sponsor and telecommunication partner of the Doha Film 

Institute. The Ajyal Youth Film Festival promotes young people‟screative efforts and skills. Vodafone 

supports this event by screening event trailers at shopping malls, offering in-store promotions, and running 

SMS campaigns, among other things. 

 Qatar Toastmasters: Vodafone has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the Qatar Toastmasters 

Club making it the Platinum Sponsor of their events. The Toastmasters Club runs public speaking 

competitions for youth in Qatar. These events aim to build leadership and public speaking skills in order to 

prepare youths to be Qatar‟s future leaders.  

Education.Vodafone believes that both technology and education can support the learning process. The 

company contributes to education in order to support Qatarization, education, and community development in Qatar. 

To achieve this goal, Vodafone arranges several different programs, including: the Better Connections Program, the 

Annual Literary Competition, school student engagement with the company (e.g. Ibn Taymiyah Secondary School), 

Mobile Education, CSRstudies, and partnerships with universities (e.g. Qatar University), through which Vodafone 

provides students with creative competitions and rewards.  

Community Development.Vodafone seeks to contribute not only to Qatar, but also underprivileged 

communities around the world. 

 The Giving Challenge: This initiative uses the power of social media to encourage youth to donate and 

contribute to charities and poor communities. The initiative, which ran for the Holy Month of Ramadan, used 

14 youth influencers on social media to encourage followers to vote for and support different charities. The 

effort produced 450,000 QR in donations for charities both in Qatar and abroad. 

 Charity Family Sponsorship Program—Employees Volunteering for Qatar Charities: Vodafone 

encourages its employees to volunteer for charities. A total of 50,000 QR has been raised through 

employees‟ volunteering efforts for the Qatar Charity‟s Family Sponsorship Program, which aims to help 

low-income people and families in Qatar.  

 Partnership with Reach Out To Asia (ROTA) Education and Humanitarian Legacy in Indonesia 

Vodafone plans trips to Indonesia to increase awareness of the need for donations and to help others. These 

trips also emphasize the vital role of education in building a developed country. Furthermore, the trip teams 

gain social skills and a better understanding of Indonesia‟s culture and way of living. 

 Partnership with the Qatar Tourism Authority: During Eid, with support from the Qatar Tourism 

Authority, Vodafone distributes complimentary Vodafone Sim-cards and gift packages to each tourist 

coming to Qatar. 
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 Partnership with the Qatar Museum—Culture Pass: This is a free membership that provides customers 

with exclusive discounts and offers and special access to the museum and its services. Vodafone provides 

call center services for the museum. 

 Doha Dash Marathon: This event is held at the Losail International Circuit on Qatar‟s National Sports Day. 

Vodafone sponsors this event to achieve its goal of promoting healthy living among the people of Qatar. 

This event is discussed in depth below. 

Doha Dash Marathon: Vodafone Qatar’s CSR Work in Sponsoring Sporting Events 

Vodafone has sponsored the Dolphin Energy Doha Dash Marathon since 2013. The marathon is held annually 

on Qatari National Sports Day in February. It features 10kilometers and 5kilometers runs for 12-year-olds and older 

(cost: 100 QR), 3kilometers runsfor 8-year-olds and older(cost: 50 QR), children‟s 1 kilometer runs, anda 1kilometer 

females-only walk that is free of charge to encourage women to participate. The event is held at Losail International 

Circuit. The winners receive trophies, and 25% of each ticket sold is donated to charity. 

In 2015, the Doha Dash Marathon partnered with Go Sport to run the registration process. Participants‟ 

received20% off store items and the first 100 participants to register could register for free. In addition, Go Sports 

supports participants by offering warm-up activities before the run. Go Sport also distributes the participants‟ race 

packs. 

Hassan Al-Emadi, General Manager of Dolphin Energy, commented, “We are proud of Dolphin Energy‟s long-

standing association with the Doha Dash. We believe that practicing sports and leading an active lifestyle is integral to 

personal and social well-being and we are committed to promoting these values, especially at a local level in Qatar” 

(Qatar is Booming, 2015).This indicates the importance of organizing or sponsoring sporting events in Qatar and the 

vital role of such initiatives toany company‟s CSR work and brand image. It is also important for companies to align 

their work with the Qatari National Vision of 2030 to promote healthy living, since such alignment increases credibility 

and brand equity. 

Doha Dash Marathon2016 featured several representatives as motivators to increase awareness of the event. 

Mishaal Abdoulatif Al-Kuwari, the Qatari Rugby Star,introduced the registration event along with Mariam Farid, the 

Qatari hurdler. Furthermore, the Qatari National Athletics Champion was the Dolphin Energy Doha Dash ambassador. 

Dame Kelly Holmes was the event‟s international ambassador. Ali Longmate, a fitness expert and radio presenter, was 

also invited(Qatar is Booming, 2015). 

The event coordinators leveraged several social media platforms, where people posted, shared, and commented 

onthe event. The event also featured high levels of staff engagement, with staff photographing, videotaping, and 

sharing participants‟experiences. The Doha Dash was also advertisedon different digital sites and online blogs, such as 

iloveqatar.net, and social media platforms such as @iloveqatar. This spread the word about the event throughout the 

community, increasing awareness.Vodafone sponsored this sporting event as part of its efforts to promote better public 

health in Qatar and as part of its CSR work and community contributions. Sponsoring such events helps Vodafone 

improveits brand image and give back to society. 

Ooredoo‟scurrent CSR work, which involves both organizing and sponsoring sporting events, seems to be a 

good CSR strategy in Qatar, since such events are in high demand and perceived by the public as positive 

contributions. Ooredoo could also consider incorporating the promotional activities mentioned above,such as Go Sports 

discounts and the influencer factor,to increase participation at its current and future events. Ooredoo should also 

increase its advertising scope on digital sites, such as iloveqatar.net, and increase its marketing efforts on social media 

platforms, such as through widespread usage of the event hash-tag. In addition, Ooredoo should consider incorporating 

warm-up activities for participants, such as those that Go Sport sponsored at the Doha Dash Marathon. 

Vodafone CSR SWOT Analysis 

The Vodafone Qatar CSR SWOT Analysis supports the above analysis by giving an understanding of the 

competitors‟ weaknesses and threats. Refer to appendix A3. 

Strength.Vodafone Qatar was awarded the Best CSR Initiative Award at the third Conference of CSR and 

Awards held in Qatar (Gulf Times, 2015). The CSR head of Vodafone Qatar, Dana Haidan,was named one of the 100 

most talented CSR leaders worldwideby the World CSR Congress (Vodafone, 2015). 

Vodafone Qatar‟s CSR Majliswere launched in 2012 and are held quarterly as an opportunity to gather different 

representatives from several sectors interested in sustainability, corporate governance, and CSR work in Qatar. The 
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Majlis serve as a network platform that supports awareness and increases CSR efforts throughout the country. 

Companies can join the Majlis to broker partnership deals and share expertise, interests, ideas, and values. 

Dana Haidan, Head of Corporate Responsibility at Vodafone Qatar, commented:  

I am delighted to announce that we have held a successful „Vodafone Qatar CSR Majlis‟ for its 

fourth time. Our aim throughout this initiative is to bring about a real change by bringing together 

individuals who are willing to share ideas, work together and seek common solutions. We hope 

that the learning and relationships developed within The CSR Majlis will lead to action that will 

make a difference to everyone in Qatar.(Vodafone, 2015). 

In 2013, several large companies actively committed to and engaged in CSR work joined the CSR Majlis, these 

included: the Qatar Volunteers Network, Carnegie Mellon University, Mercy Corps, Qatar Shell, ICT Qatar, the 

Bedaya Centre, Impact CSR Solutions, Georgetown University, the Qatar Foundation, the Ministry of Business and 

Trade, QDVC, and many others (Vodafone, 2015). 

All the points mentioned above give Vodafone credibility and value in terms of its CSR work in the country, 

ultimately strengthening its CSR presence. 

Weaknesses.Despite Vodafone Qatar‟s massive CSR initiatives and increasing level of customer 

satisfaction(currently 45%), there are some customers (55%) who are not satisfied or are not customers of the company. 

The brand still struggles with bad associations and perceptions, including perceptions that its customer service is 

unqualified andits telecom coverage is poor.Vodafone should increase its marketing efforts and enhance its customer 

communication to deliver CSR and charitable efforts and increase visibility. In addition, Vodafone Qatar should use its 

CSR work not only to enhance its image, but also to enhance its services. 

Opportunities.Vodafone Qatar should take a step further by owning and organizing its own sporting events in 

Qatar and not only sponsoring other organization‟s events, since the demand for sports and sports events are increasing 

in the country.  

Threats.Ooredoo Qatar is already ahead of Vodafone Qatar in terms of community engagement and ownership 

of sporting events. To overcome this threat, Vodafone should focus on promising opportunities in its future work. 

 

 

Other Competitor’sSporting Events 

There are other sporting events that are considered as indirect competitors to Ooredoo‟s Marathon event such as 

Doha Triathlon and The Losail Circuit females-only sporting event, which might be viewed as more attractive or 

suitable to the customers and would affect the marathon participation or/and perception. 

Doha Triathlon.The Doha Triathlon was held at MIA Park on Friday, January 20, 2017. This event featured 

two options: one for professional “triathletes” and one for juniors. Participants couldchoose between the full Olympic 

Triathlon, which includes 1.5 kilometers of swimming, 40 kilometers of biking, and 10 kilometers of running, and the 

sprint triathlon, which includes 750 meters of swimming, 20 kilometers of cyclingand 5 kilometers of running. The 

event took place in good weather and featured a magnificent view of the Doha Cornice. Refer to appendix B1. 

Registration fees were 35 QR per individual and 45 QR per team. Participants received goody bags, T-shirts, 

medals, and partner discounts. This year‟s partner was Royal Riviera Hotel, which offered participants 20 QR discounts 

on their next stay. Spectators and families were encouraged to join and cheer on the participants within restricted zones. 

Refer to appendix B2 and B3. Participants were allowed to sign in, register, and take their goody packs, bib numbers, 

and other race stickers the day prior to the event. This option was convenient for the participants and saved them time, 

while also giving them the chance to familiarize themselves with the venue and its zones before beginning the 

competition. One negative aspect of the event is that money paid is not refunded if a participant does not show up, and 

participants also cannot transfer their payments to their participants in the event of emergencies (Doha Triathlon, 2017). 

Dr. Mohamed Al Kuwari, the President of the QCF, commented: 

We feel very positive about Doha Triathlon and the potential for it to develop triathlon both 

locally and regionally. For both Qataris and expatriate athletes, the sports of cycling and triathlon 

are becoming increasingly popular in Qatar and we are keen to keep building on this momentum. 

The weather in Qatar is ideal for outdoor sport for a large majority of the year and the addition of 

an iconic race to our calendar expands opportunities for athletes and the general public looking for 

sports activities to participate in.(Qatar Tribune, 2017). 
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This event indicates thatQatar‟s demand for sporting events and triathlon events is increasing. Ooredoo should 

consider this opportunity in the future. 

Ooredoo has partnered with MIA Park in the past, and since the venue has shown that it is capable of hosting a 

triathlon, Ooredoo could consider organizing a triathlon for future sporting events. The company could offer convenient 

registration options by allowing participants to register prior to the event and to familiarize themselves with the venue 

and its routes. This would solve the problem of long queues mentioned in collected data. Ooredoo could also follow a 

time schedule similar to that at its current events, at which waiting times to announce the results do not exceed 

15minutes.See Appendix B4. 

Ooredoo should replicate what has been done with the Doha Triathlon by providing each customer with a link to 

his or her results. This way, anyone in Qatar can be updated of the progress of a specific participant. This will reduce 

the problems associated with results waiting hours. The Doha Triathlon also publishes an information report, which is 

available online and is sent to every participant.This report gives each participant a clear overview of the event‟s 

activities, venue layout and zones, and rules and regulations, while also providing participants with further advice, such 

as medical and security advice, to ensure that all participants have an unforgettable experience. Ooredoo should 

consider this issue and publish a similar report for its own events. 

Losail Circuit females-only sporting event.Losail International Circuit is recognized with FIA and FIM 

certification licenses. It is the only circuit in the region with such licenses and is considered one of the greatest race 

track circuits in the Middle East and the largest sports venues in Qatar. The circuit caters to different kinds of private 

sports events, such as car and motorbike events and new sport product testing and launching. The Losail Circuit offers 

different kinds of activities based on its clients‟requirements, providing them with unique experiences in an exclusive 

venue tailored specifically to their needs.The Losail Circuit also offers custom events and services, such as private 

event booking and corporate training, in addition to organizing personal sporting events. Examples of services that the 

Losail Circuit offers are: furniture, equipment, food catering services, event planning, and management. The venue‟s 

unique selling proposition (USP) is very strong and obvious, which is why Ooredoo should consider this location for 

future sporting events. 

The Losail Circuit‟s new initiative is its Women on Wheels females-only sporting event. In this event, women 

can run, cycle, walk, and do different sports activities, such as Zomba and Yoga, with full privacy. The circuit provides 

training sessions only; it does not yet host any competitions. The venue is also secured by female security guards, 

female medical help, and female-staffed services (e.g. food services). The goal of the event is to promote healthy 

lifestyles among Qatari women, since the demand for such private women‟ssports events is high and the number of 

providers is few. Children are allowed to participate as well, although male children are only allowed to participate 

until the age of nine. Professionals guide the children and focus on building a sports culture among Qatari children. 

Children can also play in the children‟szone area while their mothers enjoy their sports in comfort. 

Partners of this females-only sporting event include: AlRayan Water, Alshaqab (which provided volunteers), the 

Tawaf Cycling Academy (which provided sessions for children), Carbon Wheels Bike Shop (which provided mechanic 

services for the problems with bicycles), the QOC (which provided 20 bikes), Dado Spa, TriClub Doha (which 

provided the time system), and UCI Doha (which brought Noor Alkuwari as an inspiration for the ladies to participate 

in the UCI Road World Cycling Championships 2016). 

Dr. Abdulaziz Al Kuwari, Director of the Qatar Cyclists Center, said:  

This is the first of a series of annual events to be hosted in Qatar and I am happy to say that the 

outcome of this year‟s event was a very positive one, Women on Wheels was organized especially 

for the women as we consider this a very important step towards encouraging women to get out 

more and engage in cycling and other sports activities, and we look forward to organizing similar 

events in the coming years. (The Peninsula, 2017) 

Saud Al Attiyah, Chairman of Losail Circuit Sports Club, added: “We have been opening the circuit every 

Wednesday for walking, running and cycling sessions and are now happy to have hosted the Women on Wheels event 

which has seen great success with such a large turnout of participants.” More than 300 women participate in this event 

each Tuesday, illustrating the high demand for females-only sports events and showing that women participate in such 

events in high number when given privacy(The Peninsula, 2017). 

The winners of first Women on Wheels females-only cycling event were, in order from first to third place: Isora 

Caballero from Spain, Julie Melville from Australia, and Marie Marvillet from France (The Peninsula, 2017). These 
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winners show that women from all nationalities appreciate having privacy while practicing sports and that there is a 

demand for such females-only sports events among both citizens and foreigners. 

Since this event currently offers only training sessions, Ooredoo could partner with the Losail Circuit to provide 

competitions and prizes. The Losail Circuit would still host its training sessions; the partnership would focus on 

increasing the number of participants training for Ooredoo‟s future females-only sports event. The partnership could 

also allow Ooredoo to provide the Losail Circuit with more resources, such as more cycles and other sponsors. In this 

way, the partnership could create a win-win situation. 

The Marketing Plan Objectives 

Benchmarks and Measurement Methods 

 Increase customers’ awareness of the event: This objective can be assessed using awareness interviews, 

surveys, website traffic via Google Analytics, and customers‟ engagement in different social media 

platforms. 

 Achieve higher number of event participants:This objective can be measured by the number of tickets sold 

and a comparison of previous and future event participation rates. These measures will also indicate whether 

Ooredoo‟s communication efforts and advertisements were implemented well or whether they need to be 

further enhanced. 

 Improve customers’ engagement with the brand and their perceptions toward the brand: Customers‟ 

perceptions and engagement can be measured through people‟s comments, likes, shares, posts, hash-

tagusage and hash-tag trends, followers, and website traffic (via Google analytics). It is also important to 

conduct primary research, such as interviews and surveys, after each event to get people‟s feedback, 

suggestions, and experiences. This will help Ooredoo to measure customers‟ satisfaction level with the event 

and develop solutions to improve future events. 

 Suggest a unique to the company event in the field of sports:This objective can be achieved through 

primary and secondary data collection. It is important to understand customers‟ need and suggest appropriate 

solutions. The success of any event can be measured through post-event interviews, surveys and social media 

engagement. 

Criteria for Success 

Ooredoo‟s event success is measured by the number of participants, the level of engagement, and customers‟ 

positive feedback on the event services and perceptions toward the brand. It is also important to retain customers, since 

the quality matters more than the quantity. 

Time frame 

The marketing plan should be implemented as follows: 

Short-term,to be implemented within the next year, 2018.The immediate objectives include modifying and 

enhancing Ooredoo‟s current marathon event, conducting research and implementing recommendations by 2018. 

Long-term, to be implemented within the next two to three years, 2019 to 2020.Longer term objectives 

include developing unique CSR events to address underserved markets in Qatar that will also enhance the company‟s 

brand image. As the collected data show, this objective should focus on ways for Ooredoo to develop and launch a 

females-only sports event by the year 2020. 

Research methodology and key insights 

PrimaryData Collection 

The primary data collection was conducted through qualitative research methods, such as face-to-face interviews 

and focus groups.These methods provide real first-hand reactions, meaningful feedback, and space for discussions. For 

the details of these refer to appendix C. 

Face-to-face interviews.The interviews with the participantswere conducted at Ooredoo‟s Marathon event, 

while interviews with non-participantswere conducted randomly. The primary purpose of conducting face-to-face 

interviewswasto measure the effectiveness of Ooredoo‟s customer communication, to determine customers‟ post-

participation perceptions and feelings toward the brand based on their experiences with the event, and to identify 

possible ways to improve future events. 

The questions focused on:  
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 Customer awareness: Did the participants know about the event?Did they know that it supported a charity? 

These questions measuredthe effectiveness of Ooredoo‟s communications strategy. 

 Motivation: What factors motivated participants to attend the studied event and/or future events?What 

reasons discouraged non-participants from joining? 

 Flaws and future enhancements: What does the event currently lack, and what do customers suggest 

including in future events?These questions measured participants‟ experiences and satisfaction with the 

event and support the formation of key recommendations for short-term action plans and long-term event 

strategies. 

The collected data will help Ooredoo allocate its resources more efficiently and effectively by providing a 

deeper understanding of customers‟ needs and identifying new ideas for creating unique and exciting experiences in 

future events. The interviews were conducted only after the participants had completed the planned event activities. 

This ensured that the questions measured the participants‟ real feelings and perceptions towards the brand after they 

had actually experienced Ooredoo‟s Marathon event. 

 Ooredoo’s Marathon event interviews.A total of 10 participants were interviewed. The participants 

represented different nationalities and genders and were between 26 and 35 years old. Refer to Appendix C3 and 

Appendix C4. 

 Ooredoo’s Marathon event awareness: This question sought to better understand and measure the level and 

quality of Ooredoo‟s customer communication.The participants gave a variety of answers concerning how 

they learned about the marathon event. Half of the interviewed participants learned about it from their 

friends and families. This indicates a lack of communication between Ooredoo and its customers. To address 

this issue, Ooredoo should enhance its marketing scope and customer communication to increase its 

customers‟ awareness. It should not rely solely on word of mouth and people‟s recommendations. 

 Charity awareness: This question sought to better understand and measure the level and quality of 

Ooredoo‟s customer communication. Most of the participants did not know that the marathon event was held 

to support charities. Others knew that the event supported charity, but did not know which charity. One 

Lebanese participant said, with a huge smile: “It is such a great cause, and through Ooredoo Marathon, we 

started working with them to raise more funds for a cause.” Ooredoo should work harder to highlight its 

efforts to support charities. This will not only support its CSR objectives, but also enhance its reputation and 

brand image. 

 Number of participants:The purpose of this question was to determine the number of participants and the 

participant retention rate at the annual Ooredoo Marathon event. To accomplish this objective, I asked the 

participants how many times they had participated in the event.Most of the participants were participating 

for a second or third time. First-time participants largely enjoyed their experience. This demonstrates that 

Ooredoo‟s event is successful in retaining event participants. 

 Participants’ motivation to join the event: This question sought to determine aspects of the event that 

encouraged customers to participate in the event. Most participants enjoyed the location, the atmosphere, and 

the weather. Therefore, Ooredoo should maintain its partnership with MIA Park and host the event on the 

same January dates next year. Other participants mentioned the facilities and services Ooredoo offered, such 

as the children‟splayground area, free Wi-Fi, free phone charges, toilets, and food boxes and water. 

Everyone agreed that the biggest draw was the experience itself: waking up in the morning to run and be 

active in wonderfulweather and a welcoming location. 

 Participants’ motivation to participate again: This question sought to measure the customers‟ satisfaction 

with the event.All participants were satisfied with the services they received and the running experience 

itself. They felt that the event for the runners was well organized. 

 Participants’ recommendations for future events:This question sought to better understand the participants‟ 

experiences, identify unaddressed needs, and explore areas for improvement. The participants‟ feedback will 

help Ooredoo effectively allocate its resources to address important areas of improvement and focus on 

desirable features, rather than features that are unattractive for the participants and the general public. 

 Ooredoo should organize small runner groups in preparation for the actual run. This will encourage 

people to participate and engage prior to the event. Ooredoo could also organize a number of 

smaller events over the course of the year to continuously engage people and encourage 
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participation, particularly for people who cannot attend the January event. As one American 

suggested, “I really would have appreciated if Ooredoo had provided us with semi-marathons 

before the real marathon.” Similarly, one Lebanese commented, “The additional running events will 

start to motivate you to actually start running yourself.” 

 Ooredoo should improve its directions and signage regarding winner results. As one Pakistani 

commented, “The winner results area is one of the hardest things that I tried to find here.” 

 Ooredoo should make the registration process easier and faster by hiring more organizing staff. All 

the participants indicated that they waited a long time to register. 

 Ooredoo should host more activities after the event and before the winners‟ results become 

available. Most participants commented that they spent an hour waiting for the results, and they 

suggested having activities to do during this waiting period. 

 Ooredoo should incorporate indoor activities with more privacy. As one Qatari commented: “I 

would‟ve participated with more freedom, as in without my Abaya, if it was a private event.” 

These suggestions and feedback will be discussed in details at the recommendation and implementation 

plan sections.  

 Feelings towards Ooredoo's brand: This question sought to measure customers‟ satisfaction, perceptions, 

and feelings towards Ooredoo‟s brand and Marathon event. 

As one Lebanese said, with emotion in her eyes: “Ooredoo is doing all this to help people get more active 

and for charity. They are showing how much they are doing for the community.”A Moroccan answered: “I 

think it showcases Doha‟s ability to organize major sports events, not only for professionals but also for 

amateur athletes like us. I‟m an Ooredoo customer and I will stay as well. I will keep favor the brand and the 

company.”  

A Pakistani said: “I‟m motivated and will always be.” A Spaniard replied: “I‟m proud that I‟m Ooredoo‟s 

customer and that I see Ooredoo taking care of people‟s health.” The Egyptian said: “When I participated in 

events sponsored or organized by Ooredoo, I feel the fun and youthful side of everyone there.” The Qatari 

answered: “by attending Ooredoo‟s events, I see Ooredoo as a company that radiates people‟s lives.” The 

American replied: “When I hear Ooredoo, what comes to my mind are community and charity-giving.”  

The Saudi said: “I‟m glad that Ooredoo is representing Qatar, my second home, in a good way for both GCC 

citizens and other countries that are participating in the marathon today.” The Emirati said:“in every event 

and every advertisement I see for Ooredoo, I cheer up without realizing it.” The British replied: “I can say 

that I‟m proud to be one of Ooredoo‟s customers. I know that my telecom company is giving back to people 

and not only taking the money for itself.” 

All of these quotes indicate that the participants translated their positive perceptions and emotions from their 

event experiences to the brand itself. 

 Describe Ooredoo’s brand in one word: This question sought to measure customer satisfaction, perceptions, 

and feelings towards Ooredoo‟s brand and its marathon event.The feedback provided immediately following 

the participants‟ completion of the event activities was quite impressive. The comments show a very strong 

level of affiliation with and esteem for the Ooredoo brand.Below are a few of the words used to describe the 

brand: 

 Efficient  

 Professional 

 It‟s something that I want to be connected with  

 Caring 

 Engaging 

 Full of life 

 Giving 

 Organized 

 Cheerful 

 Thoughtful 
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The participants‟ feedback clearly demonstrates a high level of affiliation with and esteem for the Ooredoo 

brand. The participants translated their positive perceptions and emotions from their event experiences to the 

Ooredoo brand.  

 Participants’ comments:All the participants were happy and grateful for Ooredoo‟s efforts to organize healthy 

activities and sports events. Most of them wanted more events to be held in the future. The Pakistani 

participant added: 

We are living in a social media environment, where most of us are attached to phones, laptops, 

and iPads, so we are going away from these healthy activities, and I would really appreciate 

Ooredoo organizing a few more events along these lines. 

In conclusion, Ooredoo must enhance its promotional efforts and overall event organization. These issues will be 

discussed in detail in the recommendation and implementation stage. 

A further six youth non-participants ofdifferent nationalities and genders were interviewed to measure the level 

of event awareness and Ooredoo‟s communication efforts. This approach facilitated an understanding ofthe reasons 

people may not attend the marathon event. Refer to appendix C5. 

Most of the interviewed individuals, four out of six, knew about Ooredoo‟s Marathon event through Google 

advertisements. The other two did not know about it. None of the non-participants knew about the event‟s charitable 

efforts. They believed that organizing such a sporting event was part of the company‟s CSR strategy and an effort to 

enhance people‟s lives.The interviewees gave different reasons for not participating in the event, such as privacy issues 

e.g. not wanting media coverage or photographs, not liking crowded areas, not being interested in sports, and not being 

interested in running. The most insightful comment within this set of responses came from awoman who was very 

worried about what people would think and say about her joining a public event. She feared being called a “shameless” 

woman. 

To address these concerns and combat negative word-of-mouth and bad experiences with the brand, Ooredoo 

must enhance its marketing strategy to emphasize its charitable efforts and its CSR work. Making these aspects of the 

event more visible to the public will enhance the brand‟s image and improve customer perceptions. 

Most of the respondents offered positive comments about the brand and its services. However, one had a bad 

experience with Ooredoo‟s customer service and noted that this issue created a bad memory attached to the brand in his 

mind.  

 

Focus Groups 

Focus groups were conducted separately in four different sessions to ensure open and frank discussion and to 

ensure that all segments of the target audience were accurately represented. The focus group participants included 

youths of both gendersbelonging to various different nationalities. These different segments were selected to discover 

the needs of different types of participants and to identify the underlying reasons for non-participation in the marathon 

event. Focus groups are a useful method for obtaining public opinionson matters of interest, and the focus group results 

will provide Ooredoo with useful feedback and recommendations for increasing participation and improving 

participants‟ experiences with the current marathon event. They will also support the formulation of a strategy for 

achieving the long-term objective of providing a unique sporting event. Refer to Appendix C1. 

Discussion sampling and format.All the sessions started in the same way. Participants were given a welcome 

note that included an introduction, a brief explanation of Ooredoo‟s Marathon event, information on the company‟s aim 

of giving back to the community and different contributions to charities, and its efforts to promote national awareness 

to live a healthy lifestyle by sponsoring and organizing sporting events in Qatar. All participants were asked to sign a 

consent form before the focus groups began. Focus group questions are shown in Appendix C2. 

 

Main results. 

Focus group #1:The group comprised three Qatari male participants in the event and three non-participants. The 

participants mostly knew about the event through friends. All three had previously attended the marathon. One had also 

previously attended Ooredoo‟s National Sports Day event with his family, and another had also tried the Doha 

Triathlon. They fully supported Ooredoo as a telecommunication company and appreciated its efforts to organize 

sporting events for the benefit of the general public in Qatar.  
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They also had positive perceptions of Ooredoo‟s brand image. They considered the event USP to be very good, 

particularly because of the variety of run length choices. They felt that the event represented a step forward towards not 

only promoting healthier lifestyles in Qatar, but also supporting Qatar‟s readiness for the FIFA World Cup 2022.They 

felt that spending time in coffee shops and watching movies not only waste time and resources, but also create 

unhealthy habits.Finally, the participants expressed a strong affiliation with Ooredoo‟s brand as a national brand that 

represented Qatar. They described the brand as “national.” 

The participants offered positive feedback on the timing of the event, the manner in which the run was organized 

and the availability of general public facilities (i.e. toilets, Wi-Fi, food, etc.). They identified the lack of guides and the 

long waiting times as areas requiring further improvement, noting that these spoiled the excitement and experience of 

the event. To enhance event attractiveness, they suggested inviting major sporting celebrities like Messi, since football 

is a very popular game in Qatar and Ooredoo already sponsors Messi. 

None of the three non-participant individuals had ever participated in any kind of sporting event in Qatar. One 

had seen an Ooredoo booth at a shopping mall, but did not ask about it.The other two had seen advertisements for the 

event online. The group noted that they did not really understand why Ooredoo would organize a sporting eventuntil it 

was explained to them during the session. They also commented that they did not see any reason to participate in the 

event and that they had other priorities, such as studying and private business. To reach this target market, Ooredoo 

must communicate the benefits of participating in its event to the public in terms of both health and charity. 

Focus group #2:The group comprised three Qatari female participants in the event and three non-participants. 

The three participants offered positive feedback on the event experience and positive perceptions of the brand. They 

described the brand as “friendly.” This focus group did identify struggling with cultural sensitivities, which were 

highlighted as a major factor limiting the participation of Qatari national females.The participants strongly 

recommended that Ooredoo host a female-only indoor marathon to maintain women‟s privacy and adhere to cultural 

norms.All of the focus group members agreed on a need for more private indoor sporting activities in Qatar.The 

females-only cycling at Losail was highlighted as a popular event that was attended by all of the attendees of the focus 

group. 

The three non-participant females only had knowledge of the event through family and friends. They had not 

experienced any communication from Ooredoo. This indicates a weakness and a need for Ooredoo to expand 

customercommunication. The sporting event was perceived as part of Ooredoo‟s vision and CSR to serve Qatari 

society, promote healthy living, and build Qatar‟s image.The event was considered beneficial for the general public, 

and the women expressed keen interest in participating in the future under the condition of privacy. They noted the 

practical, religious, and cultural hurdles of Qatari females being photographed and participating in public events of 

mixed attendance. 

The women showed a strong affiliation with Ooredoo‟s brand, which was part of their daily life. They felt that 

they could not abandon the brand or its service. They also noted that getting a Sim-card for the first time was an 

important moment in their lives, since it marked the moment they were able to start communicating. They described the 

Ooredoo brand as “a brand that gives back to its customers and community” They also expressed a strong desire and 

motivation to participate in the Ooredoo Marathon and other sporting events if the events could be held privately and 

exclusively for females.Two attendees had previously participated in the Losail women‟scycling event. 

Focus group #3: This group was made up of male expatriates, three of whom had participated and three non-

participants. The participants learned about the Ooredoo Marathon through friends and colleagues and fully supported 

the event.They agreed that Ooredoo organized such events as part of its CSRand to show its efforts to promote healthier 

lifestyles in Qatar.The event was also considered an effort to promote local brands among expatriate communities both 

in Qatar and abroad. The participants expressed a positive desire to participate in future events and maintain a healthy 

lifestyle.  

They also expressed a very positive brand perception toward Ooredoo‟s brand; they noted that they perceive 

Ooredooas an amazing company with numerous benefits in terms of telecom services, Wi-Fi, and more. They described 

the brand using the word “quality.”The event met the participants‟ expectations and produced a high level of 

satisfaction, resulting in positive feedback about the event‟s location, timing, and overall atmosphere. The long waiting 

times were identified as the most frustrating factor of the event.All the attendees had previously participated in different 

sporting events held in Qatar.  

Two of the three non-participants cited a lack of communication by Ooredoo as their reason for not 

participating. The attendees said that they would have been keen to attend the event if they had known about it earlier. 
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Organizing sporting events was considered part of Ooredoo‟s CSR, as was promoting healthier lifestyles. The focus 

group members noted that Ooredoo contributed to achieving the Qatar Vision of 2030by enhancing people‟s lives and 

encouraging them to be more healthy and active. They felt that the event encouraged people to live better lives and 

workout in their free time because the event encouraged the general public to engage in physical activities and sports 

and to increase their participation in corporate sporting events.  

Ooredoo‟s brand was described as “responsible” and “caring” not only for customers, but also for the 

community.The focus group members suggested if they had groups of friends to participate in the marathon event with, 

they would be more likely to go.Only one attendee of the attendees had previously participated in Ooredoo‟s Marathon. 

The rest had never participated in any sports events in Qatar. 

Focus group #4: Three of these expatriate females had participated. They were aware of the event through their 

friends. This indicates that Ooredoo struggles with the lack of customer communication. The attendees believed that 

Ooredoo was the most active company in Qatar in terms of giving back to the community and contributing positively to 

build a developed country in terms of not only sports, but also education, youth self-improvement, and charity. They 

agreed that the brand could be described as “active in society.” All the participants had positive affiliations with the 

brand and the event. Most of the participants expressed discomfort with participating with men in public; these women 

recommended indoor womens‟ run.All participants had participated at the Losail Cycling females-only event. 

Of the three non-participant expatriate females, one did know about the event, whilethe other two knew aboutthe 

marathon through Google advertisements but did not participate due to personal and privacy concerns. The discussion 

suggested that Ooredoo could be described as “Integrated.” The womensaw the brand as multi-dimensional in its work: 

it not only provides communication services, but also contributes to society by supporting activities, sponsoring and 

organizing events and competitions, donating to charities, and encouraging education. 

The women recommended that the company should organize more events in addition to the current marathon. 

None had ever attended any sporting events in Qatar. 

Key focus group findings.Despite females‟ rising level of education and employment in every sector of the 

economy, Qatar is a conservative Muslim country, and cultural norms are still pervasive.The majority of the expat 

population is from either South Asia or other Arab countries. Both the Qatari national females and the expatriate 

females expressed discomfort in participating in mixed general public sporting events. The primary data collection 

outlined above supports this report‟s objective of better understanding public needs and satisfaction with Ooredoo‟s 

event. The findings of the interviews and focus groups will form the basis of the research recommendations to improve 

public participation and enhance attendees‟ experiences. 

The findings of the focus sessions are summarized below: 

 Ooredoo lacks customer reach and suffers low levels of direct communication. Most of the attendees of the 

focus groups had not heard about the event from Ooredoo. 

 Improvements need to be made in the winners‟ signage and the level of volunteerprofessionalism. Guidance 

during the event itself also needs to be increased.  

 The waiting time to register at the start of the event should be reduced, and improvements should be made to 

reduce queuing times.  

 Ooredoo should add more motivational factors, such as public influencers. 

 Ooredoo fails to consider a primary requirement for a significant group of prospective participants:the 

population of conservative females. Female attendance at the marathon event could be easily increased if 

Ooredoo organized privately-held, indoor females-only sporting events. Such a step would encourage the 

participation of both Qatari nationals and expatriate females. This, in turn, could be another major CSR 

contribution: that is, Ooredoo‟s effort to enrich and improve the lives of a relatively untouched and 

underserved segment of society: conservative women  

SecondaryData Collection 

Community blogs at Ooredoo’s website.The primary data collection found similar problems among Ooredoo‟s 

community blogs concerning finding winner results. Refer to Appendix D. One person commented, “I was wondering 

if Ooredoo is going to publish the results,” indicating that Ooredoo should make their winner signage clearer and 

inform participants of the exact location where they can find results, both at the event itself and online. Another 

customer asked, “Are there any training groups we can join for preparation?” This suggests that the focus groups‟ 
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recommendations to organize runners‟ groups and training sessions before the big run will help participants stay 

motivated and be physically ready for the actual run. 

Another person commented: “I know that the five kilometer race is not for grownups, but what if I can't run ten 

kilometers? I wanted to register for thefivekilometers, but I couldn't.” Mona replied to her by saying: “I registered for 

the ten kilometers one, but I don't think I can do it honestly, probably I will have to take several breaks.” This again 

reflects the focus group findings, which indicated that females in Qatar require specially tailored sports events with 

different activities.  

With respect to customers‟ perceptions of Ooredoo, Hina wrote: “A big congratulations to Ooredoo as it's a big 

thought to bring people together, encourage them to live a healthier life, and give back to the community.” Naval 

commented: 

Ihave been using Ooredoo since 2010. I love Ooredoo services. Recently, I saw that Ooredoo was 

organizing community marathons and runningsome more campaigns to bring people together. 

Today, the world needs things like this to bring peoplenearer to each other. Really,I appreciate 

Ooredoo's steps towards bring the community togetherin Qatar, all the very best to Ooredoo. I feel 

myself really lucky to be a member of the Ooredoo community. 

These comments show that Ooredoo is doing a great job at the enhancements of the brandreputation and brand 

image among the Qatari public through its marathon event.The data also showed that the Ooredoo community works to 

remind and motivate others to participate, workout, and be ready for the event. Ooredoo should take advantage of this 

community spirit to promote its events, retain customers and build brand loyalty. 

This public online feedback facilitates a better understanding of customers‟ needs and perceptions about the 

Ooredoo brand. Ooredoo needs to enhance its current event‟s process and ultimately provide an event that will better 

suit its femalecustomers‟ needs. In terms of its customers‟ perceptions, Ooredoo‟s efforts to enhance its brand image 

are clearly positive and moving in the right direction of creating satisfied customers. 

Other online websites.Several Mall of Qatar (MOQ) employees participated in Ooredoo‟s 2016Marathon, 

which they called one of the best marathons in the world. Naomi Sargeant, Director of Marketing of the Mall of Qatar, 

noted: 

Our participation in the Marathon aligns well with our commitment to CSR and is in line with the 

human development pillar of Qatar National Vision 2030 with Health constituting one of its main 

cornerstones. Mall of Qatar aims to raise awareness ofthe benefits of sport and physical activities, 

increase community participation in sports and improve talent development and team 

building.(MOQ, 2016)  

This shows the importance of Ooredoo‟s involvement in the community, both for regular participants and the 

employees of big companies. The MOQ team saw the marathon and its promotion of positive habits as a positive 

contribution from Ooredoo to the people of Qatar. 

Relevant research articles.There are no articles or research studies on Ooredoo‟s CSR work, event marketing, 

brand perceptions, or brand image. In addition, my mentor at Ooredoo explained the sensitivity of sharing internal 

research studies. Therefore, I searched for general but relevant articles that would add value to this report and help to 

build the credibility of the recommendation plan. Zarantonello and Schmitt‟s articleEvent’s marketing impact on brand 

equity(2013) on the impact of event marketing on brand equity and brand experiencestudiedwhether event marketing 

really impacts brand equity. The authors examined different types of events to avoid bias in their findings. 

They found that event marketing is a useful tool for building brand equity, positively changing customers‟ 

perceptions of a brand, enhancing brand reputation, and creating unique live customer experiences and emotional 

attachments with the brand. They noted that there are five factors that contribute to building brand equity: brand 

awareness, positive brand associations, perceived quality of brand offerings, channel/partner relationships, and 

customer loyalty. These factors can be achieved by organizing eventmarketing in a cost-effective way, rather than using 

other marketing tools that require more time, effort, and money to plan and implement.  

Allthe points mentioned can help buildbrand equity. Therefore, Ooredoo must focus on incorporating these 

points within its marketing plans, events, and marketing-related activities(Zarantonello &Schmitt, 2013).Zarantonello 

and Schmitt‟s article supports the Brand Pyramid Framework suggested in this project plan for building brand equity 

through event marketing. This framework will be used in the recommendation stage. The article also suggests brands to 

implement. 
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Zarantonello and Schmitt‟s (2013) research results show that attending an event enhances customers‟ attitudes 

toward the brand (evaluation: to like/dislike favor/disfavor the brand) and that positive customer attitudes generate 

greater brand equity. However, brand experience has a stronger impact on brand equity than brand attitude; therefore, 

brands should focus on creating enjoyable event experiences (response to stimuli: sensations, emotions, interactive 

experience) for customers and attendees. In other words, brand experience impacts brand attitude, which impacts 

overall brand equity. Refer to appendix E1. 

To measure the effectiveness of event marketing in enhancing brand equity, this research article suggests using 

the following measurement criteria: event attendance, which can increase brand equity on its own; brand attitudes in 

terms of liking or favoring an event; and, most importantly, customers‟ experiences with a brand‟s events. Zarantonello 

and Schmitt‟s (2013) research supports the recommendations proposed in this project and supported my choice of 

useful tools and eventmarketing strategies to help Ooredoo achieve its goal of building brand equity and enhancing its 

reputation and customers‟ perceptions. It is important to note that Ooredoo‟s Marathon event currently lacks the 

enjoyable brand experience explained in this article; therefore, by introducing this element would significantly 

contribute to build Ooredoo‟s brand equity in the long-run. 

CSR influence on brand equity.In 2012, Creel published a research article on the influence of CSR on brand 

equity. His work studied the importance of social responsibility work in contributing to a company‟s reputation and 

explored whether social responsibility work could actually impact brand equity and brand reputation using real-world 

examples. The author studied three top-10 organizations, which he drew from different types of industries to avoid bias 

in the research findings. These organizations were: Target, Best Buyand Lowe‟s. The author used these organizations to 

measure their CSR work and the contributions of this work to their brand equity. Refer to Appendix E2. 

Creel (2012) defined CSR activities as including social causes, positive contributions to communities, and 

efforts to save the environment. These activities can all positively enhance a company‟s image and reputation, create 

happy customers and employees, lower costs, and increase profit. The research focused on the correlation between CSR 

work and brand equity. A company can differentiate its brand through strong brand equity, which can be built through 

CSR work. The author mentioned one study that found that 75% of a company‟s value and brand equity is due to the 

company‟s positive reputation. 

Through CSR activities, a company can build the trust of its customers/partners, gain their loyalty, increase 

employees‟ morale and satisfaction through volunteering in community-based activities, attract qualified employees, 

increase brand exposure/awareness, improve brand reputation, and ultimately reap financial benefits and higher brand 

equity (Creel, 2012). 

Creel‟s (2012) research follows Kevin Keller‟s description of how CSR work can build brand equity. CSR work 

can build brand equity in six ways: building brand awareness, enhancing brand image, creating brand credibility, 

evoking brand feelings, creating brand community, and increasing brand engagement. 

 Building Brand Awareness:Social activities can create more brand exposure and awareness, which canhelp 

customers recognize the brand and differentiate it from others. For example, Lowe‟s donated millions to 

build houses and renovated more than 1500 houses for people in need. These activities increased Lowe‟s 

brand awareness in the countries where these homes were built. 

 Enhancing Brand Image:To enhance the brand image, a company should enhance how the brand is 

perceived in customers‟ minds and how they think of the brand for example, Target donated 5% of sales to 

its community, benefiting schools and nonprofit organizations, and Best Buy donated more than 25 million 

dollars. These efforts enhanced these companies‟ brand image and brand equity. 

 Establishing Brand Credibility:Creel (2012) defines brand credibility as brand trust, expertise, and 

likability. For example, Lowe‟s donated more than 20 million dollars to educational programs and one 

million dollars to repairing community facilities. In so doing, Lowe‟s gained the trust of the public and 

increased its brand equity. 

 Evokes Brand Feelings:Companies should make customers feel physiological comfort, positive feelings, 

and better about themselves. Companies that succeed in this goal tend to gain social acceptance and respect. 

For example, Best Buy raised more than 74 million pounds by collecting electronic devices, and Target 

developed a recycling program. Customers feel good when they purchase products whose sales contribute to 

poor communities or the environment, and these feelings build brand equity. 

 Creating a Sense of Brand Community:When a company hosts community-related activities, it increases its 

customers‟ affiliation with its brand for example, Lowe‟s donated materials and employeevolunteer hours to 
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help build houses, resulting in more than one thousand projects called “Lowe‟s Heroes.” Similarly, Target 

committed more than 2100 days to museums and theaters. Finally, Best Buy had more than 21,000 

employees volunteer in different activities nationwide. These activities improve customers‟ affiliations with 

a company‟s brand, increasing brand equity. 

 Increase Brand Engagement:Creel (2012) explained that increasing brand engagement is the most effective 

path of all the paths mentioned above. Brand engagement increases when employees work alongside 

customers. For example, Best Buy had lowered its customers‟ electricity consumption to cut their electricity 

bills and save the environment; this work engaged customers with the brand and resulted in better 

advantages for the customers themselves, since they saved more than 91 million dollars on energy costs. As 

a result, Best Buy‟s brand equity increased. This is the best way to increase brand equity because it engages 

customers more in the brand. 

Creel‟s (2012) research mentioned the importance of publishing annual reports, especially details ofCSR work, 

on a company‟s official website. This can result in a positive brand reputation and build greater brand equity. Ooredoo 

Qatar must consider this approach in its future work, since it currently does not publish its reports online. 

In conclusion, social responsibility actions and activities, such as donating money, saving the environment, 

organizing employee volunteer work, engaging the brand in the community and enhancing people‟s lives, significantly 

contribute to companies‟ brand equity. Such actions can also increase customer loyalty and trust, employee morale and 

satisfaction, brand credibility, brand reputation, financial benefits, and, ultimately, brand equity. Creel‟s (2012) work 

shows that Ooredoo has chosen a great cause; for example, donating money to ROTA and promoting healthier 

lifestyles within the community forits event marketing and this cause will help the company achieve its goal of building 

brand equity and enhancing its reputation and perception among customers. However, there is a lack of awareness 

about Ooredoo‟s Marathon event‟s charitable efforts. It is therefore important, as Creel (2012) explained, to enhance 

Ooredoo‟s brand reputation to build its brand equity. The following recommendation stage will focus on solving this 

issue and increasing brand equity through future events. 

 

Recommendation and Implementation Stage 

The Short-Term Challenge & Recommendations 

The process proposed for generating and evaluating options. The Event Strategy Formulation method is the 

process that will be used to generate and evaluate the recommendations in the marketing plan. I have studied this 

method in the Events Marketing Subject of the Master‟s program, and it will help me to discover and analyze the event 

issues and problems in depth and with clarity. This method has several steps:  

 scattering problems, 

 mapping these problems, 

 generating alternative solutions, 

 evaluating the alternative solutions, and 

 Predicting the outcome of the suggested solution which will provide greater relative benefits and more 

positive results than the other alternatives. 

This method will be used to identify gaps and issues, such as poor communication between Ooredoo and its customers 

who participated in previous Ooredoo Marathon public sporting events, and to explore the underlying reasons that 

many potential customers did not attend this event. Additionally, scattering problems will be useful in providing 

insights and identifying unique, valuable solutions to the long-term challenge.  

Ooredoo’s Marathon Event Formulation Strategy 

 Scattering Problems.This is the first stage of the process, where extensive brainstorming will be carried out 

to identify possible problems using the data collected through both primary and secondary research. To illustrate, the 

process could include findings of issues that arose during previous events or which need significant improvement, and 

which may be of high importance for customers by negatively affecting their participation experience. These may 

include: 

 lack of awareness about the event, 

 lack of awareness about the charity cause, 
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 low levels of engagement between Ooredoo events and its customers, 

 lack of fun activities during the event, 

 delays during the registration process, long queues, 

 delay in announcing the winners, which resulted in people becoming bored, 

 lack of visible signage for participants‟ guidance, 

 cultural and social barriers, especially for Qatari females in participating in such events, including lack of 

privacy and the need for indoor activities, 

 lack of motivational factors such as public influencers, and 

 The need to conduct events like semi-marathons prior the event to prepare for the actual run. 

Mapping the problems.This step involves mapping and combining the interrelated problems under one 

umbrella. This is done to consolidate fewer clearly defined, structured and categorized problems to better build the 

subsequent analysis and develop recommendations to address the challenges in an efficient and meaningful manner. 

Some of the problems listed above will be useful to generate and formulate recommendations for the short-term 

challenge assigned, while others will address recommendations and solutions for the long-term challenge related to the 

relevance and suitability of the event type and the budgetary and other resources available. The problems can be 

mapped as: 

 lack of awareness: low level of event awareness among Ooredoo‟s customers and the general public; lack of 

awareness about the event‟s charitable cause, 

 low engagement: the tone of the event appears monotonous with few interactive and fun activities, for 

example, a semi-marathon organized prior to the event, 

 lack of organization: common problems identified by most participants included long queues, lack of clearly 

visible winner signage, and lack of professional volunteers to guide the participants; 

 lack of motivational factors: lack of public influencers and bloggers, 

 Cultural and social barriers: lack of privacy, indoor sporting activities, and consideration for women‟s 

needs. This is part of the long-term challenge and recommendations to resolve it will be proposed. 

 Generating alternative solutions.This stage consists of providing realistic and achievable solutions to the 

problems, issues and questions identified and discussed at the first stage. In the light of the problems identified 

previously that were found in the research section, two solutions are suggested for further consideration; 

 Option1: Ooredoo has the option create a 360 degree IMC campaign.  

 Option2:This suggest to simply increase the scope of its advertisements using an effective and efficient mix 

of some specific types of traditional and nontraditional advertisements and marketing tools to significantly 

enhance the event awareness and modify the event arrangements by more well-qualified partners and 

sponsors as well as provide more fun interactive and engaging activities for participants. Additionally, 

Ooredoo needs to select better professionally trained and qualified volunteers who are well trained to deal 

with long queues and to that provide better guidance and would gladly and professionally help participants 

and spectators during the event. 

 Evaluating the Alternatives.This stage consists of evaluation of the options mentioned above; the best 

realistic and achievable option which is likely to result in greatest benefits from all aspects will be chosen. The solution 

selected must be well defined and explained in detail. It has to convince Ooredoo marketing and management teams, 

i.e. the client, and should be applicable to the resources and capabilities available to actually implement the 

recommendations. 

 Option1 Evaluation: the 360 degree IMC campaigns will ensure effective communication with customers 

and will reach larger number of the target market. However, the negative side is that it requires a heavy 

expenditure and extensive dedication of marketing efforts and resources to be done properly and correctly. 

Not only that this option requires a huge expenditure and amount of spending, but also would require a 

longer time period, not only one year, dedicated for marketing efforts to implement a well-structured and 

targeted awareness campaign and activities required. 

 Option2 Evaluation: which is to increase the scope of advertisements, this solution does not require as much 

as heavy budget similar to the first option. However, there is likelihood that the message may not reach 

wider reach of the target market and potential customers as compared to a 360 degree IMC campaign.In this 
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case, as this report will be submitted to Ooredoo in May 2017 which means that Ooredoo has to start 6 

months prior to the event and with the budget given 100,000 QR a 360 IMC campaign would not be suitable 

in this situation due to limited resources of budget and time available. On the other hand, to increase the 

scope of advertisements and activities enhancements would seem the best solution since the budget is 

reasonable to do so and the time period for the recommendations to be implemented is shorter. It is true that 

it won‟t reach larger number of the target customers but at least would result in more participation number 

than previous years and would solve the awareness problem faced by Ooredoo‟s sporting events with the 

given budget and time frame of implementation (one year). 

 Predicting the outcomes of the solution.In conclusion, based on the given budget, 100,000 QR and time 

frame (January 2018) to implement the recommendations; the best solution to address the gaps identified market 

research seems to be the second option. Since the first option needs heavier expenditure and more time dedicated for 

marketing efforts to implement a proper awareness campaign and other activities required, this seems as unrealistic and 

unachievable option as it requires allocation of more resources, i.e. higher budget and more time. 

While to increase the scope of advertisements, enhance the event arrangements by sponsors and partners and to 

provide more fun activities and contests would be more reasonable to planned and achieved by the beginning of the 

next year within the given resources; budget and current time frame. This is likely to result in increasing the event 

awareness, reaching an adequate number of the target markets and potential customers and most importantly positive 

brand experience/perceptions, enhanced brand reputation in the short-term and greater brand equity in the long-run. 

The Modified STP Process; Segmenting, Targeting and Positioning 

Ooredoo needs to segment, target and position its customers and the event so the brand marketing team can 

clearly know where and how the available resources can most effectively be allocated. It needs to communicate with 

the audience and the public to advertise the benefits and reasons why Ooredoo is staging this event, reaching the right 

target audience and enhancing its brand reputation. 

Segmenting.In-relation to the marketing adage “you can‟t satisfy everyone,” each company needs to segment 

the general population. Ooredoo should focus only on a specific segment of the population that they can serve, one that 

will be attracted to the brand and feel that the brand offering perfectly matches their needs. This concept helps the 

company to use its resources efficiently and effectively and gives direction to the brand marketing team so their 

promotional efforts send the right messages through the right channels. For example, the market segmentfirst focused 

on by the Ooredoo Marathon is mainly youth and young familiesof different nationalities, ages, and marital status.A 

company needs to then target specific groups from within this segment of the population to provide greater accuracy of 

the desired results. Ooredoo therefore needs to specify which groups from this segment to focus its attention and 

resources on in order to serve them better. See Appendix F. 

Targeting.After the brand has segmented the population available for its products and services, the next step is 

to target specific groups of these segments. This step is important since it provides the company with detailed 

information about each customer target group so that the company can reach them directly and achieve their desired 

marketing goals. There aretwo primary target markets forOoredoo Marathon event, youth and Qataris in general.The 

brand should focus first on these groups and attract them efficiently using the available resources; as a secondary target, 

every sports-lover from across the world is welcome to join the event. 

 The sports enthusiasts:This target represents the Qatari youth, single females and males aged 20–35 

years old, who want to discover new experiences, have fun, socialize, participate, and win the 

competitions. They are always active; they seek new and adventurous sporting activities or events for 

their free time and are always committed to their gym classes. They are open to new ideas and love to 

explore new activities in life. To appeal to this target group, the Ooredoo Marathon event should offer 

many engaging, interactive and fun activities prior to and during the event so they have an enjoyable 

experience. It is important that this edition of the event should allow people more space to socialize. 

This target group will be influenced by the suggested bloggers, the famous Qatari comedians, Tarq 

AlWard and Abdullah AlGhafri. See Appendix K. 

 The fun seekers:This target also represents young, single Qatari females and males aged 20–35 years 

old. They are open to new ideas, like to socialize and meet new people, like to work in groups, and are 

fun seekers who are always seeking engaging interactive events in Qatar. This next edition of the 

Ooredoo Marathon would present a perfect option for them to join, train, have fun and meet new 
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friends in an engaging environment. This target group will also be influenced by the suggested 

bloggers, the famous Qatari comedians, Tarq AlWard and Abdullah AlGhafri. See Appendix K. 

 The health conscious:This target group represents young Qatari parents of both genders, either married 

or divorced, aged of 20–35 years old. These parents are still young, but have limited time to enjoy what 

they like due to their commitments to their children, families and work. They have neither the time nor 

the opportunity to engage in sports or other leisure activities except at the weekend. This target market 

will join as a family; mother, father or both parents with their children, either as participants or as 

spectators encouraging family members who are participating. They tend to be calorie-conscious, 

trying to follow a healthy diet for the sake of their family‟s health, and they are continuously seeking 

health advice. This target market will join to support their immediate families‟ culture of healthy living, 

and most of them will be influenced by Dr. Mohammed Alkuwari, a Qatari doctor well-known for 

promoting health for the Qatari public and especially for parents. See Appendix J. 

Positioning.The positioning concept helps each company to position its brand and offerings in the marketplace, 

it separates its brand offerings from competitors, sets the customers‟ expectations, stresses the unique selling 

proposition (USP) of the brand and its offerings, and provides consistency for the promotional messages sent to the 

target. 

The Ooredoo Marathon event is seen as one of the premier marathons held in Qatar, with many participants of 

different ages joining from different countries across the world. This marathon has the credibility that comes from 

recognition by the Qatar Tourism Authority, which has included it as one of Qatar‟s official sporting events. 

This event has strength, credibility, and uniqueness by being organized by Qatar‟s first telecommunication 

company, Ooredoo Qatar, in partnership with the Museum of Islamic Art Park. MIA Park serves many different events 

and provides quality organization and full support at a unique venue with stunning views of Doha and its famous 

cornice. This will make the Ooredoo event stand out from other events available to the target market. 

 Points of parity(POP):The Ooredoo Marathon event is a running sports event in Qatar that is open to 

everyone who wants to have fun with friends and families and maybe win the race. 

 Points of difference (POD):It is organized by a strong company at a well-qualified sporting venue with 

stunning views of Doha and its cornice. The next edition of the Ooredoo Marathon will be different from 

others. Prior the event, there will be more training activities promoted by the public influencer Dr. Mohammed 

AlKuwari and two popular comedian bloggers. During the event, as well as attractions like the competitions 

tent and the best photo competition, motivational factors will come from both Dr. Mohammed AlKuwari, who 

is happy to share his success stories and provide advice and answer questions, and from the support of the 

comedian bloggers who will add fun touches. As well as this, participants, spectators and sponsors will have 

the convenience of free phone chargers, Wi-Fi, and other services. The result will be an unforgettably unique 

experience. 

 The positioning statement:The Ooredoo Marathon event is organized to serve sports-lovers from Qatar and 

across the world, especially young parents and singles who enjoy sports. Unlike other sporting events, this 

edition of the Ooredoo Marathon event will combine a range of exciting sports activities with the 

unforgettable, inspiring and motivational experience of engaging with Dr. Mohammed AlKuwari and laughing 

with the comedian bloggers before and during the event. Ooredoo has never done this before. 

 The unique selling proposition(USP):Ooredoo Marathon‟s USP is the credibility, quality and engagement of 

an event held in a stunning location. This marathon is accredited by the Qatar Tourism Authority and has 

recently been added to Qatar‟s official sports tourism calendar. People from across the globe will visit Qatar to 

take part in this event. It is organized by two very credible and qualified companies with the know-how to 

organize sporting events in an amazing location overlooking Doha‟s scenic cornice and fine buildings. This 

marathon will provide a unique experience to its target markets both before and during the event. They will 

enjoy more activities than other events have provided and more opportunities to have fun, together with the 

motivationally engaging factors such as the credible celebrity influencer and the much-loved comedian 

bloggers. People coming to this event will never have experienced anything like it before.  

The Brand Equity Model 

Keller‟s Brand Equity Model, also called The Brand Pyramid, helps to attach positive emotions to a brand and 

strengthen its relationship with customers and its power in the market. See Appendix G. This model is used here to help 
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Ooredoo shape customers‟ perceptions and emotions toward the brand by offering an unforgettable and unique 

experience to the target market segment. This will create positive thoughts, emotions, and perceptions in the customers 

and establish their loyalty to the brand, which will ultimately increase Ooredoo‟s brand equity. Stronger brand equity 

will result in higher brand recognition among its target market and potential customers, higher sales, brand 

recommendations to others, increased customer loyalty, and a stronger presence in the market. (C.A. Preston, 2012) 

This model progresses through four main stages that together help a company to build and manage its brand in 

the market:  

 Brand identification, performance and imagery; the brand salience;  

 Performance and imagery; the brand meaning;  

 Judgments and feelings; the brand response; 

 Relationship between the brand and customers, the brand resonance and the top of the brand pyramid that 

each brand aspires to. 

Stage 1.The first stage concerns salience, or identification of what the brand and its offerings are all about. At 

this stage Ooredoo should create the brand of its Ooredoo Marathon event and build awareness of it among its target 

market, in this case the youth in the country, and ensure delivery of the correct perceptions and expectations of the 

event to the public. At this stage, Ooredoo should understand its target market through the STP analysis done above, 

and choose the right media channels to attract this particular target market as well as ensure attractive promotional 

messages that stress the USP of this event, make it clear to the target what is the event all about to shape the youth 

targets‟ and potential customers‟ expectations of what they will actually experience and the benefits they will receive 

from this event.  

Stage 2.The second stage is the brand meaning, performance and imagery; at this stage Ooredoo‟s 

communication with customers should be to identify the event meaning. To address the performance factor, Ooredoo 

should define how well this event will serve the needs of youth that were not satisfied by previous editions of the 

Ooredoo Marathon events or by sporting events in general. This includes items such as; the quality of the event services 

(people and process), the price of the tickets, and products of the activities, both tangible and intangible. 

The imagery factor is all about how Ooredoo will fulfill the previously unsatisfied needs of the target market, 

the youth, where Ooredoo is advised to increase the scope of its advertisementsat a social and physiological level. The 

promotion should send emotional messages to the target market to reach them at a personal level, persuading them that: 

“This event is tailored for your needs and designed just to satisfy you.” It should also emphasize that the event helps to 

support poor communities and charities such as ROTA and Educate a Child. The influencer‟s role in this will be to 

reach the youth market on a personal and emotional level, and this will encourage them to sign up and participate. 

Ooredoo is brand well known for the quality of its offering and association with events, both as sponsors and in 

its own right. The partnership with MIA Park at a stunning location with a unique atmosphere will strengthen the 

market presence of the Ooredoo Marathon event. From the social perspective, the Ooredoo Marathon‟s partnership with 

well-known Qatar charities such as ROTA and Educate a Child, promoting awareness of needy people in poor 

communities and supporting them, will lead the target market to feel good about purchasing event tickets. By 

participating, they will be doing good for both themselves and the community. 

Stage 3.The third stage is about brand response, judgments and feelings. Thejudgment factor of this stage 

includes four categories:  

 Quality: Customers judge the brand or its events based on its quality and level of services it provides. 

 Credibility: Customers judge the brand and its events based on its trustworthiness and likability among the 

public. Since Ooredoo is a well-known brand and the first telecommunication company in Qatar, it already 

has high credibility. This, added to the Qatar Tourism Authority‟s accountability and accreditation of the 

event, strengthens the Ooredoo Marathon event and differentiates it from other sporting events in Qatar.  

 Consideration: Ooredoo should clearly convey the benefits of the next edition marathon event to the target 

market and the general public. 

 Superiority: Customers judge the brand and its events based on comparisons with other events held in Qatar, 

so Ooredoo should clearly stress the USP of its marathon event, its unique offerings and its points of 

strength.  
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The feelings factor concerns the way customers respond to the brand based on how it and its events will make 

them feel. For example, the Ooredoo Marathon event will make the target market more engaged, will allow them more 

space to interact and socialize, and will enrich their readiness and competitiveness prior and during the event through 

the training sessions and motivational factors provided. As a result, customers will feel empowered; they will build 

their self-confidence and increase their excitement and sense of fun. At the same time, they will have positive feelings 

about doing good for themselves and others by supporting charities and giving back to the community through their 

participation in this event. All the emotions delivered through this event are positive, and customers will translate their 

emotions from their event experience to the brand itself.  

This will enhance the brand‟s reputation and customers‟ perceptions and increase positive word of mouth 

(WOM) among the target market, potential customers and the general public in Qatar. In the long-term, this will help 

Ooredoo to build greater brand equity. 

Stage 4.The fourth and last stage is about brand resonance, brand loyalty, and reaching the top of the brand 

equity pyramid. All brands strive to reach this most desirable level, which is all about the brand‟s relationship with its 

customers and how loyal they are to it. A brand reaches this stage when its customers are attached emotionally to it and 

can be counted on as loyal customers who will not switch to competitors‟ alternative brands. The Ooredoo brand will 

achieve greater brand equity when it has reached brand resonance.There are four categories in the resonance stage: 

 Behavioral loyalty where customers frequently repeat their visits and purchasing. With this event, Ooredoo 

should deliver a unique and unforgettable experience so that the youth market feels attached to the brand. 

They should want to repeat their experience and will recommend it to other potential participants.  

 Attitudinal attachment where customers are closely attached emotionally to the brand and its event and have 

positive perceptions of them. Ooredoo will create these feelings through its charity cause of supporting 

people in need, and by building their self-confidence and promoting a healthier lifestyle in Qatar through the 

Ooredoo Marathon event.  

 Sense of community where the target market feels part of a community of people who are like them. 

Through the Ooredoo Marathon event, the youth market will have the opportunity to socialize and exchange 

experiences with people from different nationalities, cultures, educational levels, ages, and genders. They 

will be more engaged with groups through training sessions and benefit from the emotional support of the 

influencer and the bloggers. They will also have the opportunity to practice group sports in a competitive 

environment, where people will encourage one another and each person will build their own self-confidence. 

This sense of community can be built up through engagement with the Ooredoo community blog online and 

Ooredoo‟s mobile app. 

 Active engagement where customers reach the peak of their brand loyalty. Here customers will be actively 

engaged with and support the brand‟s services, products, and events. From being first-time buyers, they start 

to recommend the brand to others. They become committed and actively engaged. These loyal customers 

follow and comment on the brand in social media; they are constantly updated with new brand offerings, 

they subscribe to the brand newsletter, they join its membership programs and they continuously post on 

Ooredoo‟s online community blogs. 

When it reaches this stage, Ooredoo‟s brand equity will be higher than in previous years. As a result, Ooredoo 

will have to work hard to sustain its base of loyal customers and increase customer retention rates through customer 

recognition and reward programs. 

In conclusion, the rise through each stage of the brand equity pyramid and the detailed implementation of the 

brand equity model will be achieved by utilizing the 6 P‟s. It will especially drive the promotion factor by increasing 

the scope of advertisements. The implementation of the brand equity pyramid of Ooredoo‟s Marathon event will be 

similar to the pyramid shown in Appendix G. 

The Modified 4 Ps: Promotion, Process, Product and People 

The first part of the market analysis clearly showed that customers were satisfied with the two P‟s of Place and 

Price. However, the remaining four P‟s, the Promotion, Product, Process and People of the Ooredoo Marathon event, 

need further attention, and recommendations for these are explained below. 

 

Promotion 
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The promotional tools suggested, in addition to Ooredoo‟s regular marketing efforts, will mainly focus on 

digital and social media but without neglecting the traditional marketing, with the strong message that next year edition 

will provide the customers with an enjoyable experience. Customer experience is the most important factor to be 

manipulated to achieve the desired goals, and should play a key role in building greater brand equity. However, 

traditional marketing will not be neglected, due to the importance of direct and mobile (SMS) marketing that Ooredoo 

has not previously taken advantage of. These tools are recommended below. 

Working creatively and efficiently means effectively exploiting the available resources to reach the desired 

goals. The resources are limited, so I have suggested cost-free and low-cost options to help achieve Ooredoo‟s goals 

without impacting the given budget. These includehash-tag, direct, and mobile (SMS) marketing to reach Ooredoo‟s 

customers. 

The Jingle.Jingles can be associated with emotions, and Ooredoo can take advantage of this by choosing lyrics 

and melodies which readily convey the emotions that Ooredoo wants their customers to feel about the brand. These 

lyrics and melodies can shape customers‟ expectations and perceptions of the brand‟s personality and its offerings. 

Company jingles are stored in a customer‟s long-term memory and increase the customer‟s brand recall. This strategy 

is used by MacDonald‟s, Coca-Cola and many other international brands. Once people hear the jingle, they 

immediately recall the brand name. Since Ooredoo is an international brand, it should create its own unique jingle to 

differentiate itself from others; this could be a generic Ooredoo group jingle or a different jingle for each specific 

country. A company jingle is a great measure of brand equity; famous jingles represent the strength of a brand‟s market 

equity. This recommendation is applicable as a promotional tool for both the short-term and long-term challenge.  

Ooredoo has the option toeither create a jingle internally or outsource it to a local or international agency such as 

the Jingle Bank Company, the Jingle Company, or the American Jingle Company. I would suggest that Tarek AlWard 

could provide the lyrics and melodies using his musical instruments. One example of his creative work is the 

advertisement made for Ooredoo‟s National Sports Day, which attracted much public interest; people were singing it 

for the entire prior to the event and post-event period. It massively increased public awareness and increased 

participation numbers at this year‟s event. 

Time frame: the jingle should be used in most if not all Ooredoo‟s audiovisual advertisements; however it 

cannot be used in print media. 

Cost: if it was outsourced, the estimated cost would be 4000 QR. Regular jingle rates start from 2000 QR; I 

have proposed a cost of 4000 QR to cover the cost of additional musical instruments as discussed with Tarek. 

Ooredoo Marathon slogan and hash-tag 2018.Slogans are used to express the personality and nature of events 

in a short phrase or sentence; they are a very effective way to attract peoples‟ attention and promote an event in a quick, 

easily understandable way. In this age of social media, event hash-tags are a powerful tool for measuring people‟s 

engagement by their posts on social media or by monitoring hash-tag trends. This tool can help people to connect with 

others to network, get advice, comment and share their event experience.  

The current event slogan is Running for a Healthier Tomorrow; the call to action in 2016 was Whatever You Are 

Running For, Bring It On, and in 2017 it was Are You Up For The Challenge. These seemed very long to read or to 

remember, and none of them suggested the event‟s charity cause. For the coming 2018 event, I would strongly 

recommend adopting a shorter phrase and a hash-tag that can be easily remembered, used and searched. The suggested 

call to action and hash-tag is #RunForTheCausealigned with the regular #OoredooMarathon hash-tag. This is to ensure 

that people will not be confused by previous years‟ hash-tags when they search the regular #OoredooMarathon hash-

tag. It is better to provide a separate unique hash-tag for each year‟s event. 

Time frame: prior to, during and after the event. 

Prior to the event: this hash-tag would be used to showcase people‟s enthusiasm and preparations for the event, 

including their training and workout sessions. Ooredoo should repost photographs of these on their social media 

accounts to create more exposure. This would motivate the public to register and participate with those groups.  

During the event: this hash-tag would be used when posting selfies and other photo/video posts of the event 

activities and zones. The hash-tag would be used for the Best Photo Competition. 

Post-event benefits: people from all around the world can search the hash-tag at any time to share the 

experiences of people, participants and spectators through their posts; pictures, videos and comments. 

Additionally, as the name suggests, the general public could find out more about the charitable cause associated 

with the event, further enhancing the company‟s brand reputation and brand equity. 

Cost: Free of charge. 
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Traditional marketing.Despite of the undoubted benefits of digital and social media marketing, marketers 

should not neglect the importance of traditional marketing. Even though the target markets are youth, I would 

recommend Ooredoo to take advantage of two very useful traditional marketing tools that they have not previously 

used: mobile (SMS) marketing and direct marketing. SMS marketing reduces the clutter of printed advertisements and 

ensures higher penetration rates. Direct marketing provides face to face interaction on a personal level and allows more 

space for discussions. 

Mobile (SMS) marketing.The worldwide usage of Smartphones has increased from 1.57 billion Smartphones 

users in 2014 to 2.87 billion users in 2017 (Statista, 2017).Smart phones have become an integral part of our daily life; 

a Smartphone is the first thing that people check when they wake up in the morning and the last thing they look at 

before going to bed. No one leaves their houses without a Smartphone; it combines multiple needs and devices in a 

single unit, including a „phone directory, camera, web browsing facilities, useful applications, entertainment, location 

maps, a calendar, and important notes for the day. This creates a huge opportunity for marketers to reach their 

customers and interact with them. 

SMS marketing has become a powerful tool; it reaches the right customers and attracts their direct attention, and 

text messages are more likely to be read than cluttered emails or the noise coming from other channels. It is an 

influential marketing tool as it reaches the customer at a personal level. 

Since Ooredoo has its own customer database, it is strongly recommended that it should take advantage of this by 

sending messages directly to their target customers to announce dates, share important information, and provide a 

registration link for the Ooredoo Marathon event. This would to create awareness and encourage the target markets to 

come and enjoy the event‟s unique services or even participate as competitors. Illustrations of the suggested SMS 

marketing script in both Arabic and English are in Appendix H. 

This SMS message is intended to speak to each customer as an individual to give a sense that; it is a special 

message to you, and tailored to your specific interests and needs. It could appeal to people‟s team spirit by encouraging 

them to invite friends; experiences are more enjoyable when they are shared with friends, and this would boost 

participation rates. The message should mention the event‟s charitable to increase awareness of it. It should give the 

relevant dates and urge people to take quick action and provide a link for more detailed event information that 

customers can click and visit immediately to get a clear idea of the event as a whole. 

Time frame: The SMS should be sent out a week before the event, by Sunday 7 January 2018 at the latest. To 

encourage quick action and increase the number of registrations the message will be sent once only, five days 

before the event and in both Arabic and English. This is intended to reduce the disturbance felt by customers and 

avoid annoying them by repeating the same message several times in a short period of time. Sending the 

message at an earlier stage, for example, a month before the event date, would result in customers forgetting the 

date of the event, while sending the message at a very late stage, one or two days before the event, might mean 

that potential customers are unable to attend because they already have plans for their weekend. Not so late that 

customers cannot change their existing schedules, and not so early that they might forget about it. 

Cost: As the service provider,Ooredoo can use its customer database and contact its customers free of charge. 

Each SMS sent to Vodafone customers would cost 0.219 QR, therefore reaching 60,000 Vodafone customers 

would cost 13,140 QR. 

Direct marketing.Direct marketing is an effective marketing tool to reach existing target markets and potential 

customers directly and provide them with clear and compelling content as well as a tool to measure customers‟ 

immediate reactions and real feelings about the events that Ooredoo organizes. It is an effective marketing tool as it 

reaches the customer at a personal level in a cost-effective way. 

Brochures will be sent to different areas throughout Qatar, especially to shopping malls such as Land Mark Mall, 

Villaggio Mall and the Mall of Qatar. The front of these brochures will include: 

 The event name and logo, 

 The event‟s new call for action, 

 The hash-tag #RunForTheCause, 

 The logo of the event‟s charity partner, 

 The location, time and date, 

 The different races available and the prizes, 

 The official website for more information, 
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 The contact number for customers‟ calls, and 

 Ooredoo‟s social media platforms. 

The back of the brochures will contain the event time schedule and a map of the various activity zones. 

Time frame: The brochures will be distributed two weeks prior to the event to create awareness about it and its 

charitable cause and encourage participation. This time period is considered realistic and reasonable. I would not 

suggest Ooredoo do this at an early stage when customers might forget about it, or too late, as customers would 

not have time to register and participate. 

Cost: brochures will be designed by Ooredoo and printed internally. Ooredoo staff volunteers will reach out the 

target customers to distribute those brochures since they have knowledge of the event details and its benefits for 

the company and the customers. They also have the know-how and experience to persuade customers to take 

part. 

Social media and digital marketing.This allows marketers to connect with customers online where they can 

track the customer‟s interaction with the online advertisements, measure the number of clicks on each advertisement, 

and see where people have left the page. This type of marketing provides effective promotional tools to increase event 

awareness and sales and can trigger an instant ticket purchase or immediate action to visit the company website. It 

ensures higher, more cost-efficient audiences reach than any other marketing tool and would work to generate word of 

mouth around Qatar. Digital marketing, however, is a double-edged weapon. Ooredoo should be careful not to overuse 

it, which could annoy customers and might lead to negative results. 

The social media and digital marketing campaign could take several forms. 

What’s Goin On Qatar (WGOQ), Falcon Advertising Package: 

Time frame: The Falcon package will include seven days of full advertising with website banner space, five 

posts on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, the WGOQ Private Group, the WGO email newsletter for members and 

VIPs, and article posts on the WGOQ website and posts on QKarak, a WGOQ partner. Six days prior the event: 

coverage of the semi-marathon group training sessions with Dr. Mohammed and his social media post; social 

media posts by the bloggers Tarek and Abdualla; experiential marketing and direct marketing; and a full day of 

Snapchat coverage during the Ooredoo Marathon event. This will ensure the Ooredoo message will reach 800K 

target and potential customers, raise public awareness of both the marathon event benefits and its charitable 

cause, and enhance Ooredoo‟s reputation and its brand equity. See Appendix I1. 

Cost: 20,000 QR 

Qatar Living Website:One Leader Board and two Spot Banners. See Appendix E. This is a one-stop information 

portal on everything related to Qatar. It claims to have nearly 800,000 registered members and over 26,000,000 

page views per month. Refer to Appendix I2. 

Time frame: For one month before the event. 

Cost: About 15,330 QR. 

Qatar Living Social Media:This reaches 2.9 million customers every week. The cost would be 3,500 QR for 

multiple posts on their social media account for a full month before the actual event. As a result, Ooredoo would 

increase event awareness, increase their target markets and potential customers‟ participation, enhance their 

brand reputation by raising awareness of their charity cause, and achieve greater brand equity. See Appendix I2. 

Time frame: One monthprior to the event, to increase the awareness and encourage ticket purchase. 

Cost: Website: 15,330 QR social media: 3,500 QR, total of =18,830 QR. 

I Love Qatar Website and Social Media Accounts: The customer reach of the I Love Qatar social media 

platform exceeds 400K. I recommend Ooredoo to use this social and digital opportunityto expand its customer 

reach. I would choose the Orange Package costing 20,000 QR and providing Ooredoo Marathon with a customer 

reach of 150K. I recommend services for two weeks such as: multiple posts on different I Love Qatar social 

media platforms, two minutes of promotional video space, promotional advertisements in the I Love Qatar 

newsletter to reach their subscribed customers, a super leader board banner on their website in the header and 

footer, a half page banner, and an influencer to post on his/her social media accounts. See Appendix I3. 

Time frame: two weeks prior to the event. 

Cost: 20,000 QR 
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The Suggested Influencer.Influencers have a huge impact on the general public, especially if they are credible 

in their fields and are well-known and liked by the general public, have a large fan following, and are widely well-

respected for their contribution or achievements. However, a company should carefully choose a person who will 

represent it in a good light and is aligned with the brand, its vision, goals and values, and the personality of its events. 

The right influencer can be a cost-effective marketing tool to achieve greater publicity and positive benefits than 

is possible by other means of event promotion. The right influencer can create more exposure by reaching wider range 

of his/her dedicated fans and general public, some of whom might be current or potential customers but many of whom 

may not have been approached previously. This person will provide the public and the target markets with an appealing 

live experience and increase their motivation, creating positive emotional attachment, enjoyable experiences and 

positive memories. Choosing a credible person within the event community can add more value and increase interest 

and trust in events such as the Ooredoo Marathon.  

Dr. Mohammed Alkuwari, a general surgeon, specializes in diabetes at the Hamad Hospital and is the president 

of the Qatar Cyclists Center. He is a sport enthusiast and constantly promotes sports and healthy living for his patients 

and the public in Qatar. He is an active public figure on social media who is well known for his continuous 

encouragement and support to people of different ages and abilities to start work-out. Being a surgeon makes him a 

very credible spokesman on health and sports matters and a respected source of health advice. Refer to Appendix J. 

His passion for sports began in 2013 with cycling, and his first notable achievement was crossing 1,000 

kilometers of Europe in an annual charitable event. His passion did not end there; to promote his first sport he 

established the Qatar Cyclists‟ Center, which is recognized and supported by The Ministry of Culture and Sports. He 

believes that cycling is beneficial to mental concentration and improving physical fitness and physiological health. 

He then challenged himself to take up a new activity; running.He had never tried this before. With his coach, he 

undertook an intensive training program which lasted for more than four months. After this, he participated in the New 

York Marathon, the biggest marathon in the world, and in February 2017 he ran in the Tokyo Marathon. He 

participated in Ooredoo‟s 2016 and 2017 Marathons with his family, friends and patients. In 2016, he brought five 

participants to Ooredoo‟s Marathon, and in 2017 he encouraged thirty participants to participate with him. These 

participants all have success stories to tell about their achievements. He attended the Doha Triathlon in 2017 as a 

spectator to encourage his friends and patients. 

To ground my recommendation in the real world, I interviewed Dr. Mohammad at his office at Al-Emadi 

Hospital during his afternoon shift. He was pleased to be chosen and happily accepted the idea of acting as the 

designated influencer of Ooredoo‟s Marathon event next year. He commented: 

Ooredoo is the best company that supports youth in Qatar, I would describe Ooredoo as “responsible” in 

giving back to its community and encouraging people in Qatar to live a decent life and represent Qatar in 

the best possible way. I‟m happy to work with such company to raise fitness awareness and encourage 

people to participate in and experience this amazing event as I have done with my family, friends and 

patients. 

He added that sports activities would improve the lives of young people by giving them pride in their self-

achievements, challenge-orientation and time management instead of wasting time smoking Shisha or indulging in 

unsafe car racing. He believes that sports are a self-investment; the more people spend time on fitness, the better are the 

chances that they will live longer and will enjoy healthier lives. He added that although he knew about Ooredoo‟s 2018 

Marathon from his coach, he could not remember seeing any advertisements for it, and he was not aware of the event‟s 

charitable cause.  

His recommendations included making the marathon routes more enjoyable and better training for the volunteer 

team that supports participants with water and help. He commented that there were fewer first aid stations this year. He 

also suggested handing the runners smaller-sized water bottles so that carrying water through the entire race would not 

detract from their running experience and affect their speed. He recommended that instead of handing out water bottles, 

the volunteers could distribute water cups to the runners so they could drink them immediately and continue running. 

Dr. Mohammad highlighted the importance of the spectators‟ role in encouraging the participants and making it 

a more enjoyable experience and fun for both the participants and the spectators. The overall experience could be 

enhanced by hiring bands to move around among the runners and spectators. This would not only encourage people but 

would also increase the event buzz through social media and news. 

Being a young Qatari citizen, an inspiring surgeon and diabetes doctor, an active sport enthusiast, a participant 

and a social influencer, Dr. Mohammad would make an excellent representative for the event and the country. Another 
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point of consideration is that he is not overused for promotional work by other companies, so I see this as an 

opportunity that Ooredoo could take advantage of. This recommendation is achievable since he is willing to collaborate 

with Ooredoo to promote sports events. His recommendations have been communicated to the mentor and a few other 

selected people, who believe they could be implemented. For this reason, they have been included in this part of the 

research recommendations. 

Time frame: His promotion of the event would start before the registration period and will continue until the 

event takes place.  

Prior to the event: the aim is to encourage his family, friends, patients and the public to register and participate, 

to promote the benefit of participation in this event for people‟s health, and to work out and train with them and 

other participants in small groups in preparation for the actual run. This will also involve taking photos and 

selfies with those people and posting them on Ooredoo‟s blogs and social media platforms and Dr. 

Mohammed‟s personal social media accounts using the event hash-tag #RunForTheCause. This would spread 

the word all over the web, not just within Qatar. 

During the event: the objective is to reduce the participants‟ waiting time and increase their engagement, 

reducing any possible boredom and creating an enjoyable lifetime experience that they will never forget. Dr. 

Mohammed would be kindly requested to take selfies with participants while queuing and while they are waiting 

for announcement of the race results. He would run with participants to motivate them, make an inspirational 

speech and/or introduce the contests and activities planned after the marathon race. To reduce his workload, he 

would be supported by the two famous comedian bloggers, Tarek Alward and Abdullah AlGhafri. Pictures and 

videos of these activities will be posted using the event hash-tag #RunForTheCause.  

Cost: There are no implications for the budget. Dr. Mohammad believes that the health of the youth of his 

country is worth more than money. He said he would provide his promotional services voluntarily, as his dream 

goal is to build health and fitness awareness, and develop a sports mentality and culture in his country. 

The Suggested Bloggers.The main benefit of bloggers is to generate word of mouth and influence people to 

take immediate action. A company should choose bloggers who represent its values and can achieve its goals. They 

should have positive online influence on the public to ensure an adequate number of target customers are reached. A 

company‟s official website or social media accounts may not attract some customers. Bloggers may reach these 

customers, and provide an opportunity to reach target and potential customers who have been overlooked by the 

company. 

Bloggers are also a good tool for measuring customer demand for the company‟s offering and its attractiveness 

to those customers. They also provide instant feedback by the numbers of likes and types of comments received by 

direct messages and/or posted on their social media posts. Bloggers also can clarify to customers the benefits and nature 

of the offering, which other advertisement tools might not be able express. 

 Abdullah AlGhafri is a comedian with 106 K followers, mainly youth and especially Qatari males. He 

is a social media influencer who has made several advertisements that raised company sales through his 

influence and power on social media. One of these was for the My Fair cake shop in Qatar. Abdullah 

has been already used in Ooredoo‟s advertisements. Refer to Appendix K. He can be a very helpful 

asset for creating event awareness and promoting the 2018 Ooredoo Marathon. 

Time frame:Prior the event, posting on social media, spreading the word through his Instagram and SnapChat 

accounts, being at group training sessions. 

During the event, taking photos and posting them on his social media accounts using the hash-tag 

#RunForTheCause, selfies with participants, and supporting the main influencer Dr. Mohammed Alkuwari. 

Cost: is estimated to be 6,000 QR. 

 Tarek Alward has already been used as an announcer for the Ooredoo National Sports Day and made 

an advertisement with Abdullah AlGhafri. See Appendix K. He is the head of post-production at Al 

Rayyan satellite television; he has twelve years of experience in the media industry and a Bachelor‟s 

degree in technical management and business information systems (a double major). He has worked as 

a radio and television presenter, translator, motion artist, video editor and technical support manager, 

and his hobbies include computer science, technology, filmmaking, entertainment and playing various 

musical instruments. 
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To assess the feasibility of this recommendation, I met Mr. Tarek to discover his experience with Ooredoo 

advertisements and ask whether he would like to repeat this kind of work in the future and post/advertise the Ooredoo 

marathon. He commented on his experience with advertising for the Ooredoo National Sports Day event: 

Ooredoo is great to work with. For the Sports Day campaign, I was brought in to develop a 

comedic advertisement of a young man bidding his couch farewell in song, in an effort to 

encourage “couch potatoes” to go out and exercise. My role was to write the script, compose an 

instrumental, write the song, sing the song, play the instrumental and act out the script. Ooredoo 

was very flexible and gave me a large creative scope to work in, I enjoyed each part of it, and I‟m 

glad to repeat the experience with Ooredoo. 

Mr. Tarek would be very useful to implement Dr. Mohammed Alkuwari‟ssuggestions about having music 

during the event. Mr. Tarek has the talent to develop this after his experience with Ooredoo National Sports day 

advertisement. When I asked him whether he is prepared to support and advertise Ooredoo‟s Marathon event, he 

commented  

I think Ooredoo should continue with its current enthusiasm and advertising strategies, they are 

working well. I would most certainly look forward to working with them again, especially when it 

involves initiatives aimed at encouraging the citizens and residents of Qatar to live healthier lives. 

Time frame: Prior the event, posting on social media, spreading the word through his social media accounts, 

and along with Abdullah and Dr. Mohammed, encourages the public during the group training sessions. He 

could also write and/or sing the musical advertisements to be posted on YouTube and Ooredoo‟s social media 

accounts, its official website and the suggested digital and social channels. This script can be used as part of the 

experiential marketing, creating a unique song or jingle that people can relate to Ooredoo‟s Marathon. 

During the event, taking photos of the event and posting them on his social media accounts using the hash-tag 

#RunForTheCause, selfies with participants, and supporting the main influencer Dr. Mohammed Alkuwari. 

Singing the song,that he would write, backed by the company‟s Alrabaa mascots, and encouraging people to 

take videos, photos, clap, sing and dance. 

Cost: is estimated to be 15,000 QR.  

The total cost for the two suggested bloggers is:  

6,000 QR + 15,000 QR = 21,000 QR 

Experiential Marketing. Experiential marketing is a good tool for approaching customers directly and 

increasing awareness of the company‟s offering by creating the buzz. It is an effective way to create a tangible hands-

on experience for customers prior to the actual event and will allow customers to feel, sense, think, act and relate to the 

brand and its events. It would attach positive emotions to the brand and encourage people to participate, which will 

ultimately increase their loyalty to the brand. It reaches the customer at a personal level,and thus it is an effective 

marketing tool. See Appendix L. 

Providing customers with a live event would help customers decide to buy tickets and actually participate in the event 

by making the purchasing process quick and easy. Their experience of a memorable and enjoyable live experience like 

this would help Ooredoo by creating positive perceptions of the brand and increasing Ooredoo‟s brand equity, even if 

they do not actually attend the marathon. As noted in the discussion of market research (above), “experience” is the 

strongest and most important factor to manipulate in building greater brand equity. 

Time frame: Prior to and during the event. In the period starting one or two weeks before the event, Ooredoo‟s 

Alrabaa mascots would walk around the city, between the cars, wearing sporty clothes and carrying 

signage/posters of the event and its hash-tag. This would surprise people, attract their attention and arouse their 

curiosity about what is happening. It would make them want to know more, and the public would take photos, 

videos and selfies and share on social media. People would talk about what they had seen and experienced, 

creating a buzz around the whole community in Qatar. 

During the event, Alrabaa, the Ooredoo mascots, will be divided into two groups. 

 Group A would comprise ten mascots divided into two groups of five with the role of encouraging 

participants and cheering them up, like their regular scope of work at previous Ooredoo events.  

 Group B would be a band playing music to encourage participants, as suggested by Dr. Mohammed 

Alkuwari. As in group A, group B would comprise ten mascots divided into two groups with five 

mascots in each group. I propose that the Alrabaa group B should roam around the event with their 
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instruments, mixing with participants either by either walking or using Ooredoo‟s golf cart. Their role 

is to encourage participants and spectators by creating a fun, interactive and enjoyable experience. 

Alrabaa could also perform and sing the jingle, or simply play a recorded version of it. 

Cost: Ooredoo‟s mascots are regular Ooredoo staff who would volunteer for the event, so there should be no 

additional costs. The signage/posters would be designed and printed by Ooredoo at minimal internal cost. The 

estimated budget required for the sporty clothes for the pre-event marketing would be:  

10 Mascot at 103 QR each for clothing costs1030 QR  

Musical instruments used during the event, 10 mascots at 200 QR per instrument costs 2000 QR  

Total experiential marketing cost 3030 QR 

Product and Process 

As the market research, above, noted; at previous events Ooredoo did well in building its event product and 

process and selecting the event services and facilities. However, according to the primary data collected, the company 

needs to provide more engaging activities and improve the queuing process and minimize delays in determining and 

announcing the winners. Common feedback recorded by the market research was that these issues detracted from 

people‟s enjoyment of the event experience. The following option is recommended for Ooredoo. They will be 

supported by the influencer, the bloggers and the Alrabaa mascots to create an enjoyable and unforgettable experience 

for both participants and spectators. 

Provide an Instagram photo booth. This will increase customers‟ engagement on social media and increase 

usage of the hashtag #RunForTheCause. People, participants and spectators, will take photos and videos of themselves 

with friends, with the influencer, with the bloggers or with Alrabaa mascots having fun and sharing good memories. 

This will also generate awareness of the charity cause for both participants and non-participants and result in better 

brand reputation and greater brand equity. 

Best photo competition.People, both participants and spectators, will take photos after they have finished their 

runand while they are waiting for race results and share them on social media using the hash-tag 

#RunForTheCause. This competition will raise wider awareness of the event and its charity cause and 

will increase customers‟ engagement with the brand and the event. This will create positive experiences 

and perceptions and will result in building greater brand equity in the long-term. Winners will receive 

gifts either from Ooredoo or sponsors chosen by the company. 

Competition tent.This is a place where customers can enjoy different competitions and win Sports Corner 

vouchers or any other prizes suggested by Ooredoo. Ooredoo has the option of having a sponsor take 

control of this suggestion or simply do it itself.  

Interactionswith the influencer and bloggers.Participants and spectators can enjoy interactive activities and 

socialize with the influencer and/or bloggers during a specified time period. 

Queuing problems.To address the problem of disorderly queues at the registration desks, Ooredoo is advised to 

increase the number of the registration desks and the number of volunteers and company staff during 

peak periods to make the process smoother, faster and easier on participants. This will ensure that 

customers have a better experience and will reduce any negative feelings about queuing. Alrabaa 

mascots, the bloggers, and the influencer will also be there creating fun scenes. 

Problems with the winners’ stage and signage.At the previous events people had difficulty finding the 

winners‟ stage and finding signage giving race results. Ooredoo should email a map showing the 

different zones and locations to all participants along with the event schedule, as was done for the Doha 

Triathlon. This would make it easier and clearer for participants and would result in a more enjoyable 

event experience. 

People 

The people involved include Ooredoo staff, partners, sponsors and volunteers for the marathon event. They can 

positively or negatively influence the impressions and experiences of the participants and spectators. This can lead to 

either good or badword of mouth, which can affect the event‟s reputation and people‟s intentions to attend future 

events. Ooredoo should therefore be careful in choosing its partners, sponsors and volunteers. 

Volunteers.Volunteers can be a double-edged sword. Because they are not paid they might not care about the 

flow of the event or the quality of service, advice or help they provide to customers. Ooredoo is advised 
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to choose a reliable, well-known source of providing volunteers to ensure that this issue will not arise at 

their events. I suggest that Ooredoo should train them well before the event about how the event is 

organized, the different zones shown on the map, and how to serve, help and guide both participants 

and spectators 

Possible source of willing, energetic volunteers that could be considered are schools and universities (such as 

the Qatar Foundation universities and Qatar University), and different British and American schools in Qatar. Their 

young students are in the best age group for such an event. Doing this would be in alignment with Ooredoo‟s CSR 

vision, strategy and goal of investing in the future generation of Qatar, building a better society, and bringing the 

different communities and nationalities in Qatar together in one place under Ooredoo‟s umbrella. The company can 

also take advantage of this opportunity to vet them for future jobs. These students would also be a marketing tool to 

attract other people such as their friends and families to join as spectators or participants. 

Ooredoo staff.Having sufficient, in number and quality, staff to ensure a smooth process is important to the 

success of such a large event. Ooredoo is advised to provide as many professional staff they can for the 

event. Those staff should be given several training sessions on how to deal with customers, since they 

are the ones who will impact customers‟ experience during the event. As noted above, the experience 

customers have is the most powerful factor affecting brand perceptions and the brand equity of an 

event. 

Ooredoo’s charity partner.As part of the company‟s CSR initiatives, activities such as this event and 

partnering a charitable cause are valuable ways to enhance the company‟s brand reputation and build greater brand 

equity. Primary data collected clearly indicated a lack of public awareness of Ooredoo‟s charitable cause. Ooredoo is 

advised to enhance its efforts to make its charitable partner more visible in 2018. 

This can be done in several ways. One of these is to clearly mention the charity cause in all the promotional 

material recommended above. By using all the communication channels, it should clearly explain about the charitable 

partner associated with the event, Ooredoo would showcase its efforts to give back to the community and support 

charities. All Ooredoo‟s print and electronic promotional materials should clearly identify the charity partner, if 

possible providing a link to a website giving more information about it. 

During the event, the charity partner should have an information booth in a central location so that all spectators 

and participants are aware of its presence and the charity purpose of the event. This will give customers feelings of self-

satisfaction that they did something good to help poorer communities. It would help to create positive emotions and 

affiliation with the brand, resulting in positive perceptions of it and enhancing the brand reputation and its brand equity. 

Sponsors.As the market research noted, the gift purse of the 2016 Ooredoo Marathon was up to one million 

Qatari Riyals, however in 2017 Ooredoo reduced it to be 400,000 QR. To avoid any customer frustration or negative 

feelings, I would suggest that, in addition to Ooredoo‟s regular sponsors, additional sponsors should be sought and 

asked to provide gifts or prizes for competitors. Possible new sponsors might include. 

 Al Dana Club: to provide vouchers and discounts on sports classes and memberships 

 Sports Corner: to provide vouchers and other sports facilities needed 

 Diplomatic Club: to provide a coffee break or lunch buffet. 

 Sheraton Hotel/or any hotel: to provide a free or discounted stay. 

The Overall Budget 

As the client, Ooredoo assigned a total budget of 100,00 QR for its 2018 marathon event. The aim was to add 

promotional efforts to Ooredoo‟s regular scope of marketing to reach more customers, enhance people‟s overall 

perceptions of the event and achieve the main goal of building greater brand equity. 

As a consultant, I have recommended promotional tools and modified event-related activities to enhance 

customers‟ experience and ensure effective achievement of the desired results in the most efficient way possible. The 

given budget imposed constraints that challenged me to find cost-free options to achieve the desired goals of the 

project. The budget allocation is detailed in Appendix M. 

The Execution Time Frame Table 

Each suggested promotional tool is suggested to be implemented within a specific time frame to reach the 

desired outcome planned. The detailed execution time frame table is shown in Appendix N. 

The Evaluation Metrics 
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After the implementation of the suggested solutions for the short-term challenge, Ooredoo is advised to evaluate 

each promotional tool recommended above through its specific post-event evaluation metrics to measure the event‟s 

success and brand equity level. A detailed evaluation metrics table is shown in Appendix O. 

 

Chapter 3: The Long-term Challenge 

The Proposed Process for Generating and Evaluating Options 

The Event Strategy Formulation method will be used to generate and evaluate the recommendations in the 

marketing plan. I have studied this method in the Events Marketing subject of the Master‟s program, and it will help me 

to discover and analyze issues and problems associated with the event in depth and with clarity. The steps in this 

method are; scattering the potential problems, mapping these problems, generating alternative solutions, and evaluating 

and predicting the outcome of these alternatives to determine which would give greater relative benefits and more 

positive results. This method will be used to discover any customer needs related to this brand‟s events which are not 

currently being satisfied and any gap or lack of communication between Ooredoo and its customers in Qatar. The initial 

stage of scattering the problems will provide useful insights into providing a solution for the long-term challenge. 

The Event Strategy Formulation for The Long-Term Challenge 

Scattering problems. This is the first stage of the process in which extensive brainstorming will be carried out 

to identify possible problems through using the data collected by both primary and secondary research. The process 

includes the findings about unnerved customer needs and/or aspects of current sporting events in Qatar that need 

significant attention that might be of high importance for customers, or may negatively affect their perceptions of the 

brand. The major issues gathered from both primary and secondary data collection for Ooredoo‟s Marathon event were:  

 lack of awareness about the event,  

 lack of awareness about the charity cause,  

 low engagement,  

 more fun activities needed,  

 improvement required at the queue order,  

 long waiting period for the winners‟ results which increased people‟s boredom,  

 winners‟ signage must be clearly visible to customers,  

 need for more privacy,  

 indoor sporting activities,  

 cultural and social barriers for female participation, especially Qatari women,  

 lack of motivational factors such as influencers, and 

 Mini-marathon events planned to take place prior to the actual run.  

Identification of these issues is very valuable for brainstorming a new sporting event that is unique to the brand and 

fully satisfies the customer needs identified at the market research stage. The data collected will help Ooredoo to 

minimize gaps and problems in both their current and future events. 

Mapping these problems. This step involves mapping and amalgamating the interrelated issues under one 

umbrella into a smaller number of clearly defined and categorized problems. This makes the subsequent analysis and 

recommendations to address the challenges efficient and meaningful. Some of the problems noted provide useful 

guidance for generating recommendations for the short term, while others will be addressed to meet broader long term 

challenges such as the suitability of the event type and the company‟s available budgetary resources. They include: 

 Lack of awareness: low awareness of the event, low awareness of the charity cause 

 Low engagement: more fun activities needed, prepare prior to the event 

 Lack of organization: improve the registration queue order, winner signage must be clear, and train 

volunteers 

 Lack of motivational factors: suggest influencers and bloggers 

 Cultural and social barriers: more privacy, indoor sporting activities, and consideration for the needs of 

women.  

These represent long-term challenges and recommendations are needed to resolve them. 
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Generating alternative solutions. This stage consists of providing realistic and achievable solutions to the 

problems and questions identified and discussed at the first stage. Based on the problems noted above, two solutions 

could be provided which either provide more privacy for women or provide more sporting activities for the public: 

 Option 1: Ooredoo can create a females-only sporting event, either outdoors or indoors, to satisfy the need 

for privacy and serve the untouched target market represented by conservative women in Qatar. 

 Option 2: Ooredoocould simply create another public sporting event with more of the activities identified by 

the market research findings; a triathlon event with a marathon race, or swim-and-cycle activities are among 

those that may satisfy this need. 

For both options, ways to avoid the problems stated above (lack of awareness, low engagement etc.) should be 

considered in forming recommendations for ways to provide what the customers currently lack and need at such sports 

events. 

Evaluating the alternatives.This stage includes evaluating the options given above and selecting the best, most 

realistic and achievable option to achieve the greatest overall benefits. The solution selected must be well defined and 

explained in detail. It needs to convince Ooredoo, as the client, and should be consistent with the resources and 

capabilities available to actually implement the recommendations. 

 Option 1 Evaluation: Targeting a new market by organizing a new sporting event that is unique to the 

company would enhance Ooredoo‟s reputation. It would show that Ooredoo cares about a segment of the 

Qatari sports market that is not well served, especially by Ooredoo. Market research has identified that in a 

conservative country such as Qatar, there is a high demand for a private, females-only event. This demand 

creates the opportunity for attracting a strong level of participation from the conservative women‟s target 

market. Another benefit is that Ooredoo Qatar can take the initiative of serving this target market before 

Vodafone Qatar does, whichwould be a major breakthrough and a jewel in the crown of Ooredoo‟s 

corporate social responsibility work in Qatar. 

The given budget of 500,000QR would adequately cover this option, from booking the location to running a 

360-degree integrated marketing campaign to ensure effective communication with customers and reach a 

large part of the target market within the given 2019 – 2020 

time frame. A comprehensive integrated marketing campaign needs extensive and dedicated marketing 

efforts, which could be implemented within the time and budget available and would satisfy the customers‟ 

needs and requests identified by market research. However, the negative side is that Ooredoo would not be 

serving male targets at this event. However, balancing the two sides, the positive benefits to the brand 

outweigh any negative consequences. 

 Option 2 Evaluation: If Ooredoo organizes a triathlon, the company would satisfy the need to provide more 

sporting activities at the new event and would create a more engaging environment than a regular marathon. 

On the other hand, this would be seen to replicate many existing events and competitions, and Ooredoo 

would have a hard time differentiating its event. The time and budget resources available would allow 

implementation of this option, but balancing both the negatives and positives I believe that here the 

negatives are heavier than positives. 

Based on the given budget, 500,000QR, and the time frame, 2019-2020, for implementing the 

recommendations, the first option is the best one. The second option of organizing a triathlon event would 

mean competing in an already-saturated market; it would appear as a commodity event with no USP to 

make it stand out from the competitors‟ events and thus it would not achieve greater brand equity. 

Ooredoo could organize a females-only sporting event, learning from the problems faced by its previous 

sporting events and enhance the event by sponsors, fun activities and contests. This could reasonably be achieved in the 

following year, within the budget, 500,000 QR is considered reasonable, and the marketing efforts is possible to be 

completed within the given time period. The campaign would reach a massive number of people and increase their 

event awareness and eventually achieve Ooredoo‟s overall goal to build greater brand equity in the long-run. 

Predicting the outcomes of the solution.By organizing a females-only sporting event, Ooredoo would be 

sending out the message that the company really listens and cares about its customers‟ needs, and, more than this, it is 

willing to provide them with what they want. This will enhance its brand reputation by building positive perceptions 

that Ooredoo cares about a forgotten segment of the Qatar market, one that is not well served by other companies. Most 

importantly, it would give Ooredoo the credit for doing this before their main direct competitor, Vodafone Qatar, has 

even thought about it; this would be a record breaker for Ooredoo‟s corporate social responsibility program.  
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As a result, through this event Ooredoo would increase their customer base by adding a new target market to the 

family, create more loyal customers, enhance its brand equity and achieve its other desired main goals already noted in 

this paper.  

The Event 

The suggested event name. The recommended name is Ooredoo She Can (  The main goals in.(اوريدو هي تقدر

organizing such an event are to encourage women to be successful, to be proud of themselves, to feel empowered, and 

to be inspired to reach their full potential. At the end of this half-day experience, each woman will be able to open her 

eyes to a new empowering chapter of her life, feel stronger, and break free from cultural barriers. “Ooredoo She Can” 

would perfectly encapsulate these goals. 

The suggested event slogan.  The sloganBecause She Actually Can( تقدرالنها فعاًل  ) would emphasize the message 

that Ooredoo wishes to send to its target market and the general public in Qatar, that women truly can perform and win 

in sports events and that nothing is impossible; women can achieve their dreams despite the barriers imposed by their 

family and/or country context. A woman can take part in a sports event, win the game and inspire others. 

The suggested event logo. The event logo design illustrates the main event activities, the mini marathon and 

cycling, as well as clearly showing that this sporting event is exclusively for women. The “double O” of Ooredoo‟s 

brand represents the wheels of a bicycle, which gives the logo a creativity, uniqueness and eye-catching design to 

attract customers. See Appendix P1. The event logo has four main colors. Red and white, the main theme colors, are the 

main colors of the Ooredoo brand. The shaded black and dark red are used to emphasise the main theme colors. Each of 

the colors used has its own significance. Refer to Appendix P2. 

 The color red is associated with strength, power, determination, passion, and desire. This color is also 

commonly associated with energy, so it is very appropriate for Ooredoo to use it in relation to sports events 

and other physical activities. Red is an intense and emotional color, it improves an individual‟s metabolism 

and enhances breathing rates. It also has high visibility that attracts people‟s attention; this is why „Stop‟ 

lights traffic and fire equipment is usually colored red. This color also stimulates people to make quick 

purchase decisions; it is the perfect color for the Buy now and Click here buttons on websites and for online 

advertising banners.  

 The color whiteis thought of as the color of perfection. White means safety, purity, faith, and successful 

beginnings. White is often associated with lightness and low-fat food, which makes it the perfect color for 

promoting women‟s sporting events. 

 Shaded blackis used because this color is associated with power, elegance, strength and authority; it is a very 

prestigious color. Black shades make other colors stand out. Especially red colors. Blacks combine perfectly 

with reds or oranges, other powerful colors. The black color will guarantee a very attractive, aggressive and 

eye-catching design scheme. 

 Dark red is associated with leadership and courage, and this is why it is used sensitively in the logo where 

the wordsShe Can build on women‟s concepts of courage, motivation and leadership spirit when they see 

used it in graphics or text. 

 

The Event Objectives 

The event has three main objectives: 

 to connect Ooredoo brand with a unique target segment that is not well served, the conservative women of 

Qatar, 

 to strengthen Ooredoo‟s image and enhance its reputation in Qatar, and 

 To empower and inspire women in Qatar to express their inner selves with confidence and in privacy.  

The event 3P’s.The event 3P‟s are its promise, its presence and its personality. This framework shapes Ooredoo 

team‟s efforts to deliver the promise that the customer expects from this event, distinguishes the event‟s presence 

fromthose of its competitors‟ events in the target market, and describes the inspiration behind the event, what it is all 

about, and what it aims to communicate to its customers and the general public in Qatar. 
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 Event Promise:The promise that Ooredoo offers the target market is that after the event, women will feel 

free and able to break their barriers; they will feel proud of their achievements and will be able to express 

themselves with confidence.  

 Event Presence:Ooredoo She Can event will be one of the best females-only sporting events held in Qatar, 

and its partnership with Losail International Circuit will give this event more credibility and strength. It will 

therefore have a strong presence in the market and among the target market.  

 Event Personality:it entertains, inspires, empowers and encourages every sports-loving woman, focused 

especially on those that are continuously looking for privacy in Qatar and other countries.  

The Ooredoo She Can event.Ooredoo She Can event is an exclusive females-only sporting event in Qatar, it 

revolves around the idea of women empowerment and inspiration to help them reach their full potential and self-pride. 

Women empowerment is one of Ooredoo‟s main values and goals that were previously explained in the market 

research of this paper. The event will be a half-day that allows women to join a competitive sporty environment and 

celebrate their empowerment and success, socialize and leave the event with inner-feelings of becoming stronger and 

empowered. The event target market, activities, venue, date etc. will be discussed in detail below with the STP, 5 W‟s 

and 6 P‟s frameworks. 

 

The STP, Segmenting, Targeting and Positioning 

Ooredoo needs to segment, target and position its customers‟ and the event to make it clear for both the brand 

marketing team so they know where and how are the resources should be allocated affectively as well as communicate 

the benefits and reasons why Ooredoo is organizing such event for the audience and the public to enhance its brand 

reputation and reach their right target. 

Segmenting.No company can satisfy everyone; hence, each company needs to segment the general population. 

Ooredoo should focus only on a specific segment of the population that they can serve, one that will be attracted to the 

brand and feel that the brand offering perfectly matches their needs. This concept helps the company to use its 

resources efficiently and effectively and gives direction to the brand marketing team so their promotional efforts send 

the right messages through the right channels. For the Ooredoo She Can campaign, the segment from the population 

first focused on is conservative women of different nationalities, ages, and marital status. Within this broad segment, 

the company needs to target specific groups to more accurately achieve the desired results. Hence, Ooredoo needs to 

specify which groups within this segment to choose and focus its resources on. See Appendix Q. 

Targeting.After the brand has segmented the population available for its products and services, the next step is 

to target specific groups of these segments. This step is important since it provides the company with detailed 

information about each customer target group so that the company can reach them directly and achieve their desired 

marketing goals. For the Ooredoo She Can event there are two primary target markets, youth and Qataris, which the 

brand should focus on and attract efficiently with the available resources; as a secondary target, every sports-loving 

woman from across the world is welcome to join the event. 

 The Conservative Free Souls: this target represents young, single conservative Qatari women aged between 

20-35 years old who would like to break free of cultural barriers and feel their freedom. They are open to 

new ideas and love to explore new activities in life, but with privacy. Most of this target group is women 

who admire sports and would like to join sporting events, but cannot practice in public and/or with men. 

Hence, they are always seeking out private events and activities where they can play sports and compete 

with other women. The Ooredoo She Can event would provide this target group with full privacy and the 

opportunity to experience and participate in different sporting activities. Most importantly, this event allows 

this group space to socialize and be inspired by other women. 

 The Conservative Well Deserved: this target group represents the young conservative Qatari women with 

children, either married or divorced and aged between 20-35 years old. Those women are still young, but 

have limited time to enjoy what they like due to their commitments to their children, families and work. 

They don‟t have the time and/or option to play sports or their desired activities except at the weekends. 

Either their conservative families or their husbands do not allow them to participate in public activities, 

especially with other men, so they always seek privacy. The Ooredoo She Canevent ideally matches their 

lifestyle by giving them space to break free, enjoy their hobbies, socialize with other like-minded women 

and leave their children in safe hands while they spend time enjoying their preferred activities. 
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Positioning.The positioning concept helps a company to position its brand and offerings in the marketplace. It 

separates its brand offerings from those of competitors, sets the customers‟ expectations, stresses the USP of the brand 

and its offerings, and provides consistency for the promotional messages sent to the target market. 

Ooredoo‟s She Canevent is a one-of-a-kind event, it allows Ooredoo brand to reach an untouched target market 

represented by conservative women living in Qatar, and especially Qatari women. It is one of the leading females-only 

events in Qatar, where women from different nationalities can join different activities with full privacy to enjoy, be 

inspired, and be empowered by the success stories and achievements of women like them. It is organized by the Qatar‟s 

first telecommunication company and partnered by the Losail International Circuit, which currently serves a range of 

different sporting events. This partnership offers a high quality, fully supported event at a unique venue, giving it 

strength, credibility, and uniqueness, and making it stand out from other event activities available to the target market. 

 Points of Parity (POP): The Ooredoo She Can event is a females-only sporting event in Qatar where women 

can join as participants or spectators, have fun with friends, and possibly go home as winners. 

 Points of Difference (POD): The event is organized by a strong company and located at a well-equipped 

venue for similar sporting events. It offers many service zones and free services for both participants and 

spectators, including an aerobics hall, free phone chargers, free Wi-Fi, a full lunch buffet, and a partners‟ and 

sponsors‟ zone where customers can discover and buynew offerings. The event will feature a motivational 

speech by Ms. Noor AlTamimi,a well-known, inspirational Qatari woman. Ms. Noor was the first Qatari 

woman to climb the highest mountain in the world and is happy to share her success story, provide advice 

and answer questions. 

 The Positioning Statement:TheOoredoo She Can event is positioned to serve every sports-loving woman in 

Qatar, especially conservative women who are continuously searching for sports activities with privacy. 

Unlike other private sporting events for women, Ooredoo‟s She Can event combines sporting activities with 

an unforgettable, inspiring, and uniquely empowering experience through the motivational speech by Ms. 

Noor and success stories from other women at the end of the event.  

 The Unique Selling Proposition:Ooredoo‟sShe Canevent is organized by very credible and qualified 

companies that have the know-how to organize sporting events and offers a uniquely empowering and 

inspiring experience that women cannot experience anywhere else. 

The Brand Equity Model 

Keller‟s Brand Equity Model, also called The Brand Pyramid, helps to attach positive emotions to a brand and 

strengthen its relationship with customers and its power in the market. This model is used here to help Ooredoo shape 

customers‟ perceptions and emotions toward the brand by offering an unforgettably unique experience to the target 

market segment. This will create positive thoughts, emotions, and perceptions in the customers and establish their 

loyalty to the brand, which will ultimately increase Ooredoo‟s brand equity. Stronger brand equity will result in higher 

brand recognition among its target market and potential customers, higher sales, brand recommendations to others, 

increased customer loyalty and a stronger presence in the market.(C.A. Preston, 2012) 

This model progresses through four main stages that help a company to build and manage its brand in the 

market:  

 Salience: brand identification, performance and imagery, 

 Brand meaning: judgment and feelings, 

 Brand response: relationship between the brand and customers, 

 Brand resonance: the top of the brand pyramid that each brand wishes to reach. 

Stage 1.The first stage concerns salience, or identification of what the brand and its offeringsare allabout. At this 

stage Ooredoo should create its Ooredoo She Can women‟s sporting event awareness among its customers, the 

conservative women in the country, and ensure delivery of the correct perceptions and expectations of the event to the 

public. Ooredoo should understand its target market through the STP analysis above, and choose the right media 

channels to attract this particular target market. It should ensure delivery of attractive promotional messages that stress 

the USP of this event, make it clear to the target market what the event is all about, to build women‟s expectations of 

what they will experience and benefits they will receive from this event. 

Stage 2.The second stage concerns brand meaning, performance and imagery. At this stage, Ooredoo‟s 

communication with customers should be to identify the brand meaning. 
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To address the performance factor, Ooredoo should define how well this event will serve the women‟s unsatisfied 

needs in the market. This includes items such as the quality of the event services (people and process), the price of the 

tickets and products of the activities, both tangible and intangible.  

The imagery factor at this stage is all about how Ooredoo will satisfy the unsatisfied needs of target market, the 

conservative women, at a social and physiological level. Ooredoo is advised to implement a 360-degree integrated 

marketing communication campaign (promotion) to send emotional messages to reach the target market at a personal 

level. The message should be that 1), this event is tailored for your needs and is designed to satisfy you, and 2), that it 

helps to promote and support breast cancer patients.  These influencers will touch those women on a personal level and 

will encourage them to join and participate. 

Ooredoo is brand well known for the quality of its offering and association with events both as sponsors and in 

their own right. Their partnership with the Losail International Circuit would strengthen the Ooredoo She Can event 

presence in the market. Appealing to the public‟s social conscience, Ooredoo She Can‟s partnership with the Qatar 

Cancer Society to promote awareness and support of breast cancer patients will make the target market feel good about 

purchasing event tickets and participating, for their own good and that of the community. 

Stage 3.The third stage concerns brand response, judgments and feelings.The judgment factor of this stage 

includes four categories.  

 Quality: customers judge the brand or its events based on its quality and the level of services provided. 

 Credibility: customers judge the brand and its events by its trustworthiness and likability among the 

public.Since Ooredoo is a well-known brand and the first telecommunication company in Qatar, it already 

has this kind of credibility.Additionally, the accountability of the Losail Circuit strengthens the Ooredoo She 

Can event.  

 Consideration: customers judge the brand and its events based on how much the offering satisfies their 

needs. Ooredoo should clearly communicate the benefits of the event to the target market. 

 Superiority: customers judge the brand and its events based on comparison with other events held in Qatar. 

Ooredoo should clearly stress the USP of the Ooredoo She Can event and its unique offering and points of 

strength.  

The feelings factor concerns the way customers respond to the brand based on how it and its events will make 

them feel. The Ooredoo She Can event will make the target market feel empowered and inspired, and it will create self-

confidence and self-respect, social approval, excitement and fun, and positive feelings about doing good for themselves 

and the community by supporting breast cancer patients and giving back to the community. All the emotions delivered 

through this event are positive, and customers will transfer their emotions from their event experience to the brand 

itself. This will enhance the brand‟s reputation and customers‟ perceptions and increase positive word-of-mouth 

promotion among the target market, potential customers and general public in Qatar. 

Stage 4.The fourth and last stage is about brand resonance, brand loyalty, and reaching the top of the brand 

equity pyramid.All brands strive to reach this most desirable level, which is all about the brand‟s relationship with its 

customers and how loyal they are to it. A brand reaches this stage when its customers are attached emotionally to it and 

can be counted on as loyal customers who will not switch to competitors‟ alternative brands. There are four categories 

in the resonance stage.  

 Behavioral loyalty where customers frequently repeat their visits and purchase.With this event, Ooredoo 

should deliver the women a unique and unforgettable experience so that they feel attached to it.They should 

want to repeat their experience and would recommend it to other potential participants. 

 Attitudinal attachmentwhere customers are closely attached emotionallyto the brand and its event and have 

positive perceptions of them, Ooredoo would create these feelings through its charity cause of breast cancer 

and by empowering women and building their self-confidence through the event.  

 Sense of community where the target market feels part of a community of people who are like them.Through 

the Ooredoo She Can event, each woman would feel that she is not alone in facing the cultural and social 

barriers of the country.Participants would have the opportunity to socialize with other womenwho, like them, 

would like to break free and feel the power within them,would like to practice sports in a competitive 

environment,and would like to build their self-confidence so they really can do it and win it.  

 Active engagements where customers reach the peak of their brandloyalty.Here customers will be actively 

engaged with and support the brand‟s services, products, and events. From being first-timebuyersthey start to 
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recommend the brand to others.They become committed and actively engaged. These loyal customers follow 

and comment on the brand in social media;theyareconstantly updated with newbrand offerings, they 

subscribe to the brand newsletter, they join its membership programs and they continuously post on 

Ooredoo‟s onlinecommunity blogs. 

In conclusion, to rise through each stage of the brand equity pyramid the detailed implementation of the brand 

equity model will utilize the 6 P‟s. It will especially drive the promotion factor by implementing 360-degree integrated 

media campaign. The implementation of the brand equity pyramid of Ooredoo‟s She Can event would be similar to the 

pyramid shown in Appendix R. 

 

 

The Event 5 W’s 

This framework would help Ooredoo to determine whether the event is viable, feasible and sustainable. The 

event‟s 5W framework describes the event in depth and allows the marketing managers to organize the event well and 

in a professional way. It helps the company to visualize its offerings, understand its main target market, and set 

customer expectations of the event. 

The “What” factor stands for what Ooredoo is offering and selling through this event, the purpose of the event 

and what the customer benefits are, both tangible and intangible. Ooredoo is advised to make the benefits of attending 

the event clear to its target market in an attractive way that will motivate them to register and participate. The Ooredoo 

She Can event will offer its target customers, the conservative women, a unique sporting event at which each 

participant can feel her power and feel that she really can play and practice sports in a competitive environment with 

full privacy and security. The women will know that the event is designed just for them, in an enjoyable atmosphere. 

They will feel better by doing well for themselves by living healthier, and for the breast cancer patients through the 

donations made by this event. This event will be an opportunity for these women to socialize and network with each 

other and encourage each other to participate again.The “Product” will explain the tangible and intangible offering of 

this event in detail below. 

The “When” factor is about when the event will be held and the time schedule of the event itself, time is crucial 

to any event; an event‟s timing can destroy its uniqueness and attractiveness or make it successful and unforgettable. 

Ooredoo is advised to check the events calendar in Qatar so that its She Can event will not clash with any other event 

that could attract the people away from this one, such as a festival or fashion exhibition or the annual Qatar Food 

Festival and Heya Exhibition.  

Since the event will be held outdoors, Ooredoo must consider the seasonal weather pattern in Qatar. I would 

suggest the month of November, when the weather is not rainy and not too sunny. Another benefit of organizing the 

event on November is that this would allow more non-conservative women to participate in preparation for Ooredoo‟s 

Marathon in January. The event should be scheduled for a Saturday morning, when women are not working over the 

weekend and have already enjoyed gathering with their families and friends on Thursday and Friday. The morning 

period is better for Ooredoo‟s budget. The Losail International Circuit team has offered two options for booking the 

location with partnership discounted prices: morning events cost 20,000QR and evening events cost around 50,000QR. 

The suggested time schedule of the event is shown in Appendix S. 

The “Where” factor concerns the event location. It must be geographically accessible and socially acceptable. 

The event venue should have easy transportation access for the public, easy parking, clear entrance and exit signs, and 

large spaces for the sporting activities, and other important zones such as toilets, lockers and food outlets. This is in 

addition to an enjoyable atmosphere and the possibility of having fun with full privacy and security. Ooredoo is advised 

to stress the location‟s features in its promotional messages and advertisements to attract the target market.  

Another reason to choose the Losail International Circuit for this event is the high demand for females-only 

Losail sporting events, which reached to 60-70 each Tuesday when it is restricted to women only. Ooredoo can benefit 

from the exposure of this unique location and the demand for it. It should be noted that influencers and public figures, 

such as Fatma Althani, Haneen Alsaify and Samar AlAhmad, have participated and enjoyed their sporting outdoor 

experiences here in full privacy, and that they are continuously encouraging females to join in and enjoy the sporting 

experience.Well known male identities such as Dr. Mohammed Alkuwari have also promoted such health-related 

events for the benefits they offer to the women of Qatar. This location is well equipped, and the management has the 

know-how and experience to deal with and organize female events and deal with the specific requirements of female 

participants and spectators. Because of the Losail International Circuit‟s reputation and experience, the company‟s 
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collaboration and location partnership with this organization will increase the level of participation for the Ooredoo She 

Can event. This will be explained in detail below in the “Place” and “Process” discussion. 

The “Why” factor explains the reasons why should a woman would come to this event rather than any other 

sporting event in Qatar, and the reason why should a woman spend her time, money and effort to join? The Ooredoo 

marketing team must be convincing in their promotional messages to motivate women to join, since demand for Losail 

International Circuit females-only sporting events is high. However, the market research part for this event found that 

regular Losail events are training sessions rather than competitions. The Ooredoo She Can event will provide its female 

customers with different sporting competitions, including a semi-marathon, cycling and aerobics, and other services 

such as the free WI-FI, free phone chargers, souvenirs and gifts, food vendors and the sponsors‟ and partners‟ retail 

area. The most important thing is that women should join for the intangible part of this event, which is the success 

stories of the winners and the motivational speech that will empower and inspire them. Women will not have had the 

chance to experience this, in full privacy and comfort, at any other event. Supporting breast cancer patients will also 

make those participants feel satisfied through their donations to a good cause and giving back to their community.  

The partnership between both companies will make this event one-of-a-kind in Qatar and will give it strength 

and add credibility to its uniqueness. This part will be explained in detail below in the discussions of “Place”, 

“Product” and “Process” below. 

The“Who” factor describes the target market and the people who are expected to join the event; the main target 

markets are the young, conservative Qatari women, both single and married, who want to break through the cultural 

and social barriers that they are facing and have fun, be inspired, be empowered, feel free and build their self-

confidence in full privacy in a competitive women‟s environment. The women that want to feel free and feel that they 

have the power to enjoy sporting activities, compete and even win in full privacy, without men or media coverage 

effectively excluding them from the fun and enjoyment of public sporting events in Qatar. Non-competing women 

spectators and their children are welcome to join in, encourage the participants and have fun.  

Events like this will help Ooredoo to reach their target and potential target markets and the public in a way that 

will enhance their reputation and build better brand perceptions. To make this event unique, successful and a 

breakthrough for the company, the Ooredoo team assigned for this event should put themselves in the customers‟ 

shoes, provide those customers with what would make them feel satisfied and empowered, and not depend on the 

team‟s ideas and expectations of what the target market might enjoy or need. 

 

The 6P’s of Ooredoo She Can Event 

Place 

TheOoredoo She Can event will be held at the Losail International Circuit, as discussed with their marketing 

team, in partnership with Ooredoo to provide the venue and other facilities. The Losail team quoted a discounted price 

of 20,000 QR if the event is held at the morning period or50,000QRfor an evening event. I chose the morning period 

for two reasons; first, it fits better with Ooredoo‟s budget, and second,morning is a more appropriate time for women to 

attend the event such as this.For the circuit map refer to Appendix T1. 

Services and facilities that will be provided by the Losail International Circuit are the venue itself, lockers and 

changing rooms, toilets, car parking areas, security staff, police staff, 4 – 5 staff to handle registration details and 

organize the event, supported by Ooredoo staff and other volunteers. Losail will also provide limited number of 

bicycles and helmets. The most important factor is that this partnership will provide Ooredoo‟s target market with 

complete privacy. Ooredoo will be responsible for providingthe free Wi-Fi service, free water (from Rayyan water, as a 

sponsor), free Smartphone chargers and other facilities. The Red Crescent will bethe sponsor responsible for 

emergencies trucks and medical help, and another sponsor will provide thechildren‟splay area. 

This location is considered an ideal place to hold such event due to the support they provide, the large spaces to 

accommodate the zones needed for different activities, geographic accessibility and social acceptance of its location in 

Qatar. Most importantly, this place offers full privacy for women and has experience in hosting women participants and 

spectators at their Losail females-only event. 

There is ahigh demandfor the Losail International Circuit for females-only sports training,and this reaches 

between 60 and 70 participants each Tuesday, when it is assigned for women only. The market research part of this 

paper also found a high demand forfemales-only sporting events and the need for privacy; The Ooredoo She Can event 

will be a breakthrough for both Ooredoo and the Losail Circuit, in the sense that more participants will train on the 

regular Tuesdays assigned for women in preparation for Ooredoo‟s She Can event. Moreover, Ooredoo will derive 
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benefit from the media exposure and coverage and can take advantage of expertise of their staff; it is a win-win 

situation. The partnership between the two qualified companies will make this event a one-of-a-kind in Qatar and will 

enrich Ooredoo‟s credibility and quality and strengthen its position in the market. In the long term, this will result in 

greater brand equity. 

Product 

Winners will receive different kinds of gifts from Ooredoo and from several sponsors as, having the chance to 

enjoy the partners/sponsors and stores products and services at the event.Participants who do not win a prize will 

receive motivational vouchers and gifts for their participation to ensure a wonderful experience and reduce any 

disappointment at not winning. Spectators can join and enjoy the partners/sponsors and retail area. The lunch buffet is 

also open for everyone to enjoy. 

Participants will be able to enjoy different sporting activities such as running, cycling and aerobics. The main 

aim of thiswomen-only event is to create positive emotions, empower and inspire women, allow more space to 

socialize, and create an interactive environment rather than a regular competitive environment. At the end of the event, 

the intention is that every woman will be inspired and will leave the event imbued with a different mindset and vision, 

knowing that she can achieve her dreams and that there is nothing impossible to pursue. From Ooredoo‟s perspective, it 

is important to mention that the positive feelings and perceptions associated with the charity cause of this event will be 

translated to the brand. 

Price 

 The participation fee is 300 QR, which covers the run and cycle activities,while other offerings and services in 

the various zones are free, refer to the “Process” factor for more details. Ooredoo also has the option to offer each 

activity separately to satisfy different customers‟ needs and participants will pay half the price for a single event; 150 

QR for 5.4 kilometer running (one lap) and 150 QR for 5.4 kilometer cycling (one lap). This will allow more flexibility 

for women who wish to take part in only one event. These prices were set to be in line with the current Ooredoo 

Marathon, for which ticket cost 150 QR for the 10kilometers and 5 kilometer events, as indicated in the market research 

part of this paper. Accordingly, the ticket price for women to participate in Ooredoo She Can event will bethe same. 

As a promotional-pricing strategy; Ooredoo has the option to offer different price packages to meet different 

needs: 

 The individual full-package: Semi-marathon and cycling 300 QR (150 QR for each activity). 

 The individual semi-marathon only: 150 QR regular prices, as per Ooredoo‟s Marathon. 

 The individual cycling only: 150 QR. 

 The group full-package:Semi-marathon and cycling, the price for 3 participants is 300 QR. 

 Donations to a charity:I would suggest that Ooredoo assigns the donations for breast cancer patients due to 

the importance of raising the awareness of breast cancer among all women in Qatar. 

This will encourage women to take part in the event and choose their preferred activity.The aim of the group 

package is to encourage women in Qatar to invite their families and friends to come along. This will increase 

participation in the event, enhance positive word of mouth, and ensure the participants a memorable experience with 

their loved ones. 

These ticket prices are affordable for two reasons; the current Ooredoo marathon event costs the same, and the 

fact that the services and offerings at this event will be worth much more than the ticket price, especially given that 

some of the amount will be donated to the Qatar Cancer Society.This has the twofold effect of making people feel 

positive by doing sports and knowing that at the same time they will be helping others in need. Serving this new and 

underrepresented market and meeting their unsatisfied demands will enhance the company‟s‟ reputation and will build 

positive perceptions toward its brand.  

Further, participants and spectators will be treated to a free motivational speech and an inspiring and 

empowering experience that they will never enjoy elsewhere. Since most companies do not provide such offerings to 

their customers, this will be considered as an added value to the brand and its CSR work in Qatar. 

Process 

The process factor describes how the event operates and how the flow of its zones, facilities and timings. The 

process of any event is an indication of its quality; customers judge the brand and the event based on the event process. 

If the event has been properly organized and runs smoothly, customers will have a positive experience and generate 
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favorable WOM. This will ensure repeat purchase of the tickets and retention of customers, ultimately increasing brand 

equity. 

The process of registration will be similar to that for Ooredoo‟s Marathon, where people can register either online or 

through Ooredoo‟s stores.A map showing the different activity zonesand time schedule will be distributed to all 

womenwho register in advance and will also be available online for womenspectators and their children.This will give 

the participants a clear vision of how the event will be organized and the location of each service area to reduce 

confusion during the event. See Appendix S.The event zones and process are as follows. Refer to Appendix T2. 

The participants and spectators can enter by car to the assigned car parking, while companies and Ms. Noor, 

who will provide the motivational speech, will park in the VIP parking area. Once participants enter, they will find the 

registration desks with four or five female staff from Losail International Circuit to process their registration, check 

their ID‟s and registered numbers,and provide them with the tracking chips, bib numbers and the keys for the private 

locker that each participant is allocated. Once they have completed registration, they can go either to the lockers and 

changing room and/or to the toilets, (note that Ooredoo and the Losail International Circuit staff are not responsible for 

lost items and this statement will be sent through emails, map zones and any printed material). The mothers can leave 

their children at the play area that is equipped with emergency and security staff. The can be assured that their children 

are in safe hands. 

Then participants shouldbe ready in the start line between 7:40 a.m.and 7:59 a.m.; the start line and finish line 

will be visible and clear for everyone.The running competition starts at 8:00 a.m. while the cycling will start at around 

9:05 a.m., which means that once a participant completes her run she will be able to immediately takea bicycle and a 

helmet and start the cycling partof the competition.The circuit is measured as 5.4 kilometers in total, so each activity 

will have the option of being for one or two laps; Ooredoo has the option to choose whether having those two laps (run 

for one lap and cycle for one lap) continuously or separated. During the competition, there will be around up to five aid 

stationsproviding water, and emergency trucks and security staff will be available all around the circuit in case of any 

accidents or mishaps. 

The competition ends at 9:30 a.m., when participants can join activities in the aerobics hall (optional) to stretch 

their bodies and relax after the competition, and/or return to their lockers to change their clothes and prepare for their 

moment of glory on the winners‟ stage. While people are waiting to hear the results, the partners‟/sponsors‟retail and 

display area is available for both participants and spectators to enjoy different products and services they might like or 

need. 

At 11:30 a.m. Ooredoo‟s staff will announce that the motivational speech by Ms. Noor will start at 12:00 pm 

sharp and winners‟ results will be announced at 12:30 pm sharp,and winners should be ready and seated beforehand to 

ensure the smooth running of the event process.This will be done by a motivational sentence such as: “Are you ready to 

be inspired? Stay tuned and be prepared for the most inspiring moments of your lives, ladies!” 

At 12:00 p.m. sharp Ms. Noor AlTamimi, a well-known Qatari inspiring woman, will give a motivational 

speech about her journeys of climbing the highest mountains around the world and her plans for her next adventure. 

She will also share the challenges she faced and how she overcame them, and talk about how a woman can pursue her 

dreams;there is nothing in this life that cannot be achieved. She is happy to provide advice and answer questions. This 

will be explained in detail in the “Suggested influencer” section of the “Promotion” discussion. 

 At 12:30 p.m., Ooredoo staff will share the winners‟ information with Ms. Noor,who will announce the 

winners‟ names and details andaward the prizes.Each winner will be invited to tell her success stories and her 

experience with the event, andthat will encourage other participants and spectators to join next time and be prepared to 

compete. It will also help Ooredoo to gather any comments or requests to improve their future events. The bloggers 

Aisha and Haneen will also be present to provide an enjoyable experience where winners and other attendees will be 

allowed to take private selfies and videos with their choice of their own role model - Haneen, Aisha or Noor - or even a 

private group selfie. 

After this, competitors, spectators and guests will be able to enjoy a buffet lunch at around 13:05 p.m., provided 

by the Diplomatic Club. A prayer room will be open during this period so women can pray either before or after they 

enjoy their lunch.The event will end at 14:30 p.m. 

Spectatorsare welcome to join at any time to encourage participants and enjoy the event activities, and leave 

their childrenin safe hands at the play area.Participants and spectators alike can join free activities in the aerobics hall, 

enjoy the free Wi-Fi service provided by Ooredoo, or browse and buy at the partners‟/sponsors‟retail area. Spectators 

are very welcome to join participants in the winners‟ announcement area, where they can attend the motivational 

speech, be inspired, and celebrate the success of winners. 
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People 

The “People” factor represents volunteers, staff, sponsors and partners who will add to the whole event quality 

and the customers‟ experience; they can either make or break the whole Ooredoo marketing team‟s effort in this event. 

These people can influence the customers‟ impressions, perceptions and experience of the brand and the event, and, as 

discussed in the market research discussion, Ooredoo should focus strongly on making the customer experience factor 

enjoyable to achieve higher brand equity. Accordingly, it is vital that Ooredoo should take care to choose the right 

people to represent the event in order to achieve positive WOM and better reputation. 

Volunteers. The use of volunteers can cut both ways; some perform with diligence and enthusiasm and are 

credit to their employers; others, since they are not paid, may not show so much care about the flow of the event or the 

quality of service, advice or help they are providing to customers. To ensure professional performance from those 

volunteers, Ooredoo is advised to source them from a reputable company; reliable volunteers could also supervise other 

volunteers from schools, universities and other companies collaborating in this event. In addition, Ooredoo should train 

them well beforehand on how the event is organized, the different activity zones, and how to serve, help and guide both 

participants and spectators to avoid any negative feedback or emotions that might adversely affect their experience. 

Other beneficial voluntary organization can be universities and schools, such as Qatar Foundation universities, 

Qatar University and different British schools in Qatar. Those students are young and are the best age group for such an 

event; through this, this is consistent with Ooredoo‟s CSR vision, strategy and goal of investing in the future generation 

of Qatar, building a better society,and bringing different communities and nationalities in Qatar together in one place 

with Ooredoo.The company can also take advantage of this opportunity to source possible candidates for future jobs. 

Young students are also a marketing tool to attract people such as their friends and families to join as spectators, or 

even to participate if they like the idea of a unique females-only event and are interested intaking part in the future. 

Ooredoo staff. The company‟s staff are the most professional and qualified people for organizing this event, 

both prior to and during the event, since they are very familiar with its aim. Ooredoo female staff isa valuable source of 

volunteers who will welcome and serve customers cheerfully, ensuring they have an enjoyable and memorable 

experience. In this way, Ooredoo will promote better perceptions of the brand and increase its brand equity in the 

market. In addition, these staff could train other volunteers before the event and supervise them during it to ensure that 

everything runs smoothly as planned. 

Partners. 

Are as follows: 

 Losail International Circuit: As a partner for this event, the Losail Circuit team had offered 

discountedprices to book the venue; they have offered20,000 QR for the morning period and50,000 QR 

for the evening period. I chose the morning period,as it suits Ooredoo‟s budget and is a more 

appropriate time for women to practice sports. This price includes; the venue itself and facilities such as 

car parking, toilets, lockers and changing room, security staff, registration staff, and police. It is a very 

well qualified location for an event like this, with full privacy and security for women. Losail 

currentlyhostsa females-only cycling event so they have the know-how, experience, and expertise. The 

Losail females-only sporting event is for training only, whereas Ooredoo She Can event will be competition-

focused, thereby giving both companies, Ooredoo and Losail International Circuit, more exposure.As a 

result, participation on Losail‟s training days for women will increase as women train for Ooredoo‟s 

competition event. Both Ooredoo and Losail are winners in this. 

 Qatar Cancer Society:This is the charity partner, and it will have a booth in the partners‟/sponsors‟ 

area. Donations from the event tickets sales will be especially to breast cancer patients, with the aim of 

creatingawareness among women in Qatar. 

 The AlDana Club:will provide female trainers for the aerobics activities and stretching and will offer 

vouchers for its sports classes and membership discounts to all participants. 

 Nike Stores: Ooredoo is advised to partner with Nike stores, as mentioned in the market research 

part.Their latest promotional campaigns, Nike brand has shifted to attract a new market segment 

represented by Muslim Arab women. As a result, Ooredoo can partner with them to offer women 

sports-related products such as sporting bags, water plastic bottles and/or vouchers. This partnership 

will strengthen the event presence in the market and add to its credibility. 
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 Qatar Tourism Authority or Ministry of Culture and Sports Qatar:The aim is to create more exposure 

and publicity and added value to the credibility of the event. 

Partners. 

Are as follows: 

 Sports Corner Store:This will provide the products needed for the aerobics hall such as mats, balls, and 

steps as well as gift vouchers for all participants, winners and non-winners; Ooredoo already has 

connections with this store and has previously collaborated with them at different events. 

 Rayyan Water: This is the official sponsor for providing free bottled water for all Ooredoo‟s events. 

 Red Crescent: For the ambulance trucks, all around the circuit to deal with medical emergencies and 

minor mishaps. Ooredoo already has connections with the Red Crescent and has previously 

collaborated with them at different events. 

 Diplomatic Club:It will provide the event lunch buffet at a discount rate of 42 QR for 500 people (300 

participants and 200 spectators with their children and families) which will cost in total 21,000 QR. I 

chose the Diplomatic Club specifically rather than a regular food catering source to raise the quality of 

the event‟s status. 

 Qatar Cyclists Centre: Dr. Mohammed Alkuwari, the founder of the Qatar Cyclist Centre, will support 

this event by providing an additional number of cycles and helmets for the competitors. This will 

increase the exposure and publicity of his center, as well as for himself as a doctor and a social 

influencer. Refer to Appendix U. 

 Oola Sports: To create more exposure of the event and provide women‟s sportswear. 

 Stage, sound system and podium:A company will be selected to provide facilities for the motivational 

speech and winners‟ceremony. 

 Children’s play area:Although the Losail International Circuit will provide the venue, Ooredoo needs 

to find a company to provide the children‟s playground activities and games so that mothers, either 

participants or spectators, can leave their children to have fun in safe hands while they enjoy the games 

with worrying. 

 Participants tracking chips: These electronic chips will help Ooredoo identify the winners more 

quickly and thus reduce waiting time. During the waiting period, everyone has the chance to visit the 

aerobics hall and partners/sponsors hall.In the meanwhile, Ooredoo staff can prepare for the 

motivational speech by Ms. Noor and the winners‟ announcement and their success story telling. This 

will allow more time to make sure that everything is under control. In addition, the tracking chips will 

yield details about the participants‟ speed, heart rate, distance, and time which can be shared during the 

announcements and in the interviews and press releases after the event. This will also enhance the 

events‟ credibility and perceptions of its quality.  

 Other gifts: In addition to Ooredoo‟s gifts and Nojoom points for the winners, there will be also 

vouchers for all participants, whether or not they won they a competition, from other stores and 

companies including vouchers for makeup and perfumes from makeup retailers such as Sephora. This 

is in addition to the AlDana Club and Sports Corner store vouchers mentioned above. The aim is to 

encourage the women who participated by reducing their disappointment at not wining, remembering 

that the ultimate goal of Ooredoo‟s She Can event is to encourage, empower and inspire all women. 

 Other sponsors: Other companies, organizations, stores and institutions including universities, schools, 

beauty salons, makeup stores, kitchen stores, electronics, food, clothes and sports retailers, and 

providers of other kinds of products and services can join the Partners/Sponsors Stores area where 

participants and spectators can browse, buy, or avail themselves of all the different offerings available. 

This will provide exposure for those companies or stores, and Ooredoo can rent space as a source of 

funds to cover some of the event costs or simply include it in the event revenue. 

It is critical and obvious to mention, that all the people chosen by Ooredoo to make the event work should be 

women, as the event is designed to serve only women and allow themfull privacy. 

Promotion 

The American Association of Advertising Agencies recently published a survey of IMC advertisements. The 

results showed that 91 percent of senior marketing executives reported that the benefits they received from this 
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approach had increased the innovation of their teams, built stronger brands and played a significant role in their 

organizations‟ success (CMA, 2007). 

The 360 degree IMC approach not only helps companies to reach their target customers but also creates stronger 

connections with the target markets, allows more interactivity and builds positive emotions toward the brand and its 

offerings. In the case of the Ooredoo challenge, this approach will impact positively on its long-term brand equity. 

 

The Marketing Objectives 

 Awareness: achieve 80%of event awareness and its charity cause 

 Affective: achieve 60% positive emotions associated with the brand and the event 

 Behavior: achieve 40%  of tickets purchase and/or attendance, and recommendations to others 

 

Social Media and Digital Marketing.Different social media and digital marketing promotional tools allow 

marketers to connect with customers online where they can track a customer‟s interaction with the online 

advertisements, measure the number of clicks on each advertisement, and see where people left the page. These are 

effective promotional tools for increasing event awareness and sales, and they provide a quick boost for an immediate 

ticket purchase or prompt immediate action to visit the company website. They ensure a higher reach than any other 

marketing tool, and compared to other methods, they are cost-effective ways of achieving the desired reach point. This 

will also generate word of mouth by people in Qatar. These tools are double-edged weapons; Ooredoo should be 

careful not to overuse them as they could annoy customers and might lead to negative results. 

What’s Goin On Qatar Falcon advertising package. 

Start time: Starts one week prior to the event, in Affective and Behavior month. 

Time frame: There will be seven days of full advertising with website banner space, five posts on the 

event‟s Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, the What‟s Goin On Qatar (WGOQ) Private Group, the WGO email 

newsletter for members and VIPs, article posts on the WGOQ website, and posts on QKarak (a WGOQ 

partner website and social media platform). 

For six days prior to the event, as suggested to Ooredoo, there will be promotional coverage by the 

influencer, bloggers, experiential marketing, direct marketing, and a full day of Snapchat coverage of the 

event preparations to motivate spectators to join this unique event. This will ensure the Ooredoo message 

reaches 800K target customers and potential customers. It will also ensure public awareness of both the 

Ooredoo She Can event benefits and its charitable cause, enhancing the brand‟s reputation and brand equity. 

Cost: 20,000 QR 

Qatar Living Website and Social Media Accounts. 

Qatar Living Website: For one Spot Leader Board and two Spot Banners the cost would be 15,330 QR for 

a full month, ensuring a reach of 300k customers.  

Qatar Living social media reaches a total of 2.9 million customer views each week. The cost would be 

3500 QR for multiple posts on their social media accounts for a full month before the actual event. As a 

result, Ooredoo would increase event awareness, increase their target markets and potential customers‟ 

participation, enhance its brand reputation through awareness of the charity cause, and ultimately result in 

greater brand equity. See Appendix I2. 

Time frame: Two months prior to the event, to increase event awareness in the Awareness month, two 

months before the event. 

Cost: Website: 15,330 QR and 3500 QR for social media, giving a total of 18,830 QR. 

I Love Qatar Website and Social Media Accounts. 

The customer reach of the I Love Qatar social media platform exceeds 400K. Refer to Appendix I3. I would 

recommend Ooredoo to advertise on this platform to reach a larger number of customers than it could otherwise. 

I propose choosing the Orange Package costing 20,000 QR that would provide Ooredoo She Can event reach of 

150K customers, with services for two weeks such as: 

 multiple posts on different I Love Qatar social media platforms,  

 two minutes‟ promotional video space,  

 promotional advertisements on the I Love Qatar newsletter to reach their subscribed customers,  

 a super leader board banner on their website in the header and footer,  
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 a half page banner, and  

 The influencer posts on his/her social media accounts. 

Time frame: Two weeks in the Awareness month, as a promotional means complementing the traditional 

advertisements.  

Cost: 20,000 QR 

Google online advertisements.Google Advertisements is the best known promotional tool to reach people, 

especially youth. Almost everyone uses Google for research and entertainment, et cetera, and it is vital that Ooredoo 

takes the advantage of this opportunity to reach its customers. The company has already used this promotional means 

for the Ooredoo Marathon event and it resulted in achieving the target exposure needed. Because of this, it should be 

used for the Ooredoo She Can event as well. This tool can be easily measured by Google analytics. 

Time: two months prior to the event, one week in the Awareness month. 

 Cost: 35,000 QR for one week. 

The official websites. Official websites are a vital source of information for any event, and each advertisement 

published will point customers to the company‟s official website for more details. It is a cost-effective channel for 

reaching customers, educating them about the offerings and opportunities available, interacting with them, and keeping 

them updated with the brand. A website‟s reach, clicks, and views can easily be measured by Google analytics. 

The official websites of Ooredoo and Losail International Circuit will act as informational and promotional hubs 

for the Ooredoo She Can event. Customers can go online to find detailed information and contact numbers for further 

clarification about the event and to explore the event offerings. They can share their thoughts and questions and interact 

with others through Ooredoo‟s community blogs, and they can also book their tickets online through Ooredoo‟s official 

website.  

Time frame: Publication of information through the official websites will take part during Event Awareness 

month to promote the event to the public, and in the Affective and Behavior month (the month before the 

event) to build perceptions, emotions and push purchase decisions. 

Cost: Ooredoo will post advertisements on its website that already have been paid for and published on 

television and digital and social media sites and in print media. Publication of these advertisements on the 

official Ooredoo website is free of cost. The cost of using the official website of the Losail International 

Circuit will be part of the partnership offer and cost. 

The Suggested Influencer.As mentioned in the recommendations for the short-term challenge, using an 

influencer will add value to exposure prior to the event and an interactive tool during the event. I suggest that the 

Ooredoo She Can event should use an inspiring Qatari woman who can effectively reach the target markets and be a 

good representative for the brand and its unique females-only event. 

Noor AlTamimi, a Qatari woman who is passionate about sport, graduated from Qatar University with 

chemistry major and biology minor. She completed her Master‟s degree in Environment Management in the UK and 

she is currently working as the Head of the Sustainability and Environment Department of the Qatar Petrochemical 

Company (QAPCO). She was one of the first Qatari women to climb the highest mountain in Africa, Mount 

Kilimanjaro, and raised the Qatari flag on its summit with pride. She was the first Qatari woman to climb Mount 

Elbrus, the highest mountain in Europe, and her next adventure is to climb Aconcagua Mountain; the highest mountain 

the Americas. She would be first Qatari woman to do this. She first trained in hiking in Switzerland, she is an 

accredited PADI advanced diver, and her hobbies are horse riding and painting. She likes adventure and discovering 

new areas, cultures, experiences, and activities. Travelling is her oxygen. See Appendix V1 and V2. 

She has been the official speaker for several sporting events with Oola Sports. Refer to Appendix V3. She had 

also promoted their events and the Laki Almalaab women‟s sports events. She has given several motivational speeches 

at more than three high schools to motivate women to pursue their passions and dreams. She has experience and skill in 

public speaking and has given speeches at several conferences in Qatar and in other countries. She has the know-how 

and experience to motivate women and has the confidence to deliver public speeches at all kinds of events. As well as 

all this, she is a Qatari woman who represents her country superbly. She can reach out and touch Qatari women at an 

emotional, personal level.  

In her interview on the Alrayan channel‟s Aldana program, she spoke strongly about how women, especially 

conservative women, should pursue their dreams without letting cultural barriers stop them, be this in sports or any 

other area. She reiterated that the only obstacle is the obstacle a woman has in her mind telling her that she can‟t or is 
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not allowed to do something. She said that sport had increased her self-confidence and problem-solving skills and that 

she had faced many challenges while scuba diving, horse riding and mountain climbing. In the interview, she 

encouraged other Qatari and Arab women to gain sporting skills and experience the emotions sport can bring. 

In considering this suggestion, I met her personally and asked about her willingness to take part in such event. 

She commented: 

I‟m glad to represent my country in all kind of events, especially events associated with women, I‟m 

very motivated to take part in this unique females-only sporting event, and I would be happy to give a 

motivational speech sharing my stories. I would especially like to talk about mountain climbing, and I 

would like to emphasize the challenges I faced and howI overcame them.  

I could relate how these experiences have affected my personal life and changed my reactions to things; 

they have built my self-confidence, given me the courage to believe in myself, and let me experience the 

feeling of success when I achieved my dreams. 

I would be happy to share my preparations for my next adventure, climbing the highest mountain in the 

Americas, so I can send the clear message that nothing impossible for women to do. What is harder than 

climbing the highest mountain in the world? I did it, and every woman can do the same! Not necessarily 

climb a mountain, but at least make her dreams come true by achieving them and overcoming her own 

negative thoughts about cultural barriers. 

This will motivate women, especially Qataris, to join the event and, by the time the event finishes, it will ensure 

that spectators and participants enjoy the unforgettable experience of empowerment, motivation and inspiration. Noor 

is a very credible motivator of women and has the sports qualifications to represent the Ooredoo She Can females-only 

sporting event.  

Time frame: Prior the event; to announce the event activities and information, promote the event through 

her social media accounts, and train with the women at the Losail Circuit to prepare them for the actual 

Ooredoo She Can competition. This should be done during the two months before the event. During the 

event;motivate participants during the competition, take selfies and videos, provide the motivational speech, 

and give further advice to women. 

Cost: 2,000 QR to provide the speech and be at the event, 6,000 QR for the services requested, including 

training with the women and providing social media and radio exposure and a television interview. The 

total cost would be 8,000 QR.  

Optional: If Ooredoo can reach H.H Shaikha AlMayasa Althani, this would give the event more strength, 

credibility and trust. 

 

The Bloggers.Bloggers, as mentioned in the recommendations for the short-term challenge, are an effective tool 

to trigger immediate action and purchase decisions. Their fans are loyal to them and are influenced emotionally by the 

advice they give the public. The aim is not only to create awareness but also to create positive emotions associated with 

the new females-only event and increase tickets sales. 

 Haneen Alsaify is a young Palestinian woman living in Qatar and currently studying Chemical 

Engineering at Qatar University. Almost all women in Qatar, especially female students at her 

university, are influenced by her style, lifestyle and general choices in life. She has 95K followers on 

her Instagram account and a similar number of followers on her Snapchat account. She has made 

several advertisements for different local Abayas stores and held classes such as the Fady Kataya 

makeup class, and fashion events such as the Heya Fashion Exhibition, and much more. She also took 

part in the Losail females-only event and encouraged her followers to train there. Refer to Appendix 

W1.  

Time frame: Prior the event; starting two months prior before event in Awareness month and Affective and 

Behavior month to promote the event activities, to provide information through her social media accounts 

and motivate to women to participate. Haneen will mainly influence the emotions and behavior of “The Free 

Souls” target market. During the event: encourage women while they are competing, take selfies and videos 

with both participants and spectators, cover the event while taking into account the privacy of women. Most 

importantly, to support the event influencer Noor AlTamimi and be there to celebrate the women‟s success 

stories. 

Cost: 5,000 QR 
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 Aisha AlObaidan (Lady Aisha)is a Qatari mother of two daughters. She is a famous makeup artist and 

fashion blogger with 95K followers on her Instagram account and over than 95K followers on her 

SnapChat account. She is active in social media and on her YouTube channel, where she posts the most 

recent makeup and fashion trends and the latest events in Qatar. She has had several television 

interviews on channels like Alrayan TV and has also made advertisements for several businesses in 

Qatar and the Gulf countries (GCC). These include local Abayas stores and local coffee shops, large 

companies such as Omsiatee Occasions Store that is specialized in wedding preparations, international 

brands such as Sensai Cosmetics where she did live makeup tutorials for the public at Pari Gallery at 

Ezdan Mall, and promotions for Bio-derma care products for Boots Pharmacy stores.  

The first goal of suggesting Aisha AlObaidan as a blogger  is the impact of her high reach and influence on 

Qatari women in different areas such as: fashion events like the Heya Fashion Exhibition, food events like the Qatar 

Food Festival, sports events like the Losail International Circuit, and promoting makeup trends and even grocery 

shopping. The second reason is that she is a mother with two daughters. She can play an important role by encouraging 

other mothers to join and sending out messages that even mothers can join in, play sports, and win the competition. 

Even if not as participants, these mothers can join as spectators and encourage other Qatari women. See Appendix W2. 

Time frame:Prior the event;starting two months before the event in Awareness month and Affective and 

Behavior month, to promote event activities, provide information and motivate women to participate through 

her social media accounts. Since Aisha AlObaidan is the mother of two children, she can encourage mothers 

to join and leave their children in fully secured, safe play area where she will leave her own two daughters. 

She will also join the training sessions prior to the event to encourage the target market. During the event;to 

encourage women while they are competing, take selfies and videos with both participants and spectators; 

cover the event while taking into account the privacy of women. Most importantly, to support the event 

influencer Noor AlTamimi and be there to celebrate the women‟s success stories. 

Cost: 5,000 QR 

Experiential Marketing. As mentioned previously, experiential marketing is a very effective tool to create the 

buzz that generates awareness among the target markets and potential customers. This tool can also be used to build 

emotions and encourage tickets sales, in this case, for Ooredoo She Can event. This promotional means will increase 

customers‟ engagement with the brand and create positive bonding connections between the brand and its target 

customers. 

Several booths will be located across the main shopping malls at Qatar, including Land Mark Mall, Villaggio 

Mall and Qatar Mall, each with a big sign that says, “She Can, how about you?” This will directly show that these 

booths are there to attract women only, and once a woman notices this sentence it will increase her curiosity to know 

what it is all about.  

The booths will offer a regular shooting game; once a woman knocks over the balls or bottles (or other targets) 

she can select at random one of the motivational, empowering cards that Ooredoo staff will be handing it out. For 

example, she might select a card that says “Congrats! You actually did it! We would like to challenge you to join the 

next levelof games at our Ooredoo She Can event, to be held at the Losail International Circuit next Saturday. Are you 

in?” If the woman answers “Yes”, she can immediately sign up and purchase her ticket at the booth. This will also 

increase social media engagement through the different motivational cards and the photos and videos that women will 

take at these booths, and generate word of mouth when they share the story with friends. Refer to Appendix X. 

Time Frame: Prior to the event; one week before the event to stimulate immediate purchase decisions. 

Cost: 5,000 QR to design per booth for 3 booths = 15,000 QR 

2000 QR per day rental at the malls × 7 days = 14,000 QR 

14,000 QR for renting space at the malls for one week × 3 shopping malls = 42,000 QR 

Total cost will be 57,000 QR 

Traditional Marketing. 

Promotional tools are as follows: 

Printed advertisements. Printed advertisements are mostly placed where there is a high chance that customers 

will see them more than once. They allow more space for creativity in design and flexibility in the format and font 

used. A newspaper advertisement should be colorful and attractive so that it attracts customers‟ attention. Newspaper 

advertisements are commonly used by companies to reach the target customers and increase awareness. 
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Ooredoo is advised to use advertisements similar to the Ooredoo marathon banner-column advertisements. These 

should include the event logo, slogan, call for action, partners‟ logos, contact numbers, and the Ooredoo official 

website and social media accounts where customers can find further details. They should be designed in a way that is 

attractive to women. 

Time frame: prior to the event. 

Prior to the event: Two months prior to the event; in the Awareness month to complement other 

promotional means. 

Cost: 

Alraya newspaper (Arabic) banner-column size advertisement with color 450 QR per day × 30 days (1 

month) = 13,500 QR 

AlSharq newspaper (Arabic) banner-column size advertisement with color, 450 QR per day × 30 days (1 

month) = 13,500 QR 

Gulf Times (English) banner-column size advertisement with color, 450 QR per day × 30 days (1 month) = 

13,500 QR 

Peninsula (English) banner-column size advertisement with color, 450 QR per day × 30 days (1 month) = 

13,500 QR 

Total cost: 54,000 QR 

Publicity, press release.The press release is an efficient tool; it is inexpensive since each company writes its 

own press release and the only associated costs are for distribution, for example, through newspapers. A press release 

allows space for story-telling and shows the offering‟s benefits better than any regular written or printed advertisement 

can.  

This method helps companies to explain clearly who they are, what they do, and why customers need those 

companies and their offerings. It also allows more publicity, increases credibility and customers‟ trust in the company 

and its offering. Customer trust may lead to liking and/or a purchase decision.For the Ooredoo She Can event, I suggest 

that Ooredoo writes a press release script in which Ms. Manar AlMuraikhi, the Director Public Relations and Corporate 

Communications at Ooredoo Qatar explains the event and, most importantly, showcases the reasons why Ooredoo has 

chosen to organize this event. It is important that she emphasizes the goals of empowering and inspiring women with 

complete privacy, and the charity donations for Qatar Cancer Society to raise breast cancer awareness among women in 

Qatar. The main aim is to build customers‟ perceptions and increase positive emotions associated with the brand and 

the event. An execution of the press release is in Appendix Y. 

Time frame:Prior to the event, one month prior to the event, in the Affective and Behavior month, to build 

favorable perceptions, create positive emotions and word of mouth associated with the brand and the 

Ooredoo She Can event. 

Cost: English version (Gulf Times English Newspaper) front page position and a quarter page size with 

color: 34,650 QR 

Arabic version (Al-Watan Arabic Newspaper) front page position and a quarter page size with color: 34,650 

QR 

Total cost: 69,300 QR 

The TV interview. The TV interview allows more space to build people‟s expectations and perceptions toward 

the company and its offerings, while offering broad coverage, exposure and publicity. Ooredoo should take the 

advantage of the twenty minutes allowed to communicate effective key messages to its target market and the public in 

Qatar. I suggest that this TV interview to be broadcast through Qatar TV‟s “Fy Aldaha” program, which most women 

in Qatar watch either on TV or on their YouTube channel. Ooredoo can exploit this opportunity by republishing the 

interview on the company official website, its social media accounts and its YouTube channel, in addition to the other 

digital and social media promotional means suggested. It is an effective tool with which the company can measure the 

reach through the viewership rates. 

The suggested main points to be covered in this TV interview are:  

 The main aim of the Ooredoo She Can event is to empower and inspire women with complete privacy: to 

send out the message that Ooredoo really does care about women‟s requests for privacy. 

 The donations to the breast cancer charity help people in need and create health awareness among women in 

Qatar: to create positive perceptions of the brand and its event and enhance its reputation. 
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 The general health benefits of playing sports; this is one of the main goals of Ooredoo‟s CSR strategy. 

 Encourage participants to train prior to the event with the influencer and the bloggers at the Losail 

International Circuit training sessions; the partnership goal is to increase their participation number.  

 Briefly describe the facility zones shown on the map and services offered: to build people‟s expectations of 

the event. 

 Welcome the influencer, Ms. Noor AlTamimi: to motivate women to know her more and give a sneak-peak 

of the motivational speech, allowing space for further discussions and advice. 

 Refer to Ooredoo‟s official website and social media accounts for more details. 

 

 

Time frame: 

Prior to the event: To be done in the month prior to the event, this TV interview aims to create people‟s 

expectations of the new event and build emotions through interviewing the inspirational Ms. Noor. 

Cost: The TV interview is free of cost. Ms. Noor‟s cost to attend is included with the full-package of the 

event advertising. 

Radio Marketing.Through radio advertisements, customers will easily remember the advertisement‟s tone, 

music, performers‟ voices and the message of the script, especially if they hear it more than once, and will store it in 

their memories more often than printed advertisements with written words. Most customers have a short attention span 

and don‟t have the time to read everything in newspapers or magazines, so radio marketing is the ideal complement to 

the TV interview and newspaper advertisement. This covers all the event information to be stored in the customers‟ 

long-term memory.  

In addition, it is easy to measure the reach through the listenership data and it is less cluttered than TV and 

newspapers. Hearing the radio advertisements and the spoken words of the script will create emotions associated to the 

event and hold the listeners‟ attention; this stimulates the listeners‟ imaginations to mentally picture the offerings and 

motivates them to find out more about them. Radio advertising has the ability to sell the offering and complement 

advertising seen on a screen by evoking similar emotions. This will help Ooredoo to better build customers‟ 

perceptions and expectations of the new event to touch their emotions and prompt immediate actions to purchase a 

ticket and attend the event.  

The suggested radio advertising script, Arabic version only, is shown in Appendix Z.The reason I chose only 

Arabic for the radio advertisement, especially Arabic with the Qatari accent and spoken by Qatari women, is to touch 

the target markets at a personal level and send the message that “this event is made especially for you and tailored to fit 

your needs and requests for full privacy.” Friends are mentioned to encourage women to join with their friends, spread 

the word around the community and have fun with groups of old and new friends during the event. In addition, the 

suggestion that tickets are limited will stimulate fast action to make a purchase. This advertisement will be broadcast on 

Qatar Radio (Arabic), which is the main public and best-known radio station by all Qataris. Most women listen to it to 

learn the latest Qatari news and hear what currently is happening in Qatar, especially by listening to the “Watany 

Alhabeeb Sabah AlKhair” program each morning. 

Time frame: Radio marketing should be broadcasted for two months, during Awareness month and 

Affective and Behavior month, prior to the event. 

Cost: 45,560 QR for 90 spots at Qatar Radio (Arabic). Ms. Noor‟s cost for the voice performance is included 

in the full-package of event advertising. 

Mobile Marketing, Call Center and SMS 

Mobile marketing: call center.Ooredoo is advised to announce information about the Ooredoo She Can event 

through the “please hold” message on their call center phone lines. If a customer calls Ooredoo and has to wait for an 

operator, instead of holding the line with a song, I would suggest encouraging the public find out more about the event.  

Time Frame: Prior to the event: starts two months before the event in Awareness month to increase event 

awareness among the target market and the general public. 

Cost: Free of cost. 

Mobile marketing: SMS.Ooredoo, being a telecommunication service provider in Qatar, should take advantage 

of their customer database. The company is advised to send out SMS messages to the target market, female-focused, to 
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build customers‟ perceptions and emotions associated with the new event and increase ticket sales. The suggested SMS 

marketing script, in Arabic and English, is shown in Appendix AA.  

This message is intended to speak solely to the individual customer, not as message to the whole community, to 

give the sense of being specially tailored to this specific customer, and to appeal to callers‟ team spirit and encourage 

them to invite their friends. This is likely to result in higher participation rates and a more enjoyable experience for 

customers and their friends. Mentioning the charity in this message is to increase awareness of Ooredoo‟s charitable 

concerns. The date is given to encourage quick action, and a link provided is for more detailed event information so 

that customers can visit the website immediately to get a clear overview of the event. 

Time frame: To be sent out one week prior to the event to encourage quick action and increase the number 

of registered people. To reduce customers‟ irritation, the message will be sent once only, in both languages, 

rather than repeating the same message several times in a short period of time. Sending the message at an 

earlier stage, before one month prior to the event date, may result in customers forgetting the date of the 

event, while sending the message at very early stage, one or two days before the event, may not ensure that 

some customers would attend since they might already have plans for the weekend. Not too late so they 

don‟t have a chance to register or arrange their schedule accordingly, and not so early that customers might 

forget about it. 

Cost: To reach Ooredoo‟s customers would be free of cost, since they have their customer database and 

Ooredoo is the service provider. Reaching Vodafone customers, female-focused, would cost 0.219 QR for 

each SMS sent. An estimation of the cost would be 0.219 QR for two SMS‟s (both languages) × 30,000 

Vodafone customers would cost a total of 6,570 QR. 

Direct Marketing. As was suggested in the recommendations for the short-term challenge, direct marketing is a vital 

marketing tool because it reaches out to the customer and provides face-to-face communication in a cost-effective way. 

Through this tool, Ooredoo can measure customers‟ immediate reactions and real feelings about the suggested new 

event. 

Brochures will be distributed in different areas throughout Qatar, in Ooredoo stores, and especially across different 

shopping malls such as Gulf Mall, Ezdan Mall and City Centre Mall to complement the experiential marketing. This 

will provide customers with 360-degree coverage of the event and will increase the chances of reaching the target 

markets. 

 The front of these brochures will include: 

 The event name and logo 

 The event slogan 

 The event call for action 

 The hashtag #OoredooSheCan  

 The logoof the event‟s charity partner  

 Location, time and date 

 Different activities available and the prices 

 The official website for more information 

 Contact number for customers‟ calls and 

 Ooredoo‟s social media platforms 

The back of the brochures will contain the event time schedule and a map of the various zones and 

activities. 

Time frame: Prior the event; those brochures will be distributed two months before the event in Awareness 

month, to create awareness about the event and its charitable cause and encourage word of mouth.  

Cost: brochures will be designed by Ooredoo and printed internally, Ooredoo staff volunteers will be 

responsible for reaching out to the target customers by distributing the brochures, since they know about the 

event details and its benefits for the company and its customers and they have the know-how and experience 

to persuade customers to join and participate. 

Outdoor Advertising. Outdoor advertising allows companies to deliver their brand messages through creative 

outdoor canvas with high quality resolutions that will ensure high visibility especially on streets. This promotional 
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method is popular for creating awareness among the public and will create top-of-the-mind brand recognition and recall 

due to the advertising frequency. 

 

Transit, KarwaWill result in higher customers‟ reach, especially at high traffic areas, better recall and higher 

visibility at the streets. It supports the other promotional means to create the desired buzz prior to the event. Refer to 

Appendix BB1. 

Time Frame: Prior to the event; starts two months before the event in Awareness month to create 

awareness among the target and the public. 

Cost: The total cost of exposure by 50 Karwa Taxis would be 42,164 QR. 

Mupis BillboardsAllows higher exposure to massive number of customers and offers stronger visual effects and 

eye-catching colors appeal and eventually higher website visits, customers‟ call and tickets sales. Refer to Appendix 

BB2. 

Time frame: Prior to the event: starts two months before the event in Awareness month to create 

awareness among the target and general public. 

Cost: The total cost for 30 Mupis billboards would be 65,000 QR. 

Advertising in CinemasCinema advertisements have better sound and picture quality than television, and 

through music and pictures Ooredoo can manipulate the emotions that it wants the target to feel so the audience can 

relate to the brand and its event; in this case, the emotions should be empowering and inspiring. This short movie-clip 

advertisement can be used in different promotional channels, including digital websites, the influencer and bloggers‟ 

social media accounts, the Ooredoo YouTube channel, and the Ooredoo official website and social media accounts. 

Refer to Appendix BB3. 

Time frame: Prior to the event;starts two months before the event in Awareness month to create awareness 

among the target and general public. 

Cost:The total cost for one month at Gulf Mall cinemas would be 7,576 QR 

The Overall Budget 

As the client, Ooredoo, assigned a total budget of 500,000 QR for a new sporting event, unique to the company, 

by 2019–2020. The aim of the Ooredoo She Can event is to create a 360-degree IMC campaign to reach a new target 

market and fulfill their needs which are currently not satisfied by sporting events in Qatar. This will result in 

enhancement of the public‟s overall perceptions of the brand and achieve Ooredoo‟s main long-term goal of building 

greater brand equity. 

As a consultant, I have chosen specific promotional tools to create event awareness and spread the buzz across 

the community in Qatar, and other advertising means to build favorable emotions about the event and the brand and to 

encourage the immediate purchase of tickets and/or attendance at the event. The main focus of the 360-degree IMC 

campaign is to ensure positive customer perceptions and experiences to achieve the company‟s desired results in the 

most efficient way possible. I challenged myself to provide cost-free options, as much as possible, to achieve the goals 

of the project. The budget allocation is detailed in the table shown in Appendix CC. 

The Execution Time Frame Table 

Each suggested promotional tool is suggested to be implemented within a specific time frame to reach the 

desired outcome. The detailed execution time frame table is in Appendix DD. 

The Evaluation Metrics 

After the suggested solutions for the challenges presented by the brief have been implemented, Ooredoo is 

advised to evaluate each promotional tool recommended above using Ooredoo‟s specific post-event evaluation metrics 

to measure the event success and brand equity level. The detailed evaluation metrics table is in Appendix EE. 

Conclusion 

The research findings are positive in relation to the improvements of a brand reputation, its image, customer‟s 

perceptions towards it, customers satisfaction and loyalty which will eventually create greater brand equity through 

organizing sporting events. 

It can be summarized as below: 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: SWOT Analyses 

Appendix A1: SWOT Analysis, Ooredoo CSR 

 

Appendix A2: SWOT Analysis, Ooredoo Marathon 

 

Appendix A3: SWOT Analysis. Vodafone CSR 
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Appendix B: Doha Triathlon and Ooredoo Mathaon Maps 

Appendix B1: Doha Triathlon Location Map 

 

Appendix B2: Doha Triathlon Zone Map 

 

Appendix B3: Doha Triathlon Spectator Map 
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Appendix B4: Doha Triathlon Race Day Schedule 
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Appendix B5: Ooredoo Marathon Zone Map 
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Appendix C: Ooredoo Marathon Focus Groups and Interviews 

Appendix C1: Focus Groups’ Sample 

 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 

Gender Male Female Male Female 

Nationality Qataris Qataris Expatriates Expatriates 

Age 25 to 35 25 to 35 25 to 35 25 to 35 

Segments 

Marathon 

Participants and 

Non-

participants 

Marathon 

Participants and 

Non-

participants 

Marathon 

Participants and 

Non-

participants 

Marathon 

Participants and 

Non-

participants 

Number of 

Participants 
6 6 6 6 

 

Appendix C2: Focus Group Questionnaire 

Questionnaire 

To measure each group’s awareness of Ooredoo’s Marathon, the focus group participants were 

asked: 

 Did you know about Ooredoo‟s Marathon event? If yes, where did you learn about it? Why do 

you think a telecommunication company would organize a sports event like the Marathon? 

To measure each group’s perceptions of and feelings toward Ooredoo as a brand, the focus group 

participants were asked: 

 What do you think of this event? How do you feel about participating in this event? What comes 

to your mind when you hear Ooredoo? Can you describe Ooredoo in one word? 

For those who did attend: to understand possible gaps and areas of improvement, the focus group 

participants were asked: 

 After your experience, what did you expect to be there? What was actually there? What did you 

enjoy the most? What annoyed you the most? What did you wish were there that wasn‟t? 

For those who did not attend: to understand the barriers preventing participation in Ooredoo’s 

Marathon event, the focus group participants were asked: 

 What encouraged you to not attend? If something else were added, would that motivate you to 

participate? 

Applied to questions three and four: 

 Personal issues: not interested, circumstances, family issues, cultural barriers  

 Privacy issues: example media coverage of the event, separating females from males 

 Environment: location, weather, outdoor/indoor 

 Facilities: parking, toilets, Wi-Fi, coffee shops, staff to guide, first-aid 

 Type of the sports activity: not interested in running, need more activities 

 Related to the brand: I like/don‟t like the brand 

To understand each group’s motivation to participate in sporting events held in Qatar, the focus 

group participants were asked: 
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 Have you participated in any kind of sports event here in Qatar? What kind? How was it? 

Describe your experience. 

 

Appendix C3: Participants’ Interview Questionnaire 

Face-to-face interviews at Ooredoo‟s Marathon Event: 

 How did you know about Ooredoo's marathon event?  

 Did you know that Ooredoo's marathon event supports a charitable cause? How did you know?   

 Are you a first-time participant? 

 What motivated you to participate this time/every time? 

 Are you motivated/unmotivated to participate again? Why?  

 Tell me about your experience.  What did you expect, and what do you recommend for future events? 

 After your experience with the marathon event, describe your feelings toward Ooredoo's brand.  

 Picture Ooredoo's brand in your mind. Tell me, how do you perceive the brand?  

 Would you like to add any comments? 

 

Appendix C4: Face-to-face Interviews with Participants, Detailed Answers 

 Khuram, Pakistani, 31 years old, answered that he saw an attractive advertisement on Ooredoo‟s website and 

was encouraged to register. He knew that the event was for a cause, but did not know exactly what the cause 

was.  

 Maha, Lebanese, 26 years old, replied that she learned about the event from her friends. She stressed the 

importance and power of word of mouth, adding, “word spreads around the community very fast.” She knew 

that the event was for a charity cause because ROTA had a booth at the event; however, she did not learn 

this from Ooredoo directly. She added, with a huge smile, “it is such a great cause, and through Ooredoo 

Marathon, we started working with them to raise more funds for a cause.”  

 Nour Aldin, Moroccan, 32 years old, commented that he learned about the event from his company, which 

provides Ooredoo with volunteers. He also knew that it was for a cause because of Ooredoo‟s booth at the 

City Center shopping mall.  

 Nicolas, Spanish, 29 years old, said that he learned about the event from his friend and was encouraged to 

participate with him. He did not know that the event supported a cause.  

 Sophia, British, 28 years old, said that she learned about the event from Ooredoo‟s booth at the City Centre 

shopping mall. She said, “I saw the booth and was curious to know more,” and she registered there. She 

knew that the event was for charity because of the booth staff.  

 Mahmoud, Egyptian, 35 years old, said that he learned about the event from his friend and participated with 

him. He also did not know that the event supported charity.  

 David, American, 32 years old, learned about the event from Ooredoo‟s booth at the City Center shopping 

mall, where he registered. The booth workers told him that the proceeds would go to ROTA this year.  

 Abdulla, Saudi, 29 years old, learned about the event from online ads and registered through Ooredoo‟s 

website. He did not know about the event‟s charitable cause.  

 Khalifa, Emirati, 29 years old, learned about the event from his friend and did not know about the event‟s 

charitable giving. Maryam,  

 Qatari 27 years old, learned about the event from her cousin and did not know about the charitable cause. 

In conclusion, two of the ten respondents learned about the event from Ooredoo‟s booth at the City Centre 

shopping mall, two learned about it from Ooredoo‟s online ads, four learned about it from their friends, one learned 

about it from a cousin, and one learned about it from his company. Furthermore, three out of eight knew the event was 

for a cause, while five did not. Of the other two respondents, Khuram knew the event was for charity but did not know 

which charity, while Maha knew the event was for ROTA because she saw ROTA‟s booth; she was not informed by 

Ooredoo directly. 

Most of the participants found out about the event from others, mostly friends. In addition, most of the 

participants did not know that the event supported charity, and those who knew did not really know which charity was 
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being supported. This suggests that Ooredoo needs to enhance its customer communication and increase the scope of its 

advertisements to create event awareness. It should not rely exclusively on people‟s recommendations and should also 

work harder to spread awareness of its efforts to support charity. These steps will enhance Ooredoo‟s reputation and 

brand image. 

To learn about the customers‟ participation frequency and retention at the annual Ooredoo Marathon, I asked the 

participants how many times they had participated in the event. 

 Khuram and Khalifa said that this year was their first time trying the event and that they liked it. Nour Aldin,  

 Maryam, Mahmoud, and Abdulla were participating for the second time.  

 David, Maha, Sophia, and Nicolas were participating for the third time.  

In sum, two of the ten respondents were first-time participants, four were participating for the second time, and 

four were participating for the third time. These data indicate that Ooredoo is doing well in terms of retaining its 

participants. 

Surprising feedback was received regarding the participants‟ perceptions and feelings towards Ooredoo‟s brand 

and events. 

 Maha said, with emotion in her eyes, “Ooredoo is doing all this to help people get more active and for 

charity. They are showing how much they are doing for the community.” She described Ooredoo‟s brand in 

one word: “Efficient.”  

 NourAldin stated, “I think it showcases Doha‟s ability to organize major sports events, not only for 

professionals, but also for amateur athletes like us.” He added, “I‟m Ooredoo‟s customer and I will stay as 

well. I will keep liking the brand and the company.” He described Ooredoo‟s brand in one word: 

“Professional.”  

 Khuram said, “I‟m motivated and will always be,” and described Ooredoo‟s brand by saying:“  It‟s 

something that I want to be connected with.” He added, “We are living in a social media environment where 

most of us are attached to phones, laptops, and iPads, so we are going away from these healthy activities, and 

I would really appreciate [if] Ooredoo organized a few more events along these lines.”  

 Nicolas said, “I‟m proud that I‟m Ooredoo‟s customer and that I see Ooredoo taking care of people‟s 

health.” He described the company in one word: “Caring.”  

 Mahmoud said, “When I participated in events sponsored or organized by Ooredoo, I feel the fun and 

youthful side of everyone there.” He described Ooredoo as “Engaging.”  

 Maryam noted that “by attending Ooredoo‟s events, I see Ooredoo as a company that radiates people‟s 

lives.” She described the company as “Full of life.”  

 David answered, “When I hear Ooredoo, what comes to my mind are community and charity giving.” He 

described Ooredoo in one word: “Giving.”  

 Abdullah said, “I‟m glad that Ooredoo is representing Qatar, my second home, in a good way for both GCC 

citizens and other countries that are participating in the marathon today.” He described Ooredoo as 

“Organized.”  

 Khalifa said, “In every event and every ad I see for Ooredoo, I cheer up without realizing it.” He described 

Ooredoo as “Cheerful.”  

 Sophia said, “I can say that I‟m proud to be one of Ooredoo‟s customers. I know that my telecom company 

is giving back to people and not only taking the money for itself.” She described Ooredoo as “Thoughtful.”  

All of these quotes clearly indicate that the participants translated their positive perceptions and emotions from 

their event experiences to the brand itself.  

Participants were asked several other questions to gain insights, feedback, and recommendations for improving 

Ooredoo‟s Marathon event in the future. Specifically, they were asked what they currently liked and disliked about the 

event and what they would like to see in future events.  

 Maha suggested having groups run to prepare for the actual run and to encourage and engage people ahead 

of the event. She added, “this will start to motivate you to actually start running yourself.”  
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 NourAldin recommended having similar events more often (e.g. every six months instead of annually), 

adding, “I would like to participate on more occasions.”  

 Khuram said that he could not find the results signage and said, “This is one of the hardest things that I tried 

to find here.” He suggested having clearer signage for winners in the future.  

 Maryam hoped for an indoor activity. She said, “I would‟ve participated with more freedom, as in without 

my Abaya, if it was a private event.”  

 Mahmoud said that he would like to have activities to do while waiting for the results.  

 Nicolas found the queuing annoying. Sophia also had difficulties with the queuing, noting, “I was bored, and 

it took so long to receive our numbers. I wished that it was more organized and that there were activities to 

do during the waiting time.”  

 Khalifa said, “I wished that I could take my number prior to the event instead of queuing.”  

 Abdullah said, “I spent an hour waiting for the results.” Like Sophia, he also wished for an activity to do 

during this time.  

 David wanted training sessions to help him work out and be ready for the event, noting, “I would have really 

appreciated if Ooredoo had provided us with semi-marathons before the real marathon.” 

Appendix C5: Non-Participants’ Interview Questionnaire 

 Did you know about Ooredoo's marathon event?  

 Did you know that Ooredoo's marathon event supports a charitable cause? 

 Why do you think a telecommunication company would organize a sports event like the Marathon? 

 For people who were aware: How do you feel about participating in this event? What discouraged you from 

attending this event? 

 What comes to your mind when you hear “Ooredoo?” 

 Can you describe the brand in one word? 
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Appendix D: Customers’ Comments, Community Blogs on Ooredoo’s Website 
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Appendix E: Secondary Research Findings, Scholarly Articles 

Appendix E1: Brand Experience, Brand Attitude, and Brand Equity: The Impact of Brand Experience on the 

Brand Equity 

 
(Source: Zarantonello and Schmitt, 2013)  

Appendix E2: CSR Activities Influence on the Brand Equity 

 
(Source: Timothy Creel, 2012)  
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Appendix F: Ooredoo Marathon Segmentation Table 
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Appendix G:Ooredoo Marathon Brand Equity Pyramid 
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Appendix H: SMS Marketing Script, Arabic and English 
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Appendix I: Social Media and Digital Marketing 

Appendix I1: What’s Goin On Qatar, Falcon Package 
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Appendix I2: Qatar Living Media Kits

 

  

Kit 1 

Kit 2 
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Appendix I3: I Love Qatar Advertising Packages 

Kit 3 

Kit 4 
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Appendix J:Suggested InfluencerDr. Mohammed Al-Kuwari 
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Appendix K: Suggested Bloggers Abdullah Al-Ghafri and Tarek Al-Ward, Ooredoo Advertisements 
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Appendix L: Ooredoo Marathon Experiential Marketing 
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Appendix M: Costs to Modify Ooredoo Marathon 2018 

Costs to Modify Ooredoo Marathon 2018 

Promotional Tool Detailed costs Total cost 

The Jingle  
If Ooredoo chose the option to have the jingle done by Tarek or any 

other outsourced agency. 
4,000 QR 

Mobile Marketing, 

SMS 

To reach Vodafone customers: 

0.219 QR for two SMS‟s both languages x 60,000 customers 

= 13,140 QR  

13,140 QR 

 

Experiential 

Marketing 

Alrabaa sporty clothes: 

10 Mascots x 103 QR each sporty clothing 

= 1030 QR 

Alrabaa musical instruments: 

10 Mascots x 200 each instrument 

= 2000 QR 

3,030 QR 

What’s Goin On 

Qatar, Falcon 

Advertising Package. 

20,000 QR for the full Falcon advertising package 20,000 QR 

Qatar Living Website 

and Social Media Ads. 

Qatar Living Website spots: 15,330 QR 

Qatar Living Social Media ads: 3500 QR 

 

= 18,830 QR 

18,830 QR 

I Love Qatar Website 

and Social Media Ads. 

A full package will be provided for both the website and social 

media ads that cost 20,000 QR in total. 

 

20,000 QR 

The Bloggers 

 Abdullah AlGhafri: 6,000 QR 

Tarek AlWard: 15,000 QR 

= 21,000 QR 

21,000 QR 

 The Overall Total Cost 100,000 QR 
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Appendix N: Execution Time Frame Table for Ooredoo Marathon Event 

Time Frame for the Modified Ooredoo Marathon 2018 

Promotional 

Tool 
Duration Details Duration 

The Jingle Used at most advertisements implemented. 
Used at most advertisements 

implemented. 

The Hash-tag 

Prior to the event: to create event awareness. 

During the event: for the best photo 

competition. 

Post-event: would help the public to search, 

comment etc. 

Prior to the event 

During the event 

Post-event 

Mobile 

Marketing, SMS 

The message will be sent once, each language, 

any day within the assigned week prior to the 

event, the sooner the better. 

One week prior to the event 

Direct 

Marketing 

The brochures will be distributed two weeks 

before the event to create more event exposure 

and awareness, and allow more time for 

customers to further search about it. 

Two weeks prior to the event 

The Influencer 

and bloggers 

These motivational factors will be implemented 

one month prior to the event, to create event 

awareness. 

Two weeks prior to the event, to train with 

people and encourage them to participate and 

be ready to win the game. 

During the event making a fun enjoyable 

experience for the participants and spectators. 

One month prior to the event 

During the event 

Digital and 

Social Media 

Marketing 

 What‟s Goin On Qatar: one week prior to the 

event and during the event to cover every 

promotional tool suggested 

Qatar Living website and social media 

accounts: one month prior to the event to create 

event awareness and exposure and provide 

necessary information for customers. 

I Love Qatar website and social media 

accounts: two weeks prior to the event to 

encourage purchase decision. 

WGOQ: one week prior to the 

event and during the event day. 

Qatar Living: one month prior 

to the event. 

I Love Qatar: two weeks prior 

to the event. 

Experiential 

Marketing 

Two-one week prior to the event Alrabaa will 

be crossing around the cars in the city creating 

the buzz. 

During the event, Alrabaa will be dedicated to 

encourage participants and spectators by the 

musical instruments to ensure an enjoyable 

experience. 

Two-one week prior to the 

event 

During the event 
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Appendix O: Ooredoo Marathon Evaluation Metrics 

Promotional Tool Evaluation Tools  

 

The Jingle 

- Number of people who singed and remembered the jingle. 

- Number of posts, comments, videos and audios of the jingle. 

Number of customers who did recall the brand name after hearing the 

jingle. 

 

The Hash-tag 

- Number of people who used the hash-tag 

- Hash-tag trends 

- Number of posts, reposts, comments, photos, videos, searched etc 

using the hash-tag 

- Number of customers who could recall the new hash-tag 

 

Social Media and 

Digital Media: 

 

 

- Instagram account: number of likes, comments, tags, mentions, 

followers and the use of #RunForTheCause  

- Twitter account:  number of followers, tweets, re-tweets, favorites and 

the use of #RunForTheCause 

- Facebook account: number of followers, shares, likes and comments.  

- SnapChat account: number of followers, comments, snaps shares 

- Number of Ooredoo‟s website visitors coming from clicks on Ads in 

print & online media such as: ILoveQatar.net and other websites 

- Number of reach and impressions on the digital websites chosen 

- The interactive comments, likes, shares on the influencer and bloggers 

social media accounts 

Experiential 

Marketing 

- Number of posts, reposts, comments, likes etc. 

- Number of tickets purchase at that day. 

- Number of customers‟ website visits or calls. 

Mobile Marketing, 

SMS 

- Number of attracted Vodafone customers. 

- Number of customers‟ website visits or calls. 

Direct Marketing - Number of posts, reposts, comments, likes etc. 

- Number of tickets purchase at that day. 

- Number of customers‟ website visits or calls. 

Post-event 

evaluation 

- Website: number of ticket purchased and interaction on Ooredoo‟s 

community blogs online. 

- Data collection: interviews, surveys, comments posted on secondary 

data such as online websites. 

- Number of re-participated customers (customers‟ retention) 

Long-term Brand 

Equity evaluation 

- Ooredoo‟s events success evaluation metrics. 

- Ooredoo‟s public perceptions measurements. 

- Ooredoo‟s brand equity evaluation metrics. 
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Appendix P: Suggested She Can Event Logo Design and Color Wheel 

Appendix P1: Suggested Event Logo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix P2: Color Wheel 

 

Source: http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html 

  

http://www.color-wheel-pro.com/color-meaning.html
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Appendix Q: Ooredoo She Can Event Segmenting Table 
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Appendix R: Ooredoo She Can Brand Equity Pyramid 

 

 

 

 

Appendix S: Suggested Time Schedule for Ooredoo She Can Event 
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Appendix T: Losail International Circuit and Ooredoo She Can Event Maps 

Appendix T1: Losail International Circuit Map, Zoom Out and In 

 

 

 

 

Appendix T2: Suggested Info-graphic Map for Ooredoo She Can Event, Zoom Out and In 
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Appendix U: Qatar Cyclists Center Promotes the Losail Females-Only Event 
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Appendix V: Suggested Influencer for Ooredoo She Can Event, Noor Al Tamimi 

Appendix V1: Noor Climbs the Kilimanjaro Mountain 

 

Appendix V2: Press Release on Noor’s Achievements 

 

Appendix V3: Noor’s Participation at Losail Females-Only Event 
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Appendix W: Suggested Bloggers for Ooredoo She Can Event 

Appendix W1: The Suggested Blogger, Haneen 

 

Appendix W2: The Suggested Blogger, Aisha 

 

Appendix X: Ooredoo She Can Experiential Marketing 
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Appendix Y: SuggestedOoredoo She Can Event Press Release, Manar AlMuraikhi 
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Appendix Z: Suggested She Can Event Radio Advertising Script (Arabic only) 
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Appendix AA: Suggested Ooredoo She Can SMS Marketing Script, Arabic and English 

Appendix AA1: SMS Marketing Script, Arabic Version 

 

Appendix AA2: SMS Marketing Script, English Version 
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Appendix BB: SuggestedOoredoo She Can EventOutdoor Advertising 

Appendix BB1: Transit, Karwa Taxi’s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix BB2: Mupis Billboards 
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Appendix BB3: Cinema Advertising 
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Appendix CC: Ooredoo She Can Event, Overall Budget 

Promotional 

Tool 
Detailed costs Total cost 

The Losail 

International 

Circuit 

Partnership 

Full package for the venue and other facilities. 20,000 QR 
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Promotional 

Tool 
Detailed costs Total cost 

Diplomatic 

Club 

To provide the lunch buffet. 

 

42 QR x 500 person (300 participants and 200 

spectators and guests) 

= 21,000 QR 

21,000 QR 

What’s Goin 

On Qatar, 

Falcon 

Advertising 

Package. 

20,000 QR for the full Falcon advertising package 20,000 QR 

Qatar Living 

Website and 

Social Media 

Ads. 

Qatar Living Website spots: 15,330 QR 

Qatar Living Social Media ads: 3,500 QR 

 

= 18,830 QR 

18,830 QR 

I Love Qatar 

Website and 

Social Media 

Ads. 

A full package will be provided for both the website 

and social media ads that cost 20,000 QR in total. 
20,000 QR 

Google Ads 35,000 QR for one week 35,000 QR 

The Influencer  
6,000 QR to promote the event. 

2,000 QR to offer the motivational speech. 
8,000 QR 

The Bloggers 

Haneen 5,000 QR  

Aisha 5,000 QR 

= 10,000 QR 

10,000 QR 

Experiential 

Marketing 

The booths design (2x2): 

5,000 QR each booth x 3 booths = 15,000 QR 

The shopping malls space rent (2x2): 

2000 QR each day x 7 days = 14,000 QR 

14,000 QR total rent x 3 shopping malls = 42,000 

QR 

 Total cost: 

15,000 QR booths design + 42,000 QR rents = 

57,000 QR 

57,000 QR 

News Paper 

Printed Ads 

450 QR each banner-column add x 30 days (1 

month) = 13,500QR 

13,500 QR printed ads for 1 month x 4 newspapers 

= 54,000 QR 

54,000 QR 

Press Release 

Gulf Times English newspaper (English version of 

the press release) 34,650 QR 

Al-Watan Arabic newspaper (Arabic version of the 

press release) 34,650 QR 

69,300 QR 
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Promotional 

Tool 
Detailed costs Total cost 

Radio 

Advertising 

Qatar Radio (Arabic) broadcast 90 spots for two 

months: 

45,560 QR 

45,560 QR 

Mobile 

Marketing, 

SMS 

 

To reach Vodafone customers (female-focused): 

0.219 QR on each SMS x 30,000 customers 

= 6,570 QR  

6,570 QR 

Outdoor 

Transit 

Advertising 

50 Karwa Taxi = 42,164 QR 42,164 QR 

Outdoor Mupis 

Billboards 
30 Mupis billboards = 65,000 QR 65,000 QR 

In Movies 

Advertising at 

Cinemas 

Gulf Mall cinemas for one month = 7,576 QR 7,576 QR 

 The Overall Total Cost 500,000 QR 
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Appendix DD: Execution Time Frame Table for Ooredoo She Can Event 

1
st
 Month - Raising Event Awareness  

Promotional tool  Duration details Duration 

The Hash-tag 

#OoredooSheCan hash-tag will be used 

throughout the whole month by Ooredoo and 

other promotional means to support the aim of 

creating the event awareness. 

The whole awareness month 

Qatar Living Digital and 

Social Media Marketing 
To promote the event information and details The whole awareness month 

I Love Qatar Digital and 

Social Media Marketing 
To promote the event information and details 

Two weeks within the 

awareness month 

Google Ads To promote the event information and details 
One week within the 

awareness month 

The Official Websites 

The official Ooredoo website, to promote the 

event details 

The Losail International Circuit official website, 

to promote the event details 

The whole awareness month 

The Influencer 

To promote the event information, details and the 

benefits of the event for women in Qatar on her 

social media accounts 

The whole awareness month 

The Bloggers  

To promote the event information, details and the 

benefits of the event for women in Qatar on their 

social media accounts 

The whole awareness month 

Newspaper Printer Ads To promote the event information and details The whole awareness month 

Radio Marketing To promote the event information and details The whole awareness month 

Mobile Marketing, Call 

Center 
To promote the event information and details The whole awareness month 

Direct Marketing To promote the event information and details The whole awareness month 

Outdoor Advertising To promote the event information and details The whole awareness month 

 

2
nd

 Month - Building Perceptions and Encourage Behavior (Emotions, Purchase Tickets and Attend) 

 

Media Type Objective Duration  

The Hash-tag 

#OoredooSheCan hash-tag will be used 

throughout the whole month by Ooredoo and 

other promotional tool to support the aim of 

building perceptions and boosting ticket 

purchase. 

The whole affective & behavior 

month 

What’s Goin On Qatar 

Digital and Social Media 

Marketing 

To build customers perceptions, expectations 

toward the event and push immediate actions 

i.e. tickets purchase. 

Last week of the affective & 

behavior month 
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Media Type Objective Duration  

The Official Websites 

The official Ooredoo website, to showcase the 

event activities, the influencer and the bloggers 

as well as the ticket prices details, offers and 

donations to build perceptions, boost tickets 

sales and encourage the public to attend. 

The Losail International Circuit official 

website, showcase the event activities, the 

influencer and the bloggers as well as the ticket 

prices details, offers and donations to build 

perceptions, boost tickets sales and encourage 

the public to attend. 

The whole affective & behavior 

month 

The Influencer  

To create positive emotions and build 

customers perceptions, expectations toward the 

event and push immediate actions i.e. tickets 

purchase. Also, to train with participants prior 

to the event. 

The whole affective & behavior 

month 

The Bloggers 

To create positive emotions and build 

customers perceptions, expectations toward the 

event and push immediate actions i.e. tickets 

purchase. Also, to train with participants prior 

to the event. 

The whole affective & behavior 

month 

Experiential Marketing  

One week prior to the event. To create positive 

emotions, increase the buzz and build 

customers perceptions, expectations toward the 

event and push immediate actions i.e. tickets 

purchase. 

Last week of the affective & 

behavior month 

Publicity, Press Release 

To create positive emotions through the charity 

donations, increase the buzz and build 

customers perceptions, expectations toward the 

event and push immediate actions i.e. tickets 

purchase. 

Within the affective & behavior 

month 

TV Interview  

To create positive emotions through the charity 

donations, increase the buzz and build 

customers perceptions, expectations toward the 

event and push immediate actions i.e. tickets 

purchase. 

Within the affective & behavior 

month 

Radio Marketing 

To create positive emotions through the charity 

donations, increase the buzz and build 

customers perceptions, expectations toward the 

event and push immediate actions i.e. tickets 

purchase. 

The whole affective & behavior 

month 

Mobile Marketing, Call 

Center  

To create positive emotions through the charity 

donations and build customers perceptions, 

expectations toward the event and push 

immediate actions i.e. tickets purchase. 

The whole affective & behavior 

month 

Mobile Marketing, SMS 

To create positive emotions through the charity 

donations, increase the buzz and build 

customers perceptions, expectations toward the 

event and push immediate actions i.e. tickets 

purchase. 

Within the last week of the 

affective & behavior month 
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Appendix EE: Evaluation Metrics for Ooredoo She Can Event 

 

Promotional Tool Evaluation Tools  

 

The Hash-tag 

- Number of people who used the hash-tag 

- Hash-tag trends 

- Number of posts, reposts, comments, photos, videos, searched etc. using the 

hash-tag 

- Number of customers who could recall the hash-tag 

 

The Websites 

- Using Google Analytics: number of people that have visited the website, 

frequency of visits i.e. visits the website twice a week, number of clicks 

directed from other websites links and average visit length the average 

duration of time visitors spends each time the surf through the pages. 

- Number of tickets purchase online. 

- Number of calls referring to the website advertisements. 

 

 

Social Media and 

Digital Media: 

 

- Instagram account: number of likes, comments, tags, mentions, followers 

and the use of #OoredooSheCan  

- Twitter account:  number of followers, tweets, re-tweets, favorites and the 

use of #OoredooSheCan 

- Facebook account: number of followers, shares, likes and comments.  

- SnapChat account: number of followers, comments, snaps share 

- Number of Ooredoo‟s website visitors coming from clicks on Ads in print, 

Google Ads and online media such as: ILoveQatar.net and other websites 

- YouTube channel: viewership rates, comments, reposts 

- Number of reach and impressions on the digital websites chosen 

- The interactive comments, likes, shares on the influencer and bloggers 

social media accounts 

Experiential 

Marketing 

- Number of posts, reposts, comments, likes etc. 

- Number of tickets purchase at that day. 

- Number of customers‟ website visits or calls. 

Newspaper,  

Printed Ad and 

Press Release 

- Readership rates 

- Average numbers of customers‟ reach that bought and read the newspaper 

on the assigned month. 

- Number of tickets sales and calls referring to the newspaper ads and press 

release 

- People perceptions and emotions toward the brand after the press release 

 

TV Interview - Viewership rates on TV, websites, social media accounts and YouTube 

channel. 

- Number of comments, like, posts and reposts. 

- Number of tickets purchase and calls on that day or few days afterwards. 

Radio Marketing - Listenership rates. 

- Number of tickets purchased. 

- Favorable emotions delivered and perceptions created. 

Mobile Marketing, 

SMS 

- Number of attracted Vodafone customers. 

- Number of customers‟ website visits or calls. 
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Direct Marketing - Number of posts, reposts, comments, likes etc. 

- Number of tickets purchase at that day. 

- Number of customers‟ website visits or calls. 

Outdoor 

Advertising 

- Taxi and Mupis Billboards: number of photos taken and shared, car traffic 

rate on specific locations, Ooredoo‟s own evaluation metrics such as Daily 

Effective Circulation (DEC) that is used by many companies 

worldwide,number of tickets sales, calls referring to taxi‟s and Mupis ads 

- In Movie Advertising at Cinemas: average number of people who attended 

the cinemas on that month, number of videos taken and shared, tickets sales 

referring to the movie-clip ads and number of people who could recall and 

remember the short movie-clip ad. 

Post-event 

evaluation 

- Website: number of ticket purchased and interaction on Ooredoo‟s 

community blogs online. 

- Data collection: interviews, surveys, comments posted on secondary data 

such as online websites. 

- Number of re-participated customers (customers‟ retention) 

Long-term Brand 

Equity evaluation 

- Ooredoo‟s events success evaluation metrics. 

- Ooredoo‟s public perceptions measurements. 

- Ooredoo‟s brand equity evaluation metrics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


